Section 9 Posters

**WOMEN IN ELECTIVE OFFICE**

1. "Policy Priorities in Three Midwestern States: Are There Gendered Political Interests?"  
   **Elizabeth A. Bennion**, *University of Wisconsin-Madison/Indiana University South Bend*, ebennion@iusb.edu  
   Disc: **Angela High-Pippert**, *University of St. Thomas*, ahigpippe@stthomas.edu

2. "Caucuses and Influence: An Examination of the Maryland General Assembly’s Women’s Caucus and the Outcome of Legislation."  
   **M. Mitchell Brown**, *University of Maryland College Park*, mbrown@gvtal.umd.edu  
   Disc: **Georgia Duerst-Lahti**, *Beloit College*, duerstgj@beloit.edu

   **Rosalyn Cooperman**, *Vanderbilt University*, cooperrl@ctrvax.vanderbilt.edu  
   Disc: **Lonna Rae Atkeson**, *University of New Mexico*, atkeson@unm.edu

4. "Assessing the Lasting Impacts of the Year of the Woman."  
   **Jason M. Roberts**, *Purdue University*, roberts@polsci.purdue.edu;  
   **Lisa M. Dean**, *Purdue University*  
   Disc: **Debra L. Dodson**, *Rutgers University*, Dodsond@aol.com

5. "Women as School Board Candidates."  
   **Melissa M. Deckman**, *American University*, mdeckma@american.edu  
   Disc: **Angela High-Pippert**, *University of St. Thomas*, ahigpippe@stthomas.edu

6. "Gender, Mass Media and the Vote."  
   **Steven Greene**, *Oberlin College*, steven.greene@oberlin.edu;  
   **Laurel Elder**, *Hartwick College*, Elderl@hartwick.edu  
   Disc: **Lonna Rae Atkeson**, *University of New Mexico*, atkeson@unm.edu

7. "Media Coverage of Senate Candidates: Does a Gender Bias Still Exist?"  
   **Bethany Machacek**, *Union College*, Zoe M. Oxley, *Union College*, oxleyz@union.edu  
   Disc: **Debra L. Dodson**, *Rutgers University*, Dodsond@aol.com

Section 10 Posters

**Race, Class, and Ethnicity**

1. "The Portrayal of Poverty in College Textbooks: Is It Depicted as a ‘Black’ Problem?"  
   **Rosalee A. Clawson**, *Purdue University*, clawson@polsci.purdue.edu;  
   **Elizabeth R. Kegler**, *Purdue University*
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 – 8:30 am – 12:00 pm


3. “Betrayal of Race and Class: Spatiality and the Production of Racialized Urban Geography.” **Rich Stanislaw, Purdue University**, stanisla@polsci.purdue.edu

4. “The Promised Land or Ghetto of Babylon: The Rhetoric of Race in Cuba” **Mark Q. Sawyer, UCLA**, msawyer@polisci.ucla.edu

5. “British Political Culture and United States Racial Attitudes: Racism at Home and Abroad - A Two Way Street.” **Paul Barton-Kriese, Indiana University East**, bartonkr@indiana.edu


7. “Outlining the Boundaries: Black Media and Perceptions of the AIDS Crisis.” **Ismail K. White, University of Michigan**, ikwhite@umich.edu; **Corrine M. McConnaughy, University of Michigan**; **Harwood K. McClerking, University of Michigan**

---

Section 14 Posters
Themes in Methodology

1. “Political Contributions and Generational Conflict.” **Thomas DeLeire, University of Chicago**.

2. “Abductive Logic as an Approach to the Social Sciences.” **Jeffrey Alan Johnson, University of Wisconsin**, Madison, jajohnson@polisci.wisc.edu

3. “A More Reasonable ML Estimator of the Spatial Model.” **Adam Meirowitz, Stanford Graduate School of Business**, ameirow@leland.stanford.edu

4. “What Was and What Would Have Been, or Why We Should Stop Worrying and Learn to Love Counterfactuals.” **Andrew Lister, University of California, Los Angeles**, alister@ucla.edu

5. “A Trilemma of Conceptual Validity, Generality, and Causality: Research Strategies in Comparative Analysis.” **Hyeok Yong Kwon, Cornell University**, hyk1@cornell.edu

6. “A Strategy for Testing Hypotheses about Levels of Measurement in Statistical Models.” **William Jacoby, University of South Carolina**, william-jacoby@sc.edu

7. “An Interaction Hierarchy Generalized Linear Model of the Education Production Function: Resource Education Policies in the Schools.” **Jeff Gill, California Polytechnic University**, jgill@calpoly.edu; **Nick A. Theobald, Texas A&M University**
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 – 8:30 am – 12:00 pm

Section 16 Posters
THEMES IN PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS
1. "Presidents, the Media, the Public, and Split Ticket Voting." William T. Horner, Lake Superior State University, whorner@gw.lssu.edu
2. Presidents and Foreign Policy, 1946-1996. Aubrey Jewett, University of Central Florida, ajewett@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu; Marc Turetzky, Gavilan College, drturk@hotmail.com
3. "How Long Are Those Tails? An Examination of Presidential Coattails in the Twentieth Century." Bill Turk, University of Texas-Pan American, turk@panam.edu; J. Mark Wrighton, University of Texas-Pan American, wrighton@panam.edu

Section 22 Posters
A Potpourri of Public Administration Research
1. “The Role of Social Capital in Bureaucracy.” Connie Mae Jorstad, American University, cmjorstad@aol.com
3. Hoping to Win, Fighting to Survive: A Case Study of the Office of the National Drug Control Policy.” J. Christopher Woolard, Miami University, woolarjc@muhio.edu; Christopher S. Kelley, Miami University, kelleysc@muhio.edu
4. “Public Control and Bureaucratic Responsiveness: The Welfare Program in Missouri, 1991-1997.” Seung-Whan Choi, University of Missouri-Columbia, sc05b@mizzou.edu
5. "A Generation Apart: The Value Differences of Boomers and Xers and Their Impacts on Supervision." Lewis G. Bender, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, lbender@aol.com; T.R. Carr, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville

Disc: E. Lee Bernick, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, bernick@uncg.edu
John Bohte, Oakland University, bohte@oakland.edu
Samantha L. Durst, University of North Texas, sdurst@scs.cmm.unt.edu
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 – 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

POSTER SESSION 1 (Continues)  EXHIBIT HALL
See Page 59 For Listings.

Panel 1-O  SANDBURG 2
DEMONCRACY, GLOBALIZATION AND THE POLITICS OF TAX REFORM
Chair:  Sven Steinmo, University of Colorado, steinmo@colorado.edu
Papers:
- "Tax Competition and Tax Harmonization." Philipp Genschel, Max-Planck-Institut fur Gesellschaftsforschung, genschel@mpi-fg-koeln.mpg.de
- "Extractive Capacities of Contemporary States: Institutional and Partisan Effects, 1970-1995." Andrew C. Gould, University of Notre Dame, gould.4@nd.edu
- "The New Political Economy of Taxation." Sven Steinmo, University of Colorado, steinmo@colorado.edu; Duane Swank, Marquette University, SWANKD@marquette.edu
Disc:  Dennis Quinn, Georgetown University, quinnd@gunet.georgetown.edu

Panel 2-A  SANDBURG 4
REGIONAL ELITES AND ECONOMIC REFORMS IN CHINA
Chair:  Yang Dali, University of Chicago, daliyang@midway.uchicago.edu
Papers:
- "Cadres in Post-Reform China." Pierre Landry, University of Mississippi
- "Chinese Provincial Elites: Characteristics, Careers, and Circulation." Christopher Quade, University of Arizona, quade@u.arizona.edu
- "Reform and Regional Inequalities in China." John Donaldson, The George Washington University, johnd@gwu.edu
- "Campaign Style Enforcement in Corruption Control in China" Andrew Wedeman, University of Nebraska, awedemanl@unl.edu
Disc:  Yang Dali, University of Chicago, daliyang@midway.uchicago.edu

Panel 3-B  SANDBURG 3
RUSSIA’S PARLIAMENTARY AND PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS: AN IN-DEPTH ASSESSMENT OF OUTCOMES AND EFFECTS (PART 2)
Chair:  Stephen White, University of Glasgow, s.white@socsci.gla.ac.uk
Papers:
- "The Impact of the 1999-2000 Elections on Party Development In Russia." M. Steven Fish, University of California-Berkeley, sfish@uclink4.berkeley.edu
- "Foreign Policy Implications of the 1999-2000 Elections." Andrei Melville, Moscow State University of International Relations, melville@fms.msk.su
- "The Formation of Factons in the New Duma." Thomas Remington, Emory University, polstfr@emory.edu
Disc:  William Reisinger, University of Iowa, william-reisinger@uiowa.edu
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Panel 3-P

MASS PARTICIPATION AND DEMOCRATIZATION IN CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA

Chair: Douglas S. Thornton, Texas A&M University, dst@polisci.tamu.edu

Papers:
- “Restricting and Deepening Democracy: Representative and Participatory Democracy in Three Brazilian Cities.” Brian Wampler, University of Texas-Austin, bwampler44@yahoo.com
- “Political Attitudes and Democracy: A Comparison of Working Class Political Attitudes in Mexico and Costa Rica.” Douglas S. Thornton, Texas A&M University, dst@polisci.tamu.edu
- “Polyarchy in Five South American States.” Miguel Centellas, Western Michigan University, miguel.centellas@wmich.edu
- “A Sophisticated Model of Rational Electoral Choice: Retrospective, Issue, and Strategic Voting in Mexico.” Alejandro Poire, Instituto Tecnologico Autonomo de Mexico, poirerom@eniac.rhon.itam.mx

Disc: Edwin Eloy Aguilar, State University of New York-Albany, eagular@cnsunix.albany.edu

Panel 4-A

DIVERSIONARY CONFLICT IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Chair: Karl DeRouen Jr., Bowling Green State University, karl@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Papers:
- “Diversionary Conflict and Domestic Macroeconomic Constraints.” Carmela Lutmar, New York University, cl218@is5.nyu.edu
- “Wagging the Dog Nonviolently: Domestic Imperatives for Foreign Policy Substitution.” David H. Clark, University of Iowa, david-h-clark@uiowa.edu
- “Diversionary Theory and Presidential Agenda Setting.” Jeffrey S. Peake, Bowling Green State University, jpeake@bgnet.bgsu.edu; Karl DeRouen Jr., Bowling Green State University, karl@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Disc: Timothy Nordstrom, The Pennsylvania State University, twn1@psu.edu

Panel 4-B

COOPERATION, TRUST, AND CONFIDENCE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Chair: Barbara Koremenos, UCLA, barbk@ucla.edu

Papers:
- “Can States Trust? Conceptual and Methodological Issues Relating to the Study of Trust in IR.” Aaron M. Hoffman, University of Pittsburgh, amsh20+@pitt.edu
- “Cooperation in International Agreements: An Empirical Analysis.” Barbara Koremenos, UCLA, barbk@ucla.edu
- “Culture and Anarchy.” Mark Harvey, University of Kansas, maharvey@lark.cc.ukans.edu
- “Confidence- and Security-Building Measures Beyond Europe: Preconditions for Adoption.” Sarah Diehl-Hunt, Southern Illinois University, dielhunt@siu.edu

Disc: Tove G. Lie, Indiana University, tglie@indiana.edu
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 – 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 5-A
TRADE
PARLOR D
Chair: William T. Berhard, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Bernhard@uiuc.edu
Papers: "Unilateral and Bilateral Trade Dispute Resolution: The Indirect Role of the WTO in Generating Freer Trade." Todd Allee, University of Michigan, tallee@umich.edu
"Making Sense of ‘Globalization’: Can We Learn Any Thing from the Confusion?" Edward S. Cohen, Westminster College, chenes@westminster.edu
"An Empirical Test of State Participation in Regional Trade Blocs." Quan Li, Penn State University, quanli@psu.edu
"Globalization and Political Economy of Trade Protection in Japan in the 1990s: Steel vs. Autos." Mark Elder, Michigan State University, elderm@pilot.msu.edu
Disc: William T. Berhard, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Panel 6-M
POLITICAL VALUES
CLARK 7
Chair: Fred Slocum, Minnesota State University-Mankato
Papers: "Welfare Attitudes: An Intersection of Political Values." Luke Keele, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, keele@email.unc.edu
"Is Liberal-Conservative Identification an Ideology?" William Jacoby, University of South Carolina, william-jacoby@sc.edu
"American Identity and Public Opinion: How What It Means to Be an American Influences Language Policy Preferences." Deborah Schildkraut, Princeton University, djs@princeton.edu
"Support for Racial Equality: Experimental Evidence of the Effects of Identification." John Transue, University of Minnesota, jtransue@polisci.umn.edu
Disc: Robert K. Goidel, Indiana State University, psgoidel@scifac.indstate.edu

Panel 7-B
SOCIAL NETWORKS AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
SALON 3
Chair: James Carlson, Providence College, jcarlson@providence.edu
Papers: "Social Structure and Political Participation: Examining Second-Order Mobilization Effects in a Presidential Election" Scott McClurg, Washington University, sdmcclur@artsci.wustl.edu
"Connecting, Trusting, and Participating: The Interactive Effects of Social Associations and Generalized Trust on Collective Action" Nojin Kwak, University of Wisconsin Madison, nkwak@facstaff.wisc.edu; Dhavan Shah, University of Wisconsin Madison, dshah@facstaff.wisc.edu; R. Lance Holbert, University of Wisconsin Madison, rholbert@facstaff.wisc.edu
"Social Networks and Political Participation" Yukio Maeda, University of Michigan, ymaeda@umich.edu
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 – 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 7-S  
THE IMPACT OF INCUMBENT CHARACTERISTICS  
Chair: John McAdams, Marquette University, 6489mcadamsj@mu.edu  
Papers: 
- "The Effects of the Timing of the Revelation of Scandal on US House Elections." 
  Stephen C. Roberds, Southern Utah University, roberds@suu.edu  
- "Who Survives? Candidate Personality Traits as Scandal Immunity Factors." 
  Theresa Capelos, SUNY - Stony Brook, tcapelos@ic.sunysb.edu  
- "Beyond Huffington: The Effect of Personal Campaign Spending on Congressional Elections." 
  Jennifer Steen, UC Berkeley, jsteen@socrates.berkeley.edu  
Disc: John McAdams, Marquette University, 6489mcadamsj@mu.edu

Panel 7-V  
DIRECT DEMOCRACY ELECTIONS IN THE 1990s  
Chair: David Lanoue, Texas Tech University, tjdj@ttacs.ttu.edu  
Papers: 
- "Direct Democracy as a Catalyst for 21st Century Political Reform." 
  Caroline J. Tolbert, Kent State University, ctolber1@kent.edu  
- "Economic Conditions and Initiative Voting." 
  John Grummel, Kent State University, jgrummel@kent.edu  
- "Assisted Suicide Initiatives: The Effects of Campaign Advertising." 
  Dina Krois, Lansing Community College, dkrois@lansing.cc.mi.us  
- "Minorities and Direct Legislation: Evidence from California Ballot Proposition Elections." 
  Elisabeth R. Gerber, UC San Diego, egerber@weber.ucsd.edu; Zoltan Hajnal, Public Policy Institute of California  
Disc: Shaun Bowler, UC Riverside, bowler@wizard.ucr.edu

Panel 9-H  
AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: ANNA HARVEY, "VOTES WITHOUT LEVERAGE: WOMEN IN AMERICAN ELECTORAL POLITICS, 1920-1970"  
Gerald Gamm, University of Rochester, grgm@troi.cc.rochester.edu  
Virginia Sapiro, University of Wisconsin, Madison, sapiro@polisci.wisc.edu  
Gary J. Miller, Washington University, gjmiller@artsci.wustl.edu  
Eileen McDonagh, Northeastern University, emcd@neu.edu  
Anna Harvey, New York University, anna.harvey@nyu.edu

Panel 9-K  
EXPLAINING THE GENDER GAP  
(Co-sponsored with Political Psychology and Public Opinion)  
Chair: Kathleen Bawn, University of California, Los Angeles, kbawn@polisci.ucla.edu
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 – 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Papers:

Misa Nishikawa, Michigan State University, nishikaw@pilot.mse.edu

Patricio Navia, New York University, pdn200@is7.nyu.edu

“The Dynamics of the Gender Gap.”
Janet Box-Steffensmeier, Ohio State University, jboxstef+@osu.edu, Suzanna De Boef, Penn State University, SDEBOEF@PSU.EDU, Tse-min Lin, University of Texas-Austin, tml@mail.la.utexas.edu

“Reducing the Gap: Institutional and Socio-Economic Explanations for Women’s Representation.”
David Goldberg, dgoldber@niu.edu

Disc:
Kathleen Bawn, University of California, Los Angeles, kbawn@polisci.ucla.edu

Panel 10-A
MINORITY POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Chair: Gary M. Segura, Claremont Graduate University, gary.segura@cgu.edu
Papers:

“Understanding Black Voter Turnout in Presidential Elections.”
Maruice Mangum, University of Alabama at Birmingham, mmangum@uab.edu

“Political and Philanthropic Giving in the Black Community: Its Distinctive and Pragmatic Connection to the Black Church.”
Keesha Middlemass Scott, University of Georgia, midlemas@arches.uga.edu, Nancy Winemiller Basinger, University of Georgia

“Coalition Formation Among Latinos and African Americans: A Test of the Minority Status Model.”
John A. Garcia, University of Arizona, jag@u.arizona.edu

Disc:
Michael Corbett, Ball State University, 00amcorbett@bsu.edu

Panel 11-D
ECOLOGY, DOMINATION, AND POLITICS
Chair: Michea Bowers, University of Minnesota, mbowers@polisci.umn.edu
Papers:

“Re-reading Marcuse in an Age of Ecological Limits.”
Andrew Biro, York University, biroa@yorku.ca

“Personalizing Ecologism: ‘Nature’ and the Divided Psyche.”
Kerry H. Whiteside, Franklin and Marshall College, k_whiteside@acad.fandm.edu

“Domination and Empowerment in Ecofeminist Theory.”
Charlene Hinckley, Southern Connecticut State University, hinckley@iavanet.com

Disc:
Michea Bowers, University of Minnesota, mbowers@polisci.umn.edu

Panel 11-J
RETHINKING EQUALITY: ABORTION, PORNOGRAPHY, AND REPRODUCTION
(Co-sponsored by Gender and Politics)
Chair: Philip Abbott, Wayne State University, aa2393@wayne.edu
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 – 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Papers:  “Dissent Through Consensus: Equality, Citizenship, and the Pro-Life/Pro-Choice Divide.” Kathy Purnell, Albion College, kpurnell@albion.edu
“Prioritizing Property Over Women: The Misframing of Supreme Court Zoning Precedents Regulating Pornography.” Lynn M. Eckert, Syracuse University, lynn.eckert@gte.edu
“Feminist Theory, Politics, and Identity: Whitner v. State and the Politics of Reproduction.” Ashlie Lancaster, University of South Carolina; Ed Wingenbach, San Diego State University, ecwingen@mail.sdsu.edu
Disc: Renee Heberle, University of Toledo, rheberl@utnet.toledo.edu
Angela Ledford, University of South Carolina, aledford@worldnet.att.net

Panel 12-B  PARLOR C
PROBLEMS OF DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY
Chair: Jeffrey Issac, Indiana University, isaac@indiana.edu
Papers: “Deliberation, Citizen Action, and the Framing of Democratic Constitutions.” Simone Chambers, University of Colorado at Boulder, chambers@colorado.edu
“Consequences of Two Incapacities in Political Thought.” Eric MacGilvray, University of Chicago eamacgil@midway.uchicago.edu
“The Theorist as Painkiller: Political Theory and Public Deliberation.” Maurice Meilleur, Indiana University, mmeilleu@indiana.edu
“Constrained Deliberation: Theories of Deliberative Democracy and the Realities of Capitalism.” Gregory Streich, Central Missouri State University, streich@cmsu1.cmsu.edu
Disc: Ronald Beiner, University of Toronto, rbeiner@chass.utoronto.ca

Panel 13-A  LASALLE 1
NEW HORIZONS FOR POLITICAL ECONOMY
Chair: Roger Myerson, Northwestern University, myerson@nwu.edu
Papers: “A Multidimensional Model of Repeated Elections.” John Duggan, University of Rochester, dugg@troi.cc.rochester.edu; Jeff Banks, California Institute of Technology, bnks@hss.caltech.edu
“A Structural Model of Government Formation.” Daniel Diermeier, Northwestern University, dad001@nwu.edu; Antonio Merlo, New York University, antonio.merlo@nyu.edu
“Management by Avoiding the Political Heat: Administrative Rationality in the Research University.” Susanne Lohmann, UCLA, lohmann@ucla.edu
“Legislative Organization Under Separate Powers.” Sharyn O’Halloran, Columbia University, so33@columbia.edu
Disc: John Patty, California Institute of Technology, jwpatty@hss.caltech.edu
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Panel 14-H
MEASUREMENT, CONCEPTUALIZATION, AND VISUALIZATION
LASALLE 2
Chair: Richard E. Chard, Georgia State University, polrec@langate.gsu.edu
Papers: "Measuring Democracy: The Methodology of Data Sets." Gerardo L. Munck, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; Jay Verkuilen, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. jayv@ntbx.cso.uiuc.edu "Visualizing the Time Stability of the Spatial Distribution of an Urban Public Pathology." John Sprague, Washington University in St. Louis. sprague@artsci.wustl.edu; Carol W. Kohfeld, University of Missouri-St. Louis, kohfeld@umsl.edu "Making Sense of the Noise in Pocketbook Evaluations: Applying an Adapted Rivers-Vuong Estimator to Account for Distinct Correlated Measurement Error." Harvey Palmer, University of Rochester, hpalmer@sysnet.net
Disc: Robert Y. Shapiro, Columbia University, rys3@columbia.edu
Richard E. Chard, Georgia State University, polrec@langate.gsu.edu

Panel 15-J
INTEREST GROUPS, EXPERTS, AND THE POLICY PROCESS
MONTROSE 1
Chair: Kevin M. Esterling, Dartmouth College, k-esterling@uchicago.edu
Papers: "Experts as Policy Advisors: What Accounts for their Success?" Andrew Rich, Wake Forest University, richa@wfu.edu "Interest Group Utilization of Policy-Making Channels: The Strategic Behavior of State-level Interest Groups in the Implementation of the Clean Air Act." Brian J. Gerber, State University of New York at Stony Brook, bgerber@ic.sunysb.edu; Deborha Spak, State University of New York at Stony Brook, dspak@ic.sunysb.edu "The Use of Different Forms of Argument by Policy Advocates." Marie Hojnacki, Penn State University, mhojnack@umich.edu "Leaders and Advocates in Pursuit of Policy, 1991-1998." Christine DeGregorio, American University, cdeggreg@american.edu
Disc: Kevin M. Esterling, Dartmouth College, k-esterling@uchicago.edu

Panel 16-A
ROUNDTABLE: "WHAT DOES POLITICAL SCIENCE HAVE TO SAY TO THE NEW PRESIDENT?"
LASALLE 3
Chair: Bert A. Rockman, University of Pittsburgh, brockman+@pitt.edu
Part: George C. Edwards III, Texas A&M University, GEDWARDS@TAMU.EDU Martha Joynt Kumar, Towson University, mkumar@lwm.edu; Lyn Ragsdale, University of Arizona, ragsdale@u.arizona.edu; Terry Sullivan, Rice University, Sullivan@MetaLab.unc.edu
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 – 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 17-B
REDISTRICTING: PARTY, CONSTITUENCY, AND DISTRIBUTIVE POLITICS
Chair: Martin Gruberg, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, gruberg@uwosh.edu
Papers: "Does Partisan Control of Redistricting Make a Difference?" James L. McDowell, Indiana State University, psmcdow@scifac.indstate.edu
"Personal and Partisan Votes in Redistricting." Scott W. Desposato, Harvard-MIT Data Center, sdesposa@latte.harvard.edu; John Petrock, University of Missouri, petrock@missouri.edu
"District Lines and Battle Lines: Redistricting and the Politics of Distributive Program Awards." Kenneth Bickers, Indiana University, kbickers@indiana.edu; Matthew Potoski, Iowa State University, potoski@iastate.edu
"One Person, One Vote and the Allocation of Government Spending." Steve Ansolabehere, MIT, sda@mit.edu; Alan Gerber, Yale University, alan.gerber@yale.edu; James Snyder, MIT, millett@mit.edu
Disc: David Lublin, American University, dlublin@american.edu

Panel 17-C
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON CONGRESSIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Chair: Gregory Wawro, Columbia University, gjw10@columbia.edu
Papers: "Institutional Evolution and the Rise of the Tuesday-Thursday Club in the House of Representatives." Timothy Nokken, University of Houston, tnokken@pop.uh.edu; Brian Sala, University of Illinois-Urbana, b-sala@uiuc.edu
"The Incentive-Insurance Trade-Off in Principal-Agent Theory: The Case of Parties at the Turn-of-the-Century." David W. Brady, Stanford University, dbrady@leland.stanford.edu; Douglas R. Rivers, Stanford University, kara Buckley, Stanford University
"In Search of Party Effects: Measuring Party Homogeneity and Unity Across Time." Eric Schickler, University of California-Berkeley, schick@socrates.berkeley.edu; Jeffery A. Jenkins, Michigan State University, jenki107@pilot.msu.edu
"The Disappearing Quorum in the House and Senate." Greg Koger, University of California Los Angeles, gkoger@ucla.edu
Disc: Sarah Binder, George Washington University and the Brookings Institution, binder@gwu.edu

Panel 18-B
PERSPECTIVES ON INTERCIRCUIT CONFLICTS
Chair: Reginald Sheehan, Michigan State University, rsheehan@msu.edu
Papers: "Ensuring the Uniformity of the Law: The Supreme Court and Intercircuit Conflicts." Malia Reddick, Arizona State University, mreddick@asu.edu
"Explaining the Emergence of Circuit Court Conflicts." Stefanie A. Lindquist, University of Georgia, cmlind@arches.uga.edu
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 – 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

“Identifying Intercircuit Conflicts: The ‘How’ and ‘Why.’” Arthur D. Hellman, University of Pittsburgh, hellman@law.pitt.edu
“Cross-Circuit Use of Cases: Intercircuit Conflicts and Other Matters.” Stephen Wasby, State University of New York, Albany, wasb@csunix.albany.edu
Disc: Tracey E. George, University of Missouri-Columbia, georgete@missouri.edu

Panel 19-G
LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE RELATIONS IN THE STATES
Chair: John Bibby, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, jbibby@csd.uwm.edu
Papers: “Agenda Setting in State Politics: The Governor, the Legislature, and the Media in Michigan.” Deborah Orth, Grand Valley State University, orthd@gvsu.edu; Erika G. King, Grand Valley State University “Dropping the Hammer: When Do Governors Veto.” Brian D. Posler, Millikin University, bposler@mail.millikin.edu “Partisan Composition of State Government, Institutional Structures, and Veto Frequency.” Carl Klarner, Texas A&M University, carlklar@politics.tamu.edu
Disc: John Bibby, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, jbibby@csd.uwm.edu

Panel 19-L
THE POLITICS OF SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM
Chair: John R. Baker, Wittenberg University, jbaker@mail.wittenberg.edu
Papers: “The Public’s Opinion: Support for Court-Ordered School Finance Reform.” Douglas S. Reed, Georgetown University, reedd@gunet.georgetown “State Court Involvement in School Funding Disputes: Does It Make Any Difference.” Paula J. Lundberg, Northern Illinois University, jimwhy@aol.com “The Political Economy of Education Spending.” Craig Volden, Claremont Graduate University, craig.volden@cgu.edu; Jeffrey Cummins, Claremont Graduate University; Nathan Woods, Claremont Graduate University
Disc: John R. Baker, Wittenberg University

Panel 20-A
FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Chair: David L. Aronson, University of South Dakota, daronson@usd.edu
Papers: “Native American Casino Gambling: The Answer for Beloit?” Ross Alexander, Northern Illinois University, ralexan1@niu.edu “The Stadium Game: An Empirical Examination of Public Financing of Stadiums and Arenas.” Christopher P. Borick, St. Norbert College, boricp@mail.snc.edu; Kevin Quinn, St. Norbert College, quinquk@mail.snc.edu; Paul Bursik, St. Norbert College, burspb@mail.snc.edu. “Municipal Reliance on the Local Income Tax in Ohio.” Andrew Dudas, Miami University (Ohio), dudasa@muohio.edu
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 – 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

"To File or Not to File: The Causes of Municipal Bankruptcy in the United States."
Keeok Park, University of La Verne, parkk@ulv.edu
Disc: David L. Aronson, University of South Dakota

Panel 21-B

MONTROSE 7

INFLUENCES ON AND CONSEQUENCES OF INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN THE AMERICAN STATES
[Co-Sponsored with State Politics]
Chair: Ronald Weber, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, rweber@uwm.edu
Papers: "Wage Setting and the Distribution of Income in the American States." Paul Brace, Rice University, pbrace@rice.edu; Laura Langer, University of Arizona, llanger@u.arizona.edu
"Doing Better But Feeling Worse? Economic Development, Welfare and the Distribution of Income in the American States." Charles Barrilleaux, Florida State University, cbarrile@garnet.acns.fsu.edu; Belinda Davis, Florida State University
"Class Bias and State Initiative Approval on Tax Proposals." William Gillespie, University of Georgia, wgilles@arches.uga.edu
"The Differential Effects on the Income Distribution of Partisan Economic Growth Strategies." Matthew McCoy, SUNY - Binghamton, bf18848@binghamton.edu; Neil A. Eldred, SUNY - Binghamton
"The Governmental Contribution to Income Inequality." Nathan J. Kelly, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; James A. Stimson, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, jstimson@email.unc.edu
Disc: David Lowery, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, dlowery@email.unc.edu; Richard Fording, University of Kentucky, rford@pop.uky.edu

Panel 21-D

SALON 5

COLLOQUIUM: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND PUBLIC POLICY
Chair: Steffen Schmidt, Iowa State University, sws@iastate.edu
Papers: "Federal Agency Internet Use: Learning to Govern On-Line." Julianne Mahler, George Mason University, jmahler@gmu.edu; Priscilla Regan, George Mason University, pregan@wpgate.gmu.edu
"Information Technology: Muddling Through and the Potential Intelligence of Democracy." Edward Woodhouse, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, woodhouse@rpi.edu
"Governance, Policy, and Place in an Age of Technologically Mediated Interaction." Paul M.A. Baker, Georgia Institute of Technology, paul.baker@pubpolicy.gatech.edu
"Capital Investment: What High-Tech Business Wants in Washington and How It tries to Get It." David M. Hart, Harvard University, david_hart@harvard.edu
Disc: Steffen Schmidt, Iowa State University, sws@iastate.edu
Panel 22-A  MONTROSE 2
EMPIRICAL ADVANCES IN THE STUDY OF REPRESENTATIVE BUREAUCRACY
Chair: Richard Waterman, University of New Mexico, waterman@unm.edu
Papers:
- "An Empirical Assessment of Representative Bureaucracy Theory: A Comparison of Federal Budget Priorities among Senior Executives and the General Public." Julie Dolan, Virginia Commonwealth University, jdolan@vcu.edu
- "Strategies for Achieving a Representative Bureaucracy: Developing a Framework for Empirical Assessment." Katherine C. Naff, San Francisco State University, kcnaff@sfsu.edu; J. Edward Kellough, University of Georgia, kellough@arches.uga.edu
- "The Nature and Evolution of SES Appointments: Reality versus Perception." Samantha L. Durst, University of North Texas, sdurst@scs.cmm.unt.edu; Victor S. DeSantis, Bridgewater State College, vdesantis@bridgew.edu
- "Representation and the U.S. Federal Service: Representative Bureaucracy Recast." Chon-Kyun Kim, SUNY-Binghamton, bg20500@binghamton.edu
Disc: Richard Waterman, University of New Mexico, waterman@unm.edu; Anirudh V.S. Ruhil, University of South Carolina, ruhil@sc.edu

Panel 23-D  SALON 1
(RE) MAKING TIME AND (RE)THINKING POLITICS: INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES ON RACE AND THE 20TH CENTURY
(Co-sponsored with Race, Class, and Ethnicity)
Chair: Michael Dawson, University of Chicago, mc-dawson@uchicago.edu
Papers:
- "What Happened to Black Power?: Locating the Missing Links of African American History." Blair Murphy, Duke University, blm@acpub.duke.edu
- "The Heart of the Politics of Race: Centering Black Ideology in the Study of White Political Attitudes." Melissa V. Harris-Lacewell, University of Chicago, mv-harris@uchicago.edu
- "Welfare Queens and Other Metaphors: The Effects of Gender and Race Construction on Implementation and Bureaucratic Values." Dionne Bensonsmith, Syracuse University, dismith@syr.edu
Disc: Dianne Pinderhughes, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, pinderh@uiuc.edu

Panel 25-C  BURNHAM 3
ROUNDTABLE ON STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH AFFIRMATIVE ACTION CHALLENGES TO GRADUATE EDUCATION - AN OPEN DISCUSSION
Moderators: Ann Chih Lin, University of Michigan, annlin@umich.edu; Charlene Allen, University of Michigan, chjallen@umich.edu
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 - 11:30 am - 3:15 pm

MPSA EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING
   President: Milton Lodge, SUNY-Stony Brook

___________________________________________

Crystal
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

POSTER SESSION 2

(Author will be present from 1:30-3:15 pm)

Section 6 Posters

PUBLIC OPINION AND POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY

1. “Survey Nonresponse by Candidates: A Choice of Ambiguity?” Robert Boatright, University of Chicago, robb@polisci.spc.uchicago.edu

2. “Investigating Cognitive Dissonance in a Primary Election.” Nancy Carrillo, University of New Mexico, ncarril@unm.edu

3. “Contextual and Individual Influences on Party Cognitions: 1952-1996.” Jay DeSart, Florida Atlantic University, jdesart@fau.edu

4. “Reconciling On-line and Memory based Processes in the Political Attitude Formation of Groups.” Aron Chase Galonsky, SUNY Stony Brook, agalonsk@ic.sunysb.edu

5. “A Test of a ‘Universal’ Party Identification Question for Anglo-American Cultures.” Andrew Hansen, University of Missouri, joureah@showme.missouri.edu

6. “Change Is Good: Information and Political Participation in Nomination and General Election Contests.” Patricia Jaramillo, University of Colorado, Boulder, jaramilp@colorado.edu

7. “Divided Personalities: Israelis’ Conflicting Opinions on Support and Belief in the Peace Process.” David Levin, American University, dlevin454a@starpower.net

8. “Bias or Skepticism? An Examination of Motivated Political Reasoning.” Milt Lodge, SUNY Stony Brook, mlodge@datalab2.sbs.sunysb.edu; Charles Taber, SUNY Stony Brook, chuck@datalab2.sbs.sunysb.edu

9. “The Public’s Professed Versus the Individual’s Expressed Attitudes about Tax Fairness.” Michael McDonald, Binghamton University, mdmcd@binghamton.edu; Andrew LoTempio, Binghamton University, bg21943@binghamton.edu

10. “The Role of the Person in Human-Interest Media Frames: Influences on Attitude Formation and Stability.” Francis K. Neely, SUNY Stony Brook, fnneely@ic.sunysb.edu

11. “Political Attitudes and Missing Data: Abortion and Ambivalence,” Christopher Ostella, Washington University in St. Louis, costella@arts.wustl.edu

12. “A Test of Mutz’s Theory of Depoliticization of Personal Experience.” James Prather, Georgia State University, jprather@gsu.edu

13. “Intergenerational Amity and Enmity.” Thomas Schlesinger, University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse, schlesin@mail.uwlax.edu


15. “The Influence of Personality Type on Political Ideology.” Joel Toppen, Hope College, toppen@hope.edu; Janet Day, Purdue University
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16. “Transition Experiences and Attitudes toward the Regime: The Case of Eastern Europe.” Yulia Tverdova, Binghamton University, bg21918@binghamton.edu

17. “Republican Partisanship and Contest: Conditioning Effects in a Partisan Realignment Among Southern Whites.” Matthew Allan Vile, University of New Orleans, mvile@uno.edu

Section 21 Posters

PUBLIC POLICY

1. "Claim Jumping: Controlling Energy Turf in Congress, 1917-1997." Jeff Worsham, West Virginia University, jworsham@wvu.edu; Jennifer Mesich Brant, West Virginia University

2. "Determinants of Second Generation Discrimination in Higher Education: The Case of College Athletes." Andre Ray, West Virginia University, aray2@wvu.edu

3. "Methodologies of Evaluation of Professional Formation Policy in Brazil: A Proposal." Henrique Carlos de O. de Castro, Universidade de Brasilia, hcc@unicamp.br; Danilo Nolasco C. Marinho; Benicio V. Schmidt, Universidade de Brasilia


5. "Nonprofit Organizations and the Public Policy Process: Learning to be an Influential Player." Drew A. Dolan, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, ddolan@siue.edu

6. "Entitlements: Who Gets What, When, and How." Mark Rom, Georgetown University, romm@gunet.georgetown.edu; Judith Feder, Georgetown University; Jennifer Holuj, Georgetown University; Chrisanne Loll, Georgetown University

7. "Adrift in the Political Economy: What Are the Federal Home Loan Banks Up To?" Susan Hoffmann, Western Michigan University, susan.hoffmann@wmich.edu; Mark K. Cassell, Kent State University

8. "Equity as a Policy Criterion: Considering the Effects of Choice in New York City's District 4." Christine Roch, Georgia State University, croch@gsu.edu

9. "Charter School Formation at the Local Level: A Formal Theoretic Model." Andrew J. Padon, Michigan State University, padonand@pilot.msu.edu

10. "Business Management and the Public Policy Making Process: The External Politics of Business Disaster Management." Tom Birkland, SUNY Albany, birkland@scs.albany.edu; Radhika Nath, SUNY Albany, r5534@csevax.albany.edu

Panel 1-B

MODELING STRATEGIC BEHAVIOR

(Chair: Jonathan Nagler, California Institute of Technology and University of California, Riverside, nagler@wizard.ucr.edu)
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Papers:

“Self-Attenuating Strategic Voting.” David P. Myatt, Oxford University, 
david.myatt@economics.oxford.ac.uk
“Strategic Voting in Brisk Elections.” R. Michael Alvarez, California Institute of 
Technology, rma@hss.caltech.edu; Frederick J. Boehmke, California Institute of 
Technology, boehmke@hss.caltech.edu; Jonathan Nagler, California Institute of 
Technology and University of California, Riverside, nagler@wizard.ucr.edu
“When to Run and When to Hide: Coordination and Exit in Run-Off Elections.” 
Indridi Haukur Indridason, University of Rochester, inin@troi.cc.rochester.edu
“The Rise and Decline of Minor Parties in Single-Member, Simple Plurality 
Electoral Systems.” Pradeep Chhibber, University of Michigan, 
pradeepc@umich.edu; Ken Kollman, University of Michigan, 
kollman@umich.edu

Disc: Panel

Panel 2-L
PARLOR F
MODELING POLITICAL OUTCOMES
Chair: Douglas Dion, University of Iowa, douglas-dion@uiowa.edu
Papers: “Creating an Enabling Environment for Field Bureaucrats.” Krishna Gupta, State 
University of New York at Stony Brook, krishna.91@hotmail.com
“The Puzzling Persistence of Semi-Permanent Refugee Camps.” David Backer, 
University of Michigan, dabacker@umich.edu

Disc: Douglas Dion, University of Iowa douglas.dion@uiowa.edu

Panel 3-F
SANDBURY 3
ELITES AND PACTS IN DEMOCRATIC TRANSITIONS
Chair: Matthew J. Costello, St. Xavier University, costello@vaxd.sxu.edu
Papers: “The Effects of the Democratic Transition Path on Consolidation of South Korean 
Democracy: The Experience of the Kim Young Sam Civil Government.” 
Sangmook Lee, Western Michigan University, s.lee@wmich.edu
“Democratization and Elite Uncertainty in Chile and South Korea.” Matthew J. 
Costello, St. Xavier University, costello@vaxd.sxu.edu
“Local Elites: Democratizers or Adversaries of Reform?” Anne Bennett, 
University of Nevada-Las Vegas, abennett@nevada.edu

Disc: Junhan Lee, Michigan State University, junhanlee@hotmail.com

Panel 3-U
MONTROSE 2
NEW INSIGHTS FROM POST-SOVIET ELECTIONS
(Cosponsored with Elections, Voting Behavior and Participation)
Chair: Alexander C. Pacek, Texas A&M University, e339ap@polisci.tamu.edu
Papers: “Central Authorities, Local Elites, and Mass Political Behavior in the Transitions 
in Eastern Europe and The Former Soviet Union.” Henry E. Brady, University of
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California-Berkeley, hbrady@bravo.berkeley.edu; Cynthia S. Kaplan, University of California-Santa Barbara, kaplan@alishaw.ucsb.edu  
“Personalities and Policies in Post-Soviet Elections: the Ukrainian 1999 Presidential Election.” Arthur H. Miller, University of Iowa, arthur-miller@uiow.edu; Gwyn Erb, University of Iowa; Tom Klobucar, University of Iowa  
“The Effect of Strategic Incentives on Partisan Competition: Evidence from Mixed Electoral Systems in Post-Communist States.” Erik S. Herron, Michigan State University, herrone2@msu.edu  
“Democratizing Countries and the Choice of an Electoral System.” Michael Bruter, University of Hull, mbruter@bayou.uh.edu  
Disc: Donna Bahry, Vanderbilt University, donna.l.bahry@vanderbilt.edu

Panel 4-E  
THE DETERMINANTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF FOREIGN AID  
Chair: Rashida Hussain, Illinois State University, rhussa2@ilstu.edu  
Papers:  
“Human Rights and Foreign Aid: A Cross-National Examination of Policies and Practices.” Denese McArthur, SUNY - Binghamton, mcarthur@aol.com  
“Determinants of Foreign Assistance: The Case of the Reagan, Bush, and Clinton Administration.” Donald D.A. Schaefer, University of Michigan, dpeace@umich.edu  
“Foreign Aid and Development.” Rod Abouharb, SUNY Buffalo, rodabouharb@hotmail.com  
Disc: Rashida Hussain, Illinois State University, rhussa2@ilstu.edu

Panel 4-W  
RIGOR MORTIS, HOLD THE MORTIS: FORMAL MODELS OF SECURITY STUDIES  
Chair: Christopher M. Sprecher, University of Mississippi, sprecher@olemiss.edu  
Papers:  
“The Domestic Politics of Alliance Formation.” Christopher M. Sprecher, University of Mississippi, sprecher@olemiss.edu  
“Rethinking Rational Deterrence Theory.” Erik Gartzke, Pennsylvania State University, gartzke@psu.edu  
“Which Weapon of Mass Destruction? Going Nuclear (rather than Chemical or Biological).” Michael W. Simon, University of Chicago, michael-w-simon@uiowa.edu  
“The Rationality of Rational Choice Theory.” Stephen L. Quackenbush, University at Buffalo, SUNY, slq1@acsu.buffalo.edu  
Disc: Scott G. Gates, Michigan State University, gatess@pilot.msu.edu
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Panel 5-D

IPE: NEW METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES

Chair: Katri Sieberg, College of William and Mary

Papers:
- "How Fast Can We Get There? A Game Theoretic Analysis of Phased Agreements" Catherine Langlois, Georgetown University, langloisc@gunet.georgetown.edu; Jean-Pierre Langlois, San Francisco State University, langlois@math.sfsu.edu
- "Disaggregated Trade and Conflict: Exploring Propositions in a Simultaneous Framework" Rafael Reuveny, Indiana University, reuveny@indiana.edu
- "The Paradox of Disconnected Coalitions" Steven Brams, New York University; Michael A. Jones, Montclair State University; Marc Kilgour, Wilfrid Laurier University

Disc: Katri Sieberg, College of William and Mary

Panel 6-J

COMPETENT CITIZENS? EMPIRICAL APPLICATIONS OF DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY

Chair: Tali Mendelberg, Princeton University, talim@princeton.edu

Papers:
- "Uncertainty and Ambivalence in Deliberative Opinion Models: Citizens in the ‘Americans Discuss Social Security’ Forum." Jason Barabas, Northwestern University, j-barabas@nwu.edu
- "Face-to-Face or Cyberspace?: A Proposed Deliberative Experiment on the Potential Differences between Deliberation and On-Line Political Communication." Lori M. Weber, California State University-Chico, lweber@csuchico.edu; Peter Muhlberger, Carnegie Mellon University
- "Deliberative Democracy, Deliberative Structures and Empathy." Michael Morrell, Arizona State University, mmorrell@asu.edu
- "The Effect of Deliberation and Information on Attitude Extremity: Evidence from Deliberative Polls in the United States and Great Britain." Dennis Plane, University of Texas-Austin, dplane@mail.la.utexas.edu

Disc: James Kuklinski, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, kuklinski@uiuc.edu

Panel 7-C

THE IMPACT OF GROUP IDENTIFICATION ON POLITICS

Chair: Richard Sobel, Harvard University, sobe12@fas.harvard.edu

Papers:
- "Character Weaknesses, Partisan Bias and Presidential Evaluation." Paul Goren, Southern Illinois University, goren@siu.edu
- "Group Identity and Political Participation in the American Electorate" J. Matthew Wilson, Southern Methodist University, jmwilson@mail.smu.edu
- "The Impact of Group Attitudes on Vote Choice, Participation Rates, and Information Levels in Gubernatorial Contests" Vincent Hutchings, University of Michigan, vincenth@umich.edu; Nicholas Valentino, University of Michigan, nvalenti@umich.edu

Disc: Barbara Norrander, University of Arizona, norrande@u.arizona.edu
Panel 7-J  
**STRUCTURAL INFLUENCES ON VOTER TURNOUT**  
Chair: Lynne Ford, College of Charleston, fordl@cofc.edu  
Papers:  
- "Are Term Limits the Answer if the Question is 'How to Invigorate Citizen Participation?'" Dalene Rix, Western Michigan University, dalene.rrix@wmich.edu  
- Neil Pinney, Western Michigan University, neil.pinney@wmich.edu  
- "Did NVRA Work in the Midterm Elections?" David Hill, Bridgewater State College, d1hill@bridgew.edu; Michael Martinez, University of Florida  
- "Reconsidering Your Vote: Implications of Mandatory Voting in the US." Clarissa Arellano-Malca, Bighorn Center for Public Policy, clarissa@bighorncenter.org  
- "Evaluating the Impact of Direct Democracy on Voter Turnout." David Schecter, University of Florida, schecter@ufl.edu  
Disc: Lynne Ford, College of Charleston, fordl@cofc.edu  
Martha Kropf, University of Missouri at Kansas City, kropfm@umkc.edu

Panel 7-O  
**STATE LEGISLATIVE CAMPAIGNS AND ELECTIONS**  
Chair: Emily Van Dunk, Public Policy Forum, evandunk@execpc.com  
Papers:  
- "Do State Legislative Campaigns Matter?" Fred Monardi, University of Wisconsin Parkside, monardi@uwp.edu  
- "Separating Incumbency and District Effects in State Legislative Elections." John Cranor, Ball State University, 00jdcranor@bsuvc.edu  
- "Targeted Campaign Messages and Modern Electioneering Practices in State Legislative Elections." Robert Hogan, Louisiana State University, rhogan1@lsu.edu  
Disc: Emily Van Dunk, Public Policy Forum, evandunk@execpc.com

Panel 8-A  
**ISSUE FRAMES IN POLITICAL COMMUNICATION**  
Chair: Ronald Keith Gaddie, University of Oklahoma, rkgaddie@ou.edu  
Papers:  
- "Framing the Outsider: Television News Treatment of Jesse Jackson's Presidential Candidacies." Matthew R. Kerbel, Villanova University, mkerbel@email.vill.edu; Marc Howard Ross, Bryn Mawr College, mross@brynmawr.edu  
- "The Postmodern Viability of Celebrity Candidates." Brandon Rottinghaus, Northwestern University, brottinghaus@nwu.edu; Scott Placke, Purdue University, hplacke@purdue.edu  
- "Citizen Values and Perceptions of Bias in the News Media." Jason Glass, University of Kentucky, jeglas@yahoo.com; Mark Peffley, University of Kentucky, mpeffl@pop.uky.edu  
Disc: Erika G. King, Grand Valley State University, kinge@gvsu.edu
Panel 9-A

HE SAID, SHE SAID: GENDER AND POLITICAL STYLE

Chair: Susan Mezey, Loyola University Chicago, smezey@luc.edu
Papers:
- Elaine Martin, Eastern Michigan University, pls martin@online.emich.edu; Barry Pyle, Eastern Michigan University, Barry.Pyle@emich.edu
  "Learning and Practicing Gender: Adolescent Socialization to Politics" Cindy Simon Rosenthal, University of Oklahoma, csrosenthal@ou.edu; Barrett Ristroph, University of Oklahoma, fleurange@hotmail.com; Jocelyn Jones, University of Oklahoma, jojo@ou.edu
- "Gender and Political Ecology: Iowa’s Female Judges." Mary Ann Tetreault, Iowa State University, moon.tyger@mcleodusa.net; Karla Scheele, University of Wisconsin, Madison, kscheele@polisci.wisc.edu

Disc: Jilda M. Aliotta, University of Hartford, aliotta@mail.hartford.edu

Panel 9-D

POLITICAL RECRUITMENT OF FEMALE CANDIDATES

Chair: Elizabeth A. Bennion, University of Wisconsin-Madison/Indiana University South Bend, ebennion@iusb.edu
Papers:
- Eileen McDonagh, Northeastern University, emcd@neu.edu
  "Campaign Hurdles and Barriers: The Experiences of Women Who Ran for the Illinois General Assembly in 1998." Barbara L. Poole, Eastern Illinois University, cfblp@eiu.edu; Melinda A. Mueller, Eastern Illinois University, cfamam@eiu.edu
- "Party Differences in the Recruitment of Women State Legislators." Kira Sanbonmatsu, Ohio State University, sanbonmatsu.1@osu.edu

Disc: Pippa Norris, Harvard University, Pippa_Norris@Harvard.edu

Panel 10-C

MINORITY PUBLIC OPINION

Chair: Claudine Gay, Stanford University and the Public Policy Institute of California, gay@ppic.org
Papers:
- Michael Corbett, Ball State University, 00amcorbett@bsu.edu; Julia Corbett, Ball State University, 00jmcorbett@bsuv.campus.edu
  "The Best of Times, The Worst of Times: Racial Climate and Black Attitudes Toward Black Nationalism." Todd C. Shaw, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, tc-shaw@uiuc.edu; Robert A. Brown, Emory University, rabrown@emory.edu
- Melissa R. Michelson, California State University, Fresno, melissam@csufresno.edu
  "Assimilating the American Creed: The Political Opinions of Mexican-Descent Citizens and Non-citizens."
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“Public Opinion of Blacks and Whites: Convergence, Divergence or Remaining Constant?” Theodore J. Davis, University of Delaware, teddavis@udel.edu

Disc: Katherine Tate, University of California Irvine, ktate@uci.edu

Panel 11-F

POLITICAL THEORY THROUGH FILM
(Co-sponsored by Gender and Politics)
Chair: Linda Beail, Point Loma Nazarene University, lbeail@ptloma.edu
Papers:
- “One True Thing About Feminists and Mothers.” Linda Beail, Point Loma Nazarene University, lbeail@ptloma.edu
- “The Audacity to Command Fortune: Women in Recent Films of Elizabethan Tragedies.” Lilly J. Goren, The College of St. Catherine, ljgoren@stkate.edu
- “Analyzing Presidents on Film.” Rhonda Kinney, Eastern Michigan University, rhonda.kinney@emich.edu
- “Coping with the Politics of Perfection: Facing Celebrity Cultures Through Film Noir and Superhero Cinema.” John S. Nelson, University of Iowa
- “Peace on Earth or Purity of Essence: Teaching Mutually Assured Destruction Through FailSafe and Dr. Strangelove.” Julie L. Peterson, Southwestern Oklahoma State University, petersj@swosu.edu; Geoff Peterson, Southwestern Oklahoma State University, peterg@swosu.edu; Kelley Logan, Southwestern Oklahoma State University, logank@swosu.edu

Panel 12-C

DEMOCRACY AND INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN
Chair: Robert Grady, Eastern Michigan University, pls_grady@online.emich.edu
Papers:
- “Motivating Cross-Group Deliberation Through Electoral Design.” Michael Rabinder James, Bucknell University, mjames@bucknell.edu
- “Democratizing Environmental Policy: Justice and Citizen Participation.” Steve Vanderheiden, University of Wisconsin, Madison, vanderheiden@polisci.wisc.edu
- “Deliberation, Preference Formation, and Voting: Weighing Empirical Realities Against Normative Consequences.” Johnny Goldfinger, Duke University, jlg10@acpub.duke.edu
- “The ‘Two-Party System’: Genealogy of a Catchphrase.” Lisa Disch, University of Minnesota, ldisch@polisci.umn.edu
Disc: Emily Hauptmann, Western Michigan University, emily.hauptmann@wmich.edu

Panel 13-B

LEGISLATIVE BARGAINING MODELS
Chair: Daniel Diermeier, Northwestern University, dad001@nwu.edu
Papers:
- “Bargaining Over Authority: The Case of Presidential Appointment and Removal Power.” Nolan McCarty, Columbia University, nmm19@columbia.edu
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“Distributive Politics in Incomplete Information Environments.” John Patty, California Institute of Technology, jwpatty@hss.caltech.edu
“Bargaining in Legislatures with Overlapping Generations of Politicians.” Kenneth A. Shepsle, Harvard University, kenneth_shепsle@harvard.edu; Eric Dickson, Harvard University, Robert P. Van Houweling, Harvard University
Disc: Sven Feldmann, University of Chicago, sven@uchicago.edu

Panel 14-A
TIME SERIES WEIGHTS FOR NO ONE
Chair: Scott H. Huffmon, University of Mississippi, huffmon@sunset.backbone.olemiss.edu
Papers: “Why Do Lagged Dependent Variables Seem to Destroy the Explanatory Power of Other Independent Variables and What Can Be Done about It?” Christopher Achen, University of Michigan, achen@umich.edu
“Statistical Inference and the Use of Aggregated Time Series.” Matthew J. Lebo, Washington State University, lebo@wsu.edu
“Taking Time More Seriously: General to Specific Modeling in Binary Time-Series-Cross-Section Analysis.” Robert W. Walker, University of Rochester; Robert A. Hart, Jr., University of North Texas
Disc: Kelly Chang, University of Wisconsin-Madison, kchang@ssc.wisc.edu; Gregory E. McAvoy, University of North Carolina-Greensboro, gemcavoy@uncg.edu

Panel 15-B
PARTIES AND INTEREST GROUPS IN THE NEW ELECTORAL POLITICS
Chair: Allan Cigler, University of Kansas, trout@ukans.edu
Papers: "The Strategic Behavior of Political Parties in Congressional Elections." Garrett Glasgow, Harvard University, ggglasgow@fas.harvard.edu
"Party Spending and Legislative Party-Line Voting: Assessing the Bang for the Buck." Daniel M. Shea, Allegheny College, dashea@allegh.edu
"Money and Gubernatorial Endorsements and Primaries." Sarah M. Morehouse, University of Connecticut, MACSARAH@worldnet.att.net; Malcolm E. Jewell, University of Kentucky
"The Party’s in Full Swing: The Electoral Renaissance of America’s Political Parties." David C.W. Parker, University of Wisconsin-Madison, dcparker@polisci.wisc.edu
Disc: Anthony Gierzynski, University of Vermont, agierzyn@zoo.uvm.edu

Panel 16-C
ASSESSING PRESIDENTS: DETERMINANTS OF EVALUATION
Chair: John H. Kessel, Ohio State University, kessel.l@osu.edu
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Papers:  "Presidents in the Public Mind: Narratives on the Clinton Legacy." Dan Thomas, Wartburg College, Thomas@wartburg.edu; Larry Baas, Valparaiso University, larry.baas@Valpo.edu  
"Partisanship and Presidential Performance Evaluations." Richard Fleisher, Fordham University, fleisher@murray.fordham.edu  
"Presidential Favorability: Structure and Dynamics." Jeffrey E. Cohen, Fordham University, cohen@murray.fordham.edu; John Hamman, Southern Illinois University, hamman@siu.edu  

Disc:  Lawrence Jacobs, University of Minnesota, ljacob@polisci.umn.edu

Panel 17-A  LASALLE 5
DISTRIBUTIVE POLITICS: PORK AND CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS  
(co-sponsored with Elections, Voting Behavior and Participation)  
Chair: Barry Rundquist, University of Illinois- Chicago, barry@uic.edu  
Papers:  "55 Reasons to Vote: Congressional Payoffs for Voter Turnout." Paul S. Martin, University of Wisconsin-Madison, pauli@polisci.wisc.edu  
"The Effectiveness of Distributive Politics." Thomas M. Carsey, University of Illinois- Chicago, tcarsey@uic.edu; Barry Rundquist, University of Illinois- Chicago, barry@uic.edu  
"Defense Benefits and Electoral Outcomes: A Multi-Level, Multi-Equation Analysis of the Geographic Distribution of Defense Awards." Lisa Schmit, University of Illinois Chicago, lschmi1@uic.edu  

Disc:  David C. Kimball, Southern Illinois University, dskimball@siu.edu

Panel 17-D  SALON 5
HISTORICAL II: PERSPECTIVES ON THE U.S. CONGRESS  
Chair: Laura W. Arnold, Southern Illinois University, lwarnold@siu.edu  
Papers:  "Speakership Elections in the Antebellum House." Charles Stewart III, MIT, cstewart@mit.edu  
"Steering the Senate: The Consolidation of Senate Party Leadership, 1880-1910." Gerald Gamm, University of Rochester, grgm@troi.cc.rochester.edu; Steven S. Smith, University of Minnesota, sssmith@polisci.umn.edu  
"Congress, Legislation and American Political Development." John Lapinski, Yale University, john.lapinski@yale.edu  
"The Institutionalization of the United States Senate." Russell Renka, Southeast Missouri State University, rdrenka@semovm.semo.edu; Daniel E. Ponder, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs, dponder@brain.uccs.edu  

Disc:  Eric Schickler, University of California- Berkeley, schick@socrates.berkeley.edu
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Panel 18-A
COURTS AND PUBLIC OPINION
Chair: Elliot E. Slotnick, The Ohio State University, slotnick.1@osu.edu
Papers: "The 'Exacting-Cost' Model of Public Confidence in the U.S. Supreme Court." Matthew Carlson, University of California, Davis; Aaron Weltmer, University of California, Davis; arweltmer@ucdavis.edu; John B. Gates, University of California, Davis, jbgates@ucdavis.edu
"Excuse Me, Mr. President...: Media Coverage of Presidential Rhetoric During U.S. Supreme Court Nominations." Stephen Caliendo, University of Missouri-St. Louis, caliendo@umsl.edu
"The Least Dangerous Branch Revisited: New Evidence on Supreme Court Responsiveness to Public Preferences." Kevin T. McGuire, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, kmcguire@unc.edu; James A. Stimson, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, jstimson@unc.edu
"Taking New Measure: The German Federal Constitutional Court, the European Court of Justice and Legitimacy Transfer." Anke Grosskopf, Tulane University, agrossk@mailhost.tcs.tulane.edu
Disc: Elliot Slotnick, The Ohio State University, slotnick.1@osu.edu
Micheal W. Giles, Emory University, mgiles@emory.edu

Panel 19-A
STABILITY AND CHANGE IN STATE POLICY ENVIRONMENTS
Chair: Carol S. Weissert, Michigan State University, carol.weissert@ssc.msu.edu
Papers: "Stability and Change in State Policy Priorities, 1982-1992," Saundra Schneider, University of South Carolina, saundra-schneider@sc.edu
"Them That Has Gets: Interest Group Communities of the 1990s." Virginia Gray, University of Minnesota, vgray@polisci.umn.edu
"Change and Stability in State Public Opinion, 1976-1998." Gerald Wright, Indiana University, wright1@indiana.edu; John McIver, University of Colorado
Disc: Carol S. Weissert, Michigan State University, carol.weissert@ssc.msu.edu

Panel 20-B
AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: MELVIN HOLLI'S THE AMERICAN MAYOR
Chair: Bryan D. Jones, University of Washington, bdjones@u.washington.edu
Panelists: Jeffrey R. Henig, George Washington University, henig@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu; Dianne Pinderhughes, University of Illinois, dpinderh@uiuc.edu
Disc: Melvin G. Holli, University of Illinois at Chicago

Panel 21-G
INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY
Chair: Ann O'M. Bowman, University of South Carolina, bowman-ann@sc.edu
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Papers: "Interstate Interactions: Cooperation, Competition, and Conflict." Ann O'M. Bowman, University of South Carolina, bowman-ann@sc.edu
"Race, Ethnicity and Law Enforcement Profiling: Implications for Public Policy." James D. Ward, New Mexico State University, jward@nmsu.edu
"Bioregionalism in Practice: The Ecological and Administrative Benefits." Gerald B. Thomas, Purdue University, thomas@polsi.purdue.edu
Disc: Robert Agranoff, Indiana University, agranoff@indiana.edu

Panel 21-X
EXPLAINING ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY POLICY DESIGN IN EUROPE
Chair: Malcolm L. Goggin, Michigan State University, Goggin@pilot.msu.edu
Papers: "Conflict and Consensus in Assisted Reproductive Technology Policy: The Dutch Case." Arco Timmermans, University of Twente, a.timmermans@bsk.utwente.nl
"Designing a Reproductive Technology Policy: The Case of Norway." Ivar Bleiklie, Norwegian Research Center in Organization and Management, ivar.bleiklie@los.uib.no
"Regulating Assisted Reproductive Technologies in Switzerland: A Policy Design Perspective." Christine Rothmayr, University of Geneva, rothmayr@pwi.unizh.ch; Uwe Serdult, University of Pittsburgh.
"Regulating New Reproductive Technologies in Canada." Eric Montpetit, Ecole Nationale D’Administration Publique, Canada
Disc: Robert Blank, University of Canterbury, r.blank@pols.canterbury.ac.nz

Panel 22-J
MIDWEST PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION CAUCUS PRESIDENTIAL ROUNDTABLE -- “STUDYING GOVERNANCE”
Chair: Barbara Romzek, University of Kansas, b-romzek@ukans.edu
Papers: "Studying Governance: Logic, Methods, Literatures." Laurence E. Lynn, Jr., University of Chicago, llyn@midway.uchicago.edu; Carolyn J. Heinrich, University of Chicago; Carolyn J. Hill, University of Chicago, cj-hill@uchicago.edu
Disc: George Frederickson, University of Kansas, gfred@falcon.cc.ukans.edu

Panel 23-C
UNDERLYING DIMENSIONS OF POLITICAL CULTURE
Chair: Lauren M. McLaren, Bilkent University, lauren@bilkent.edu.tr
Papers: "Unequal Equalities: Multidimensional Values and Public Policy Preferences." Susan J. Tabrizi, SUNY Stony Brook, stabrizi@ic.sunysb.edu
"The Changing American Mosaic: Cultural Change, Territorial Democracy, and Regional Subcultures of the United States." Joel Lieske, Cleveland State University
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“Determinants of Social Capital Theory in Latin America.” Lucio R. Renno, Jr., University of Pittsburgh, lurst2@pitt.edu
“A Cultural Approach to Political Tolerance.” Gerson Moreno-Riano, Cedarville College, morenog@cedarnet.cedarville.edu
Disc: Lauren M. McLaren, Bilkent University, lauren@bilkent.edu.tr
Nancy Krusman, Wayne State University, nkursman@hotmail.com

Panel 24-B
BURNHAM 4
ROUNDTABLE: PREPARING DOCTORAL STUDENTS FOR THEIR TEACHING CAREERS – WITH REPORTS FROM THREE EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS
Chair: J. Patrick Plumlee, University of North Florida, pplumlee@gw.unf.edu
Christopher J. Anderson, Binghamton University, canders@binghamton.edu
Norman Furniss, Indiana University Bloomington, furniss@exchange.indiana.edu
Thomas G. Walker, Emory University, polstw@emory.edu
Panel 1-A

CONSTITUTIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL COURTS AS POLITICAL ACTORS
Chair: Clifford Carrubba, SUNY Stony Brook, ccarrubba@notes.cc.sunysb.edu
Papers: "The Role of Constitutional Courts in the Establishment and Maintenance of Democratic Systems of Government." Jack C. Knight, Washington University, knight@artsci.wustl.edu; Lee Epstein, Washington University in St. Louis, epstein@artsci.wustl.edu; Olga Shvetsova, Washington University in St. Louis
"Judicial Discretion in a Unified Powers System: Examples from the Indian Case." Sunita Parikh, Washington University in St. Louis, saparikh@artsci.wustl.edu; E. Scott Adler, University of Colorado at Boulder, E.Scott.Adler@colorado.edu
"The Conditional Power of Constitutional Courts, Evasion Public Support and Transparency." Georg Vanberg, Florida State University, gvanberg@mail.acns.fsu.edu
"The Politics of Supranational Integration: National Governments, the European Court of Justice and Development of EU Law." Clifford Carrubba SUNY Stony Brook, ccarrubba@notes.cc.sunysb.edu
Disc: Randy Calvert, Washington University

Panel 1-H

GOVERNMENT SURVIVAL
Chair: Kerstin Hamann, University Central Florida, hamann@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
Papers: "Regional Coalition Government in Spain: The Determinants of Cabinet Duration and Portfolio Allocation." Kerstin Hamann, University Central Florida, hamann@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu; Carol A. Mershon, University of Virginia, cam6m@virginia.edu
"Post-Election Government Formation and Survival in Parliamentary Democracies." Alan Siaroff, The University of Lethbridge, Alan.siaroff@uleth.ca; John W.A. Merer, Vanderbilt University
Disc: Panel

Panel 2-J

EMPIRICAL DISCUSSIONS OF POLITICAL CRISIS
Chair: Randolph Stevenson, Rice University, stevens@rice.edu
Papers: "International Conflict and the Development of State Capacity, 1960-1990." Justin Pearlman, Duke University, jp8@duke.edu
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“Why Do Governments and the IMF Enter into Agreements? Statistically
Selected Case Studies.” James Vreeland, Yale University,
james.vreeland@yale.edu
Disc: Randolph Stevenson, Rice University, stevens@rice.edu

Panel 3-D
SALON 2
THE COMMUNIST SUCCESSOR PARTIES AFTER THE “SECOND TURNOVER”
Chair: John Ishiyama, Truman State University, jishiyam@truman.edu
Papers: “In Search of a Local Tony Blair: the Hungarian Socialists and Their Third Way.” Andras Bozoki, Smith College, abozoki@sophia.smith.edu
“Fitting In: The Late 1990’s Search for Political Identity by the Bulgarian and Romanian Successor Parties.” Jeffrey Stevenson Murer, Illinois Wesleyan University, jmurer@titan.iwu.edu
“The Polish SdRP after the 1997 Elections.” Anna Gryzma-Busse, Harvard University, busse@fas.harvard.edu
“From Cadre Organization to Mass Party? Eastern Germany’s Ex-Communist Party and the Dynamics of Organizational Transformation.” Daniel Ziblatt, University of California-Berkeley, dziblatt@socrates.berkeley.edu
“Party Organizational and Identity Change in Post-Communist Politics: The Communist Successor Parties after the ‘Second Generation’ Elections.” John Ishiyama, Truman State University, jishiyam@truman.edu
Disc: Barbara Ann Chotiner, University of Alabama, bchotine@tenhoor.as.ua.edu

Panel 3-R
SALON 3
PARTY CHANGE IN DEMOCRATIZING COUNTRIES
Chair: Michael Coppedge, University of Notre Dame, michael.j.coppedge.1@nd.edu
Papers: “Presidentialism and the Effective Number of Parties.” Sean Ehrlich, University of Michigan, ehrlichs@umich.edu
“Staying the Course: Time as a Factor in the Institutionalization of Political Party Systems in Democratizing States.” Jonathan W. Riggs, Loyola University Chicago, jriggs1@luc.edu
“Weathering the Storm: Understanding the Fate of the Ruling Party after Transition from Authoritarianism.” Robert W. Mickey, Harvard University, mickey@fas.harvard.edu
“Formerly Dominant Political Parties and Democratization: Adaptation and Change.” Sahar Shafqat, Southwestern University, shafqat@southwestern.edu
“Mexico on the Eve of the Presidential Elections: the End of an ‘Official Party?’” Lynda K. Barrow, Coe College, lbarrow@coe.edu; Meagan Geerts, Coe College, lbarrow@coe.edu
Disc: Michael Coppedge, University of Notre Dame, michael.j.coppedge.1@nd.edu
Panel 4-P  
**STATISTICAL ESTIMATION AND THE STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT**  (Co-sponsored with Methodology)  
Chair:  *D. Scott Bennett*, The Pennsylvania State University, sbennett@psu.edu  
Papers:  "Identification and Estimation of Strategic Discrete Choice Models."  *Curtis S. Signorino*, University of Rochester, signorino@troi.cc.rochester.edu  
  "Statistical Models of International Conflict."  *Gary King*, Harvard University, king@harvard.edu;  *Langche Zeng*, Harvard University, langche@everest.fas.harvard.edu  
  "Models of Change: The Problem of Over-Time Variability in Longitudinal Models of International Conflict."  *Soo Yeon Kim*, Yale University, sooyeon.kim@yale.edu  
  "Estimating International Preferences."  *William Reed*, Michigan State University, wireded@pilot.msu.edu  
Disc:  *Allan C. Stam*, Yale University, allan.stam@yale.edu  

Panel 4-V  
**POSTMODERN IDENTITIES, LATE-CAPITALIST TRANSFORMATIONS AND THE FATE OF IR**  
Chair:  *Francois Debrix*, Florida International University, debrix@fiu.edu  
Papers:  "Post-Political Journalism: Imagining the Object of Humanitarian Concern."  *Julie Webber*, Purdue University, jwebber@polisci.purdue.edu  
  "For Example: Territoriality and Beyond."  *Richard K. Ashley*, Arizona State University, Richard.Ashley@ASU.EDU  
  "Organizing World Trade: A Study in the Problematization of the WTO."  *Scott Nelson*, Virginia Tech, scnelson@vt.edu  
  "The Inescapable Principle of the State: Residues of Nationality and Governmentality in the Foundational Principles of Transnational Organizations."  *Tim Yetman*, Purdue University, yetman@polisci.purdue.edu  
  "Net Outcomes: Does the Network Society Shift Sovereignty and Transform Territoriality?"  *Timothy W. Luke*, Virginia Tech, twluke@vt.edu  
Disc:  *Francois Debrix*, Florida International University, debrix@fiu.edu  

Panel 5-B  
**DOMESTIC FORCES IN IPE**  
Chair:  *Helen G. Brudner*, Fairleigh Dickinson University, bridner@alpha.fdu.edu  
Papers:  "Foreign Aid and Development"  *Rod Abouharb*, SUNY Buffalo, rodabouharb@hotmail.com  
  "The Neoliberal Agenda and the Development of Resistance Movements in Latin America"  *Viviana M. Abreu Hernandez*, Purdue University, abreu@polisci.purdue.edu  
  "Foreign Economic Policy: Economic Incentives and Congressional Coalitions"  *Jeffrey W. Ladewig*, University of Texas at Austin, jladewig@mail.utexas.edu  
Disc:  *Helen G. Brudner*, Fairleigh Dickinson University, bridner@alpha.fdu.edu
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Panel 6-I

POLITICAL CONFLICT AND DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES

Chair: Pia Knigge, Auburn University Montgomery, knigpia@strudel.aum.edu
Papers:

- “Deliberation in Theory and in Practice.” Tali Mendelberg, Princeton University, talm@princeton.edu
- “Communication Across Lines of Political Difference: The Consequences of Cross-Cutting Networks for Political Participation.” Diana Mutz, Ohio State University, mutz@polisci.wisc.edu
- “Assessing the Effects of Deliberation in Small Groups.” Adam Simon, University of Washington, asimon@u.washington.edu; Tracy Sulkin, University of Washington, tsulkin@u.washington.edu
- “The Public’s Undemocratic Wish.” John Hibbing, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, jhibbing@unl.edu; Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, ethieismorse1@unl.edu

Disc: Lynn M. Sanders, University of California, Berkeley and San Francisco

Panel 7-Q

THE IMPACT OF NEGATIVE CAMPAIGNING ON VOTERS AND CANDIDATES

Chair: Robert Hogan, Louisiana State University, rhogan1@lsu.edu
Papers:

- “Campaign Professionalism, Negative Advertising, and Electoral Success in US House Races.” Owen Abbe, University of Maryland, oabbe@gvpt.umd.edu; Paul Herrnson, University of Maryland, pherrnson@gvpt.umd.edu; Kelly Patterson, Brigham Young University, kelly_patterson@byu.edu
- “Does Negative Campaigning Reduce Turnout?” Alan Gerber, Yale University, alan.gerber@yale.edu; Donald Green, Yale University, donald.green@yale.edu
- “Campaign Advertising, Perceived Fairness, and Voter Turnout.” Paul Freedman, University of Virginia, freedman@virginia.edu; Dale Lawton, University of Virginia, 1d14e@virginia.edu

Disc: Robert Hogan, Louisiana State University, rhogan1@lsu.edu

Panel 7-T

PRESIDENTIAL AND STATE-LEVEL PRIMARIES

Chair: Fred Monardi, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, monardi.uwp.edu
Papers:

- “Does Time Matter? Divisive Primaries and Presidential Elections.” Jody McMullen, University of Arizona, jodym@u.arizona.edu; Gregg Johnson, University of Arizona
- “Initial Resources and Length of Candidacies in Presidential Nominating Politics, 1980-1996.” Barbara Norrander, University of Arizona, norrande@u.arizona.edu
- “Participation in Runoff Elections.” Ronald Keith Gaddie, University of Oklahoma, rgaddie@ou.edu; Charles Bullock, University of Georgia; Anders Ferrington, University of Oklahoma
- “Lessons From the Past: Crossover Voting in California’s Multiple-Filing Era and Under the Blanket Primary.” Brian Gaines, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, bigaines@uiuc.edu; Wendy K. Tam Cho, University of Illinois,
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Disc: Fred Monardi, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, monardi.uwp.edu

Panel 8-B
EXAMINING THE PROCESS OF POLITICAL COMMUNICATION
Chair: Joseph Stewart, Jr., University of New Mexico, joestew@unm.edu
Papers: “Urban Networks, Urban Contexts and the Diffusion of Political Information in Time and Space.” Brady Baybeck, Harvard University, baybeck@latte.harvard.edu; Robert Huckfeldt, Indiana University, huckfeld@indiana.edu
“Presidential Notions of Public Opinion.” Susan Herbst, Northwestern University, s-herbst@nwu.edu
“The Voices that Move Us.” G.R. Boynton, University of Iowa, bobboynton@home.com; John S. Nelson, University of Iowa
“A Virtuous Circle: The News Media and Civic malaise.” Pippa Norris, Harvard University, pippa_norris@harvard.edu
Disc: Doris Graber, University of Illinois, Chicago, dgraber@uic.edu

Panel 9-E
MEN AND WOMEN WITH ATTITUDE: GENDER AND PUBLIC OPINION
Chair: Barbara Burrell, Northern Illinois University, bburrell@niu.edu
Papers: “Measurement of Feminist Consciousness.” Clyde Wilcox, Georgetown University, wilcox@erols.com; John M. Bruce, University of Mississippi, jbruce@olemiss.edu
“Gendered Job Characteristics, Gender-Roles, and Differences in the Political Ideology of Men and Women.” Guy C. Dalto, Birmingham-Southern College, gdalto@panther.bsc.edu; Robert Slagter, Birmingham-Southern College; Holly Tankersley, Birmingham-Southern College
“Organized Women and Political Tolerance.” Gerson Moreno-Riano, Cedarville College, morenog@cedarville.edu
Disc: Barbara Burrell, Northern Illinois University, bburrell@niu.edu

Panel 10-L
IMMIGRATION AND IMMIGRANTS IN THE UNITED STATES
Chair: Chris McIntyre, Endicott College, cmcintyr@endicott.edu
Papers: “National, Racial, or Class Boundaries? Identity and the Symbolic Politics of U.S. Immigration.” David M. Rankin, SUNY College at Fredonia, rankin@fredonia.edu
“Immigrant Incorporation and Political Participation - Voting Behavior in US Elections.” S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, Princeton University, karthick@princeton.edu; Thomas J. Espenshade, Princeton University
Disc: Chris McIntyre, Endicott College, cmcintyr@endicott.edu
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Panel 11-N  PARLOR C
AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT: EARLY AND LATE
Chair: Robert Grady, Eastern Michigan University, pls_grady@online.emich.edu
Papers: “The Impact of Scientific Epistemology Upon Liberal Principles and Republican Sentiments in Early America.” Teena Gabrielson, University of California, Davis, tjgabrielson@ucdavis.edu
“Dissentient Democracy and the Public Sphere of the Early Republic.” Robert W.T. Martin, Hamilton College, rmartin@hamilton.edu
“The Parting Shots of Disappointed Revolutionaries: John Milton’s Eikonolastes and William Bennett’s The Death of Outrage.” Mark Stephen Jendrysik, University of North Dakota, mark_jendrysik@und.nodak.edu
“Why TANF Work Requirements?: Labor, Independence, and Moral Character in American Political Thought.” Anne Manuel, Northwestern University, amanuel@rci.rutgers.edu
Disc: Robert Grady, Eastern Michigan University, pls_grady@online.emich.edu
Matthew F. Filner, Kalamazoo College, mthliner@indiana.edu

Panel 12-E  PARLOR D
EMBODYMENT, IDENTITY, AND POWER
Chair: Linda Zerilli, Northwestern University, 72064.3006@compuserve.com
Papers: “Embodied Reason: Merleau-Ponty as Foucault’s Corrective.”
Elaine Stavro, Trent University, stavrop@interlog.com
“On the Disappearance of Domination: An Inquiry into the Problematics of Contemporary Theories of Resistance.” Philip Jenks, University of Kentucky, pjensks@bigfoot.com;
Hugh Bartling, University of Kentucky, hebart00@pop.uky.edu
“Identity, Ethics and Negativity: The Aesthetics of Freedom in Adorno and Foucault.” Michelle Mawhinney, York University, mmawhin@yorku.ca
Disc: Linda Zerilli, Northwestern University, 72064.3006@compuserve.com

Panel 14-J  LASALLE 2
METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY (Co-Sponsored with International Relations)
Chair: Jason Wittenberg, Harvard University, jwittenb@data.fas.harvard.edu
Papers: “Exchange-Rate Regimes and Inflation in the Open and Institutionalized Economy.” Robert J. Franzese, Jr., University of Michigan, franzese@umich.edu
“Transitions to Effective Political and Economic Accountability.” Jim Granato, Michigan State University, granato@pilot.msu.edu
Disc: Jude C. Hays, University of Minnesota, jchays@polisci.umn.edu
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Panel 15-M  MONTROSE 1
NEW APPROACHES IN INTEREST-GROUP RESEARCH
Chair: Rogan Kersh, Yale University, rogan.kersh@yale.edu
Papers: "The Concept of Lobbying." Richard Hall, University of Michigan, rthall@umich.edu
"Lobbyists as Autonomous Actors: Evidence from Washington." Rogan Kersh, Yale University, rogan.kersh@yale.edu
"Explaining Lobbying to Students and Lay Audiences: A Vignette Analysis Approach to Interest Groups and Lobbying." Ronald Shaiko, American University, rshaiko@american.edu
"The Revival of Labor Liberalism, 1978-1995." Andrew Battista, East Tennessee State University, Battista@ETSU.edu
Disc: Kay L. Schlozman, Boston College, Kschloz@bc.edu

Panel 16-G  LASALLE 3
PRESIDENTS, CONGRESS, AND FOREIGN POLICY
Chair: Samuel B. Hoff, Delaware State University, shoff@dsc.edu
Papers: "Agenda Change and Congressional-Executive Relations: Foreign and Defense Policy Realignment in the Post-Reform Era." Brandon C. Prins, University of New Orleans, bprins@uno.edu; Bryan W. Marshall, University of Missouri, St. Louis, bryan.marshall@umsl.edu
"Congressional Activism in Foreign Policy." Jeffrey S. Peake, Bowling Green State University, jpeake@bgnet.bgsu.edu
"The Two Presidencies: Fact or Fiction?" Scot D. Schraufnagel, Florida State University, sds2481@garnet.acns.fsu.edu; Steve Shellman, Florida State University
"Music Is Not the Only Thing Going Alternative, So Is the President: Presidential Issuance of Executive Agreements." William P. McLean, University of New Orleans, wpmpo@uno.edu
Disc: Gregory Domin, Mercer University, domin_gp@mercer.edu

Panel 17-R  LASALLE 5
LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY
Chair: Valeria Sinclair-Chapman, Ohio State University, vchapman2@aol.com
Papers: "Show Horses vs. Work Horses: Working Behind the Scenes for Women's Issues." Michele Swers, Harvard University, mswers@fas.harvard.edu
"House vs. Senate: Using Bill Introductions to Compare Policy-Related Legislative Activity Across Chambers." John D. Wilkerson, University of Washington, jwiker@u.washington.edu; T. Jens Feeley, University of Washington, tjfeeley@u.washington.edu
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"Congressional Staffers and Lobbyists: Sharing the Legislative Burden."
Brian B. Anderson, Mississippi University for Women, banderson@muw.edu
"Exploring Regionalism: Locating Factions in a Divided Republican Conference."
Elizabeth A. Oldmixon, University of Florida, oldmixon@polisci.ufl.edu
Disc: Wendy Schiller, Brown University, Wendy_Schiller@brown.edu

Panel 17-S
SENATE PERSPECTIVES
Chair: Douglas R. Koopman, Calvin College, dkoopman@calvin.edu
Papers: "Will and Power: Rules, Minority Coalitions, and Legislative Decisionmaking."
Nina M. Moore, Colgate University, NMoore@mail.colgate.edu
"Leadership Restrained? Dynamics of Effective Senate Majority and Minority Leadership."
Dennis R. Still, University of Colorado-Boulder, still@colorado.edu
"Which Senators Receive Media Coverage and Why?" Sean M. Theriault, Stanford University, seant@lheland.stanford.edu; David Brady, Stanford University, dbrady@lheland.stanford.edu
Disc: Chris Fastnow, Chatham College, cfastnow@chatham.edu

Panel 17-V
BUDGETING AND DISTRIBUTIVE POLITICS
Chair: Christopher Martin, University of Mississippi, cmartin@dixie-net.com
Gregory Bovitz, Michigan State University, bovitz@msu.edu
"Do Budget Procedures Matter to Congressional Spending Decisions?: A Comparison of the Budget Enforcement Act Procedures under Democratic and Republican Majorities."
Bill Heniff Jr., University of Maryland- College Park, heniffjr@gateway.net
"Working Together While Growing Apart? The Causes and Consequences of the House Budget and Appropriations Committee Rivalry."
Fiona M. Wright, University of Florida, fwright@polisci.ufl.edu
"Interservice Rivalry and the Distributive Politics of Defense Spending."
Barry Rundquist, University of Illinois Chicago, barryr@uic.edu; Lisa Schmit, University of Illinois Chicago, lschmi1@uic.edu
Disc: Forrest Maltzman, George Washington University, forrest@gwu.edu

Panel 18-O
INTEREST GROUP STRATEGIES IN COURTS -- IN THE U.S. AND BEYOND
Chair: Thomas G. Walker, Emory University, polstw@emory.edu
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Papers: “Interest Group Litigation Before the Supreme Court: A Comparison of Policy and Influence in the U.S. and Canada.” Lori Hausegger, Louisiana State University, hausegg@lsu.edu

“What to Say and Where to Say it?: Evaluating the Influence of Institutional Structure on the Content of Amicus Briefs.” Scott Comparato, Washington University in St. Louis, scompara@artsci.wustl.edu

“Considering Interest Group Litigation in Comparative Perspective.” Jayanth K. Krishnan, University of Wisconsin-Madison, jaykrishnan@polisci.wisc.edu


Disc: Thomas G. Walker, Emory University, polstw@emory.edu
Andrew D. Martin, SUNY at Stony Brook, amartin@datalab2.sbs.sunysb.edu

Panel 18-P
COMPARATIVE RESEARCH ON JUDICIAL DECISION MAKING
Chair: Albert Melone, Southern Illinois University, melone@siu.edu

Papers: “Judicial Activism in Post-Communist States.” Erik S. Herron, Michigan State University; Kirk A. Randazzo, Michigan State University, randazzok@aol.com

“Explaining Compliance with the European Court of Human Rights.” Steven Van Winkle, SUNY Stony Brook, stevevw@datalab2.sbs.sunysb.edu; Christopher J. W. Zorn, Emory University, czhou@emory.edu

“A New Institutional Model of Courts: Courts and Intergovernmental Relations.” Paul Fabian Mullen, University of Pittsburgh, pfmst3@pitt.edu

“Trust Us: A Comparative Look at Strategic Self-Denial by Judges.” Shannon Ishiyama Smithey, University of Pittsburgh, Smithey+@pitt.edu

Disc: Vanessa Baird, University of Colorado, vanessa.baird@colorado.edu

Panel 19-D
TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
Chair: Kay Wolsborn, College of St. Benedict, kwolsborn@csbsju.edu

Papers: “Indian Gaming: A Comparative State Analysis.” Richard Howard, University of Illinois Chicago, rhowar2@uic.edu

“Sovereign Immunity, the Supreme Court, and the American Indian Nations.” Steven G. Bragaw, Sweet Briar College, bragaw@sbc.edu

“The Politics of Water: Overlapping Jurisdictions.” Paula Mohan, University of Wisconsin, Whitewater, mohanp@uwvax.uww.edu

Disc: Kay Wolsborn, College of St. Benedict, kwolsborn@csbsju.edu

Panel 19-M
STATE POLICIES AND THE COMPELLING INTEREST IN HUMAN LIFE
Chair: Georgia Duerst-Lahti, Beloit College, duerstgj@beloit.edu
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Panel 20-F  MONTROSE 3
URBAN EDUCATION AND REFORM
(Co-sponsored with Public Policy)
Chair:  Stefanie Torphy-Chambers, Furman University, stefanie.chambers@furman.edu
Papers:  "The Effect of Charter School Competition on Public Schools in 5 Cities." Paul Teske, SUNY Stony Brook, pteske@datalab2.sbs.sunysb.edu; Mark Schneider, SUNY Stony Brook, Mark@datalab2.sbs.sunysb.edu; Jack Buckley, SUNY Stony Brook, sbuckley@ic.sunysb.edu; Sara Clark, SUNY Stony Brook, sarayvon100@hotmail.com
"Institutional Design for Innovative Practice: Comparing Charter and Traditional Schools." Michael Mintrom, Michigan State University, Mintrom@pilot.msu.edu
"The Effects of Administrative Decision-Making on Student Achievement: The Texas Example." Corliss Lentz, Sam Houston State University, pol_ccl@shsu.edu; John Spangler, Sam Houston State University, spang24@wt.net
"Information Networks and Policy News: The Relationship Between Sources and News Content." Brian C. White, University of Illinois at Chicago, bwhite2@uiuc.edu
Disc:  Stefanie Chambers, Furman University

Panel 21-A  MONTROSE 7
THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF PUBLIC POLICY: PUBLIC LIFE AND ITS MEANING
Chair:  Elaine McCoy, Kent State University, emccoy1@kent.edu
Papers:  "Mass Culture, the Avant Guard and Public Life." Joanna Vecchiarelli Scott, Eastern Michigan University, PLS_scott@online.emich.edu
"Democratic Incorporation in Public Policy Making." Cheryl King, The University of Akron, cking1@uakron.edu
"A Theory of Public Life." James Ward, University of Massachusetts, jward@ncounty.net
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

"Adversarial and Deliberative Democracy in Public Planning." Charles Hoch,
University of Illinois at Chicago, chashoch@uic.edu

Disc: Kathleen Hale, Kent State University, ce2km2@neo.rr.com

Panel 22-K
LASALLE 1
ROUNDTABLE -- "THE BUREAUCRACY STRIKES BACK:" FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION WITHIN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Chair: Kenneth J. Meier, Texas A&M University, kmeier@polisci.tamu.edu
Part: John Brehm, Duke University, jbrehm@duke.edu
Daniel P. Carpenter, University of Michigan, dancarp@sph.umich.edu
Lael R. Keiser, University of Missouri-Columbia, keiserl@missouri.edu
Anne Khademian, khademian@aol.com
David Lowery, University of North Carolina, dowery@email.unc.edu
John T. Scholz, SUNY - Stony Brook, scholz@datalab2.sbe.sunysb.edu
Andrew B. Whitford, University of Michigan and Rice University, whitford@sph.umich.edu
Patrick J. Wolf, Georgetown University, WOLFP@gunet.georgetown.edu
B. Dan Wood, Texas A&M University, bdanwood@polisci.tamu.edu

Panel 22-I
SANDBURG 4
DIVERSITY AND CHANGE IN SUBNATIONAL LEVEL BUREAUCRACIES
Chair: Christopher Stream, University of Idaho, cstream@uidaho.edu
Papers: “Measuring Representative Bureaucracy: A New Approach.” Sally C. Selden, Syracuse University, scselden@maxwell.syr.edu; Gene Brewer, Syracuse University
“Structure and Discretion: Missing Links in Representative Bureaucracy.” John Bohte, Oakland University, bohte@oakland.edu
“Ethnicity and Race in Local Government.” John Hindera, Texas Tech University, nj1@ttacs.ttu.edu; Gary Tschoepe, University of Texas Pan American
“Diversity and Change: State and Local Workforces, 1980-1995.” Barbara Coyle-McCabe, Arizona State University, bccmccabe@asu.edu; Christopher Stream, University of Idaho, cstream@uidaho.edu
Disc: Nicholas O. Alozie, Arizona State University, alozie@asu.edu

Panel 23-B
SALON 1
THE INFLUENCE OF POLITICAL CULTURE ON DEMOCRATIC TRANSITIONS
Chair: Ronald E. Brown, Wayne State University, aa4723@wayne.edu
“Ethnic Polarization or Ethnic Pluralism: Explaining Cross National Variation in Interethnic Relations.” Kathleen Dowley, SUNY New Paltz, dowleyk@matrix.newpaltz.edu
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

“Politics of Secularism: Religiosity and Voting Behavior In Turkey.” Ali Carkoglu, Bogazici University, xcarkogla@boun.edu.tr
Disc: Brian D. Silver, Michigan State University, bsilver@pilot.msu.edu

Panel 26-E SOPHISTY, PHILOSOPHY, RHETORIC
Chair: Lisa Vetter, Washington and Lee University, vetterl@wlu.edu
Papers: "Protagoras and Socrates on Wisdom and Rhetoric." Christopher Baldwin, University of Toronto, cbaldwin@chass.utoronto.ca
"The Argument for Relativism in the Theaetetus." Matthew Davis, St. John’s College (Santa Fe), mdavis@mail.sjcsf.edu
"The Place and Purpose of Aristotle’s Rhetoric in His Corpus as a Whole." Bryan-Paul Frost, University of Louisiana (Lafayette), bpfrost@hotmail.com
Disc: Steven Forde, University of North Texas, forde@unt.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 8:30 am - 12:00 pm

POSTER SESSION 3
(Authors will be present from 8:30-10:15 am)

Section 7 Posters

Elections, Voting Behavior, and Participation

2. "The Myth of Prediction: Reanalysis of Economic Forecast Modeling." Junseok Kim, SUNY - Stony Brook, junkim@ic.sunysb.edu
3. "Campaign Finance Reform Revisions in New York City." Jeffrey Kraus, Wagner College, JF Kraus1@aol.com
4. "Incumbent Popularity and Vote Choice in Gubernatorial Elections." James D. King, University of Wyoming, jking@uwyo.edu
5. "Strategic Small Money Contributions: Evidence From the 1996 House Elections." Gregory Fugate, University of Colorado at Boulder, fugate@colorado.edu
6. "Power Indices: From Indeterminacy to Sensitivity with Respect to Initial Assumptions." Katri Sieberg, College of William and Mary, kksieb@wm.edu
7. "Inside the War Chest: Explaining the Fundraising Success of Candidates for Governor." Kedron Bardwell, University of Iowa, kedron-bardwell@uiowa.edu
8. "Decomposing the Referendum on Clinton in Midterm Elections." Lynne Gibson, University of Maryland, lgibson@gvpt.umd.edu
9. "Voter Transitions and Sectialism in State Politics." Jason E. Schuknecht, University of Maryland, jschuknecht@gvpt.umd.edu; James G. Gimpel, University of Maryland, jgimpel@gvpt.umd.edu
10. "Candidate Viability: Physical Appearance, Money, Media and the Polls in the 2000 Presidential Primaries." Margaret Curran, Northern Illinois University, mcrran1@niu.edu; James N. Schubert, Northern Illinois University, jschubert@niu.edu; Carmen Strungaru, cstr4@bio.unibuc.ro
11. "Explaining the Gap: Misreporting and Vote Turnout in US Elections." Benjamin Deufel, Harvard University, deufel@fas.harvard.edu; Orit Kedar, Harvard University, kedar@fas.harvard.edu
12. "Political Participation Among Persons in Labor Unions." Anthony LoBianco, University of Kentucky, tflobil@pop.uky.edu
13. "What is Forward-Oriented about Economic Expectations? Disaggregating the Political, the Personal, and National Elements in Individual Opinions." Matthew Ruben, UC San Diego, mruben@weber.ucsd.edu
14. "The Effect of Affect: The Role of 'Feelings' in Electoral Behavior." Susan Johnson, University of Wisconsin Whitewater, johnsons@uwwvax.uww.edu
15. "Partisanship as a Social Convention." Anna Harvey, New York University, anna.harvey@nyu.edu
16. "Estimating the Effects of Barriers to Registration." Michael Hanmer, University of Michigan, mhamner@umich.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 8:30 am - 12:00 pm

Section 15 Posters I
INTEREST GROUP POLITICS

1. "How Interest Groups Use the Internet to Lobby: The Case of Yucca Mountain." Jennifer Mathews-Lucas, University of New Mexico, lucasj@unm.edu
2. "Mitigating the Defects of Pluralism: Interest Group Coalitions before the Supreme Court." Jason F. Jagemann, Western Michigan University, 93jagemann@wmich.edu
3. Interest Group Lobbying in Multiple Institutional Venues." Thomas T. Holyoke, George Washington University, tholyoke@gwu.edu
4. "Interest Groups Affecting a Change in Governmental Action." Virginia Haysley, University of New Orleans, vmhpo@uno.edu

Disc: Beth L. Leech, Rutgers University, BethL@rci.rutgers.edu

Section 15 Posters II
POLITICAL PARTY ELECTION ACTIVITY

2. "Decision-making in Iowa Caucus Politics." Barbara Trish, Grinnell College, trish@grinnell.edu
3. "The New Unionism? Political Party and The Defeat Of California's Paycheck Protection Initiative." Kathleen Hale, Kent State University, khale@kent.edu
4. "Political Commitment and the Genesis of Realignment in American Politics." Douglas Grob, Stanford University, dgro@stanford.edu

Disc: Greg D. Adams, Carnegie Mellon University, gadams@andrew.cmu.edu
James R. Simmons, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, Simmons@vaxa.cis.uwosh.edu

Section 15 Posters III
PARTY EVOLUTION, CAMPAIGN FINANCE, AND PARTY COMPETITION

1. "Leadership PAC Contribution Strategies and Member Ambitions." Marian Currinder, University of Florida, mcurnin@ufl.edu
2. "Reconstructing Down's Model of Party Competition." Allen Brierly, University of Northern Iowa, Allen.Brierly@uni.edu
3. "The Democratocentric Nature of Challenger Quality Measures." Neil Berch, West Virginia University, nberch@wvu.edu
4. "Party Competition and Legislative Conflict in the United States." Seth Goldstein, University of Rochester, sgdn@troi.cc.rochester.edu

Disc: Robert Boatright, University of Chicago, robb@polisci.spc.uchicago.edu
Peter W. Wielhouwer, Regent University, petewie@regent.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

POSTER SESSION 3 (Continues)
See Page 99 For Listings.

Panel 1-K
SANDBURG 2
POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS AND ECONOMIC OUTCOMES
Chair: Kelly Chang, University of Wisconsin-Madison, kchang@ssc.wisc.edu
Papers:
- "Globalization, Political Institutions, and Government Spending." Geoffrey Garrett, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, jrodden@mid.edu
- "The European Central Bank and the Democratic Deficit: Implications from the Federal Reserve." Kelly Chang, University of Wisconsin-Madison, kchang@ssc.wisc.edu, William T. Bernhard, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, bernhard@staff.uiuc.edu
- "Support for Economic Reform in Industrialized Democracies: A Cross-National Analysis." Karl Kaltenhauser, Rhodes College, kaltenhauser@rhodes.edu
- "Political and Economic Forces and the Structure of Banking Systems." Caroline Fohlin, California Institute of Technology, fohlin@hss.caltech.edu
Disc: Panel

Panel 2-B
PARLOR F
POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS AND POLICY OUTCOMES
Chair: Mark P. Jones, Michigan State University, Mark.Jones@ssc.msu.edu
Papers:
- "The Political Dynamics of Post-Communist Economic Reform." Timothy Frye, Ohio State University, fyre.51@osu.edu
- "Democracy and Inequality." Carles Boix, The University of Chicago, cboix@midway.uchicago.edu
- "The Effect of Changes in Regime on Census-Taking." Holly Gunning, Emory University, hgunnin@emory.edu
- "An Institutional Explanation for Ethnic Conflict and Economic Growth in India." Irfan Nooruddin, University of Michigan, irfann@umich.edu
Disc: Mark P. Jones, Michigan State University, Mark.Jones@ssc.msu.edu

Panel 3-I
SANDBURG 3
THE ROLE OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS IN BUILDING NEW DEMOCRACIES
Chair: Christine S. Lipsmeyer, University of Tennessee-Chattanooga, christine-Lipsmeyer@utc.edu
Papers:
- "NGOs, the State, Competition, Cooperation and Democratization: The Cases of Algeria, Egypt, and The Sudan." Matthew Todd Bradley, State University of New York--Binghamton, mtodd131@aol.com
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

“When Civil Society is Not Enough: NGOs and Democracy-Building in Post-Soviet Russia.” Jonathan Weiler, Bowdoin College, jweiler@bowdoin.edu

“Intermediate Organizations in Land Reform Implementation: Comparative Study of Russia and South Africa.” Ekaterina M. Levintova, Western Michigan University, 97levintova@wmich.edu; Jim Butterfield, Western Michigan University

Disc: Laura Brunell, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

Panel 3-S

TRANSITION PROBLEMS AND PITFALLS IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD

Chair: Martin Slann, Clemson University, kibbutz@clemson.edu

Papers: “State Bargaining Power and Transition to Democracy in Benin and Togo.” Jennifer C. Seely, Washington University-St. Louis, jcsseely@artsci.wustl.edu

“The Paradox of Regime Change: Repression and Political Transitions.” Heather Frazier, University of Colorado-Boulder, heather.Frazier@Colorado.edu

“Problems of Democratic Transition: Will Nigeria Get it Right This Time?” Iren Omo-Bare, Millsaps College, Omobai@okra.millsaps.edu

Disc: Martin Slann, Clemson University, kibbutz@clemson.edu

Panel 4-I

METHODOLOGY, CONFLICT, AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Chair: Mark Crescenzi, University of North Carolina, crescenzi@unc.edu

Papers: “Domestic Politics and Conflict among Rivals: Explaining the Timing of Conflict Expressed by Israel towards the Palestinians.” Chad Atkinson, University of Illinois, catkinso@uiuc.edu

“Assessing the Islamist Threat: A Test of Realist and Cultural Theories in the Post-Gulf War Middle East.” Elizabeth Langston, University of Kentucky, emlsak@yahoo.com

“Arms Races in the Middle East as N-Nation Processes.” Kanishkan Sathasivam, Texas A & M University, kani@politics.tamu.edu

Disc: Mark Crescenzi, University of North Carolina, crescenzi@unc.edu

Panel 4-J

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS IN THE POST COLD WAR ERA

Chair: Richard Rupp, Purdue University Calumet, RichardRupp@cs.com

Papers: “UNTAC, Authority, and International Relations Theory.” Ian Hurd, University of Wisconsin-Madison, hurd@polisci.wisc.edu

“Having Faith in NGOs?: A Comparison of Secular and Faith-based NGOs Engaged in International Peace-building.” Loramy Conradi, University of Notre Dame, conradi.t@nd.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

“Cyberlinks between Human Rights NGOs: A Network Analysis.” Sangmin Bae, Department of Political Science, Purdue University, sbae@polsci.purdue.edu; Junho Choi, Purdue University, jchoi4@purdue.edu

“Coalitions and Coercion.” Victoria Williams, University of Kentucky, vcwill@hotmail.com

Disc: Richard Rupp, Purdue University Calumet, RichardRupp@cs.com

Panel 5-G
SANDBURG 7
IPE AND REFORM IN EAST ASIA
Chair: A. Maria Toyoda, Stanford Japan Center-Research
Papers: “The Politics of Banking Induced Currency Crises in Thailand, South Korea, and Taiwan.” Ashaf M. Ismail, Cornell University, ami2@cornell.edu
“The Politics of Financial Stabilization in Korea: Lessons from the Past.” Michelle S. Lorenzini, Washington University in St. Louis, mlorenzi@artsci.wustl.edu
“An Empirical Analysis of China’s Policy Decisions from 1978-1998.” Todd J. Reed, University of Missouri-Columbia, tapscitr@showme.missouri.edu

Disc: A. Maria Toyoda, Stanford Japan Center-Research

Panel 6-C
CLARK 7
EMOTIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS
Chair: Tim Fackler, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, facklert@nevada.edu
Papers: “Measuring Political Enthusiasm and Anxiety.” W. Russell Neuman, University of Pennsylvania, rneuman@asc.upenn.edu; Michael MacKuen, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, mackuen@unc.edu; George Marcus, Williams College, gmarcus@williams.edu
“And the Tie Goes to... Testing the “Ties” with Data from the 1996 National Election Study.” Vicky Wilkins, University of Missouri-Columbia, vwilkins@gte.net

“Another Look at the Structure of Attitudes toward Presidential Candidates.” Herb Weisberg, Ohio State University, weisberg.1@osu.edu

“Emotional Engagement and Political Sophistication: Who Responds to Emotional Appeals?” Ted Brader, Harvard University, tbrader@fas.harvard.edu

Disc: Tim Fackler, University of Nevada

Panel 7-M
SALON 3
THE GOVERNOR AND THE BILLIONAIRE
Chair: Jeffrey W. Koch, SUNY - Geneseo, koch@geneseo.edu
Papers: “Where Did All the Voters Go? Ross Perot in the 1992 and 1996 Elections.” Brian Smith, The Pennsylvania State University, bws112@psu.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

"Does Incumbency Matter? The Strategic Choice of Third Party Voters in US Presidential Elections." Sungdai Cho, University of Missouri-Columbia, sdc135@mizzou.edu; Jae-Woo Hong, University of Missouri-Columbia; jh4ff@missouri.edu, Jaechul Lee, University of Missouri-Columbia, c749266@showme.missouri.edu

"The Perot Movement and the 'Unanticipated' Republican Revolution." Robert Yowell, University of Kansas, ryowell@ukans.edu

"The Origins and Impact of Voter Support for Jesse Ventura in the 1998 Minnesota Gubernatorial Election." Dean Lacy, Ohio State University, dlacy+@osu.edu; Quin Monson, Ohio State University, monson.6@osu.edu

Disc: Jeffrey Koch, SUNY - Geneseo, koch@geneseo.edu

Panel 7-W
SALON 7

GUBERNATORIAL AND SENATORIAL CANDIDATES
Chair: Lonna Rae Atkeson, University of New Mexico, atkeson@unm.edu
Papers: "Gunning for the Governor: Challenger Emergence in Gubernatorial Contests." Randall W. Partin, University of New Mexico, partin@unm.edu
"The Statehouse or the US Senate: A Comparison Between Gubernatorial and Senatorial Candidates." Scott Lasley, University of Maine, scott.lasley@umit.maine.edu; Peverill Squire, University of Iowa,
"Governors as US Senate Candidates: The Impact of Gubernatorial Term Limits on Electoral Competition for the US Senate." Richard J. Powell, Hamilton College, rpowell@hamilton.edu
Disc: Lonna Rae Atkeson, University of New Mexico, atkeson@unm.edu

Panel 8-E
SALON 2

MEET THE AUTHOR: DIANA MUTZ, IMPERSONAL INFLUENCE: HOW PERCEPTIONS OF MASS COLLECTIVES AFFECT POLITICAL ATTITUDES
Chair: Robert Huckfeldt, Indiana University, huckfeld@indiana.edu
Part: Robert Huckfeldt, Indiana University, huckfeld@indiana.edu
Jan Leighley, Texas A&M University
James Kuklinski, University of Illinois
Disc: Diana Mutz, Ohio State University

Panel 9-G
BURNHAM 1

GENDER AND THE MILITARY
Chair: Gratzia V. Smeall, St. Norbert College, smeagv@mail.snc.edu
Papers: "The Gendered Military in the New Milenium." Mary Lou Kendrigan, Lansing Community College, kendriganm@aol.com
"What Will this Democracy Support? Future Combat Roles for Women in the American Military." Kim Field, United States Military Academy, jk9104@exmail.usma.edu; John Nagl, United States Military Academy, jj9508@exmail.usma.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

“Women, the U.S. Armed Forces and the Combat Exclusion Policy: Discriminatory Practice or Discretionary Decision?” Gregory G. Gunderson, Central Missouri State University, gunderson@cmsu1.cmsu.edu, Sara Zeigler, Eastern Kentucky University

Disc: Carolyn James, Iowa State University, cjames514@aol.com

Panel 9-M

GENDER AND PUBLIC POLICY: LARGE-N COMPARISONS
(Co-sponsored with Public Policy)

Chair: Jyl Josephson, Illinois State University, j josep@ilstu.edu

Papers: “Representing Women’s Perspective: Gender, Women’s Policy Agencies and Public Policy.” S. Laurel Weldon, Purdue University, weldon@polisci.purdue.edu

“Post-Materialist Values and State Politics: An Increase in Gender Issues?” Michelle A. Barnello, Old Dominion University, mbarnell@odu.edu; John F. Camobrec, Christopher Newport University, camobrec@cnu.edu

“Explaining Variation in State Fetal Rights Policy: Competing Rights?” Maureen Rand Oakley, Kent State University, moakley@kent.edu; Trudy Steuernagel, Kent State University, tsteuern@kent.edu

“A Cross-National Survey of Women’s Suffrage and Procedural Democracy.” Victor Assal, University of Maryland, vassal@gvpt.umd.edu

Disc: Amy Makinen, University of Rochester, zamym@troi.cc.rochester.edu

Panel 10-D

WHITE ATTITUDES TOWARD MINORITIES

Chair: Maruice Mangum, University of Alabama at Birmingham, mmangum@uab.edu.

Papers: “Cultural Backlash and the Structural Foundation of Racial Attitudes.” D. Stephen Voss, University of Kentucky, dsvoss@pop.uky.edu

“On the Causes and Consequences of Racial Prejudice: Examining Multiple Measures.” Fred Slocum, Minnesota State University, Mankato, frederick.slocum@mankato.msus.edu

“The Effects of Strengthened Racial Cues in Candidate Evaluations.” Nicole E. Johnson, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, nicole@alpha2.csd.wum.edu

Disc: Darren Davis, Michigan State University, darren.davis@ssc.msu.edu

Panel 11-A

NIETZSCHE: FREEDOM, REALISM, AND POLITICAL FAILURE

Chair: Daniel Spicer, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, Spicer@polisci.umn.edu

Papers: “Does Individual Liberty Foster Individuality?” Peter Busch, The Liberty Fund, pbusch@compuserve.com

“Courage in the Face of Reality: On Nietzsche’s Admiration of Thucydides.” John Zumbrunnen, St. John’s University, jzumbrunnen@csbsju.edu

“Political Failure and the Origin of Slave Morality.” Paul Glenn, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, glenn@uwosh.edu

Disc: Kathy Purnell, Albion College, kpurnell@albion.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 12-H  MONTROSE 3
MIMESIS
Chair:  Sara Monoson, Northwestern University, s-monoson@nwu.edu
Papers:  “Mimesis and Legitimacy in Hobbes’ Political Thought.” Paul Axelrod, University of Washington, axelrod@u.washington.edu
  “G. H. Mead and J. Habermas: Mimesis and Communicative Action.” Gregg Miller, University of Washington, ggmiller@u.washington.edu
Disc:  Stephen Engelmann, University of Illinois at Chicago, sengelma@uic.edu

Panel 13-G  LASALLE 1
ETHICS AND RATIONAL CHOICE
Chair:  David Austen-Smith, Northwestern University, dasm@nwu.edu
  “Do People Have a Taste for Doing Good, or Do They Have a Taste for Punishing Each Other for Not Doing Good, Which is Why They Do Good?” Susanne Lohmann, UCLA, lohmann@ucla.edu
  “A Game-Theoretic Model of Citizen Duty.” Alvaro Sandroni, Northwestern University, sandroni@nwu.edu; Tim Feddersen, Princeton University, tfed@princeton.edu
  “Rational Abstention in a Signaling Model of Repeated Elections with Costless Voting.” Ken Shotts, Northwestern University, k-shotts@nwu.edu
Disc:  Nolan McCarty, Columbia University, nmcm19@columbia.edu

Panel 14-D  LASALLE 2
MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO AND THE MODELING OF HETEROGENEITY
Chair:  Kevin Quinn, Harvard University, kquinn@fas.harvard.edu
Papers:  “Estimation and Inference for Ideal Points by Bayesian Simulation.” Joshua Clinton, Stanford University, jclinton@leland.stanford.edu; Simon Jackman, Stanford University, jackman@leland.stanford.edu; Douglas R. Rivers, Stanford University, rivers@leland.stanford.edu
  “Bayesian Inference for Heterogeneous Event Counts.” Andrew D. Martin, SUNY Stony-Brook, amartin@amartin.sbs.sunysb.edu
  “Ideological Heterogeneity in Mass Electorates.” Kevin Quinn, Harvard University, kquinn@fas.harvard.edu
  “Process Control in Bureaucracies.” Andrew B. Whitford, Rice University and University of Michigan, whitford@sph.umich.edu
Disc:  David A.M. Peterson, University of Minnesota, dpeters@polisci.umn.edu
  Phil Paolino, University of Texas, ppaolino@mail.la.utexas.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 15-C
THE EVOLUTION AND HISTORY OF AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES

Chair: Steven E. Schier, Carleton College, sschier@carleton.edu
Papers:  "The Emergence of the Democratic Party in the North, 1946-1998." Jeffrey Stonecash, Syracuse University, jstone@syr.edu; Mark D. Brewer, Syracuse University, mdbrewer@syr.edu
  "Changing Concepts of Party in the United States, 1815-1828." J.P. Monroe, University of Miami, monroe@miami.edu
  "American Party Attitudes Towards the States, 1840 to 1988." Scott C. Pandich, Binghamton University, scottCPan@aol.com
  "The Party in Principle: Issues and Ideals of the Democratic and Republican Parties Since 1980." Jason Pigg, The Ohio State University, pigg.8@osu.edu
Disc: Burdett Loomis, University of Kansas, b-loomis@ukans.edu

Panel 16-F
EXECUTIVE BRANCH DYNAMICS

Chair: Rui J.P. de Figueiredo, Jr., University of California at Berkeley, rui@haas.berkeley.edu
Papers:  "Staffing the Executive Branch, 1933-1998." Matthew J. Dickinson, Harvard University, mdickins@latte.harvard.edu
  "A Case Study of Bureaucratic Development: The Department of Treasury." Rose Razaghian, Columbia University, rr222@columbia.edu
  "Executive Privilege: Time to Move Beyond Berger." Mark J. Rozell, Catholic University, rozell@cua.edu
Disc: James D. King, University of Wyoming, jking@uwyo.edu

Panel 17-O
STATE LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY AND CAREERS

Chair: Rebecca Deen, The University of Texas-Arlington, deen@uta.edu
Papers:  "Term Limits and Legislative Careers: The Role of Opportunity Costs." Christopher Afendulis, Harvard University, cafendulis@sdg.com
  "When is a Legislative Career a Career?" E. Lee Bernick, University of North Carolina-Greensboro, Bernick@uncg.edu; Ethan Bernick, Florida State University, emb0828@garnet.acns.fsu.edu
  "On the Accuracy of Legislator Self-Reported Activity." Grant Reeher, Syracuse University, greeher@maxwell.syr.edu; Kathryn Sowards, Washington State University
  "From Protest to Politics: A Look at the Success of Black Legislators in Mississippi." Kimberly Adams, University of Mississippi, ksadams@olemiss.edu
Disc: Keith E. Hamm, Rice University, hamm@rice.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 17-W

DECISION-MAKING III: CONSTITUENCY AND PARTY INFLUENCES

Chair: Scott Nikolai, Texas Tech University, snikolai@yahoo.com

Papers:
- "Patrick Kennedy and State-Based Strategies for Members of Congress."
  Darrell West, Brown University, Darrell_West@brown.edu
- "Constituency Interest and the Temporal Proximity to Elections: The Senator's Voting Decision."
  Shawn Treier, Stanford University, satreier@leland.stanford.edu
- "The Effect of Hometown Size on Voting Ideology in the House of Representatives."
  Edward Miller, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, emiller@uwsp.edu
- "Lessons in Loyalty: Resource Allocation in the House of Representatives."
  Jennifer Van Heerde, University of California-Riverside, jvanheer@wizard.ucr.edu

Disc: J. Mark Wrighton, University of Texas-Pan American, wrighton@panam.edu

Panel 18-G

STATE SUPREME COURTS IN THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL SYSTEM

Chair: Alan Tarr, Rutgers University - Camden, tarr@crab.rutgers.edu

Papers:
- "Judicial Innovation under State Constitutions."
  James N.G. Cauthen, City University of New York, jcauthen@jjay.cuny.edu
- "Compliance with the United States Supreme Court: The Case of State Supreme Courts."
  Wendy Martinek, Michigan State University, mart234@pilot.msu.edu
- "Partisan Preferences, Contextual Influences, and the Impact of Changing Supreme Court Policy in High and Low Salience Cases."
  Donald R. Songer, University of South Carolina, dsonger@ac.s.edu; Tara W. Stricko, University of South Carolina, tarastricko@hotmail.com

Disc: Laura Langer, University of Arizona, llanger@u.arizona.edu; Kenneth L. Manning, University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, kmanning@umassd.edu

Panel 19-C

STATE WELFARE POLICY: CHOICES AND CONSEQUENCES

Chair: Greg Shaw, Illinois Wesleyan University, gshaw@titan.iwu.edu

Papers:
- "The Impact of Welfare Programs on Poverty in the American States."
  William Berry, Florida State University, wberry@garnet.acns.fsu.edu; Richard Fording, University of Kentucky
- "State Competition Over Welfare Programs: A General Test."
  Michael Bailey, Georgetown University, baileyma@gunet.georgetown.edu; Mark Rom, Georgetown University
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

“Setting the Terms of Relief: Political Explanations for State Policy Choices in the Devolution Revolution.” Sanford F. Schram, Bryn Mawr College, sschram@brynmawr.edu; Joe Soss, American University; Erin O’Brien, American University; Thomas Vartanian, Bryn Mawr College

Disc: Evan J. Ringquist, Florida State University, eringqui@garnet.acns.fsu.edu Robert B. Albritton, University of Mississippi, ralbritt@sunet.backbone.olemiss.edu

Panel 20-J CLARK 5

POLITICAL SCIENTISTS CONSIDER THE NEW URBANISM

Chair: Robert L. Lineberry, University of Houston, jetson.uh.edu


“Private Governance and Public Opinion in a Company Town: The Case of Celebration, Florida.” Hugh Bartling, University of Kentucky, hebartOO@pop.uky.edu

Disc: Dennis Judd, University of Missouri, St. Louis, dennis.judd@umsl.edu

Terry Clark, University of Chicago

Panel 21-H MONTROSE 7

FIREARMS IN THE U.S.: PUBLIC OPINION, POLICY, AND IMPACT

Chair: James L. True, Lamar University, truejl@hal.lamar.edu

Papers: “Public Opinion, Gender and Handgun Safety Policy Across the States.” Emily Van Dunk, Public Policy Forum, evandunk@execpc.com

“Saying ‘Yes,’ ‘No,’ and ‘Load Me Up’ to Guns in America.” James L. True, Lamar University, truejl@hal.lamar.edu; Glenn Utter, Lamar University, uttergh@hal.lamar.edu;

“Equity in the Free-Fire Zone: Racial Disparity and Violent Crime.” Warren Eller, Texas A&M University, eller@politics.tamu.edu

Disc: Robert J. Spitzer, SUNY Cortland; spitzerb@snycorva.cortland.edu

Christopher Bosso, Northeastern University, cbosso@lynx.dac.neu.edu

Panel 21-K SALON 5

EVALUATING THE IMPACTS OF WELFARE REFORM

Chair: David M. Hedge, University of Florida, d hedge@polisci.ufl.edu

Papers: “Bootstraps and Benevolences: A Comparative Test of the States’ Capacity to Effect Change in Welfare Recipients.” David M. Hedge, University of Florida, d hedge@polisci.ufl.edu; Renee J. Johnson, University of Florida; Marian Currinder, University of Florida
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

“How Are the Children on Welfare Leavers Faring?” Dana K. Rickman, Georgia State University, gs02dkr@panther.gsu.edu; E. Michael Foster, Georgia State University


“Short-Term Welfare-to-Work Interventions in a Low Unemployment Economy.” Maureen Gilbride, University of Missouri-St. Louis, gilbride@umsl.edu; Andrew Glassberg, University of Missouri-St. Louis

Disc: Russell L. Hanson, Indiana University, hansonr@indiana.edu

Panel 22-L

THE HERBERT SIMON AWARD LECTURE

Recipient: Patricia W. Ingraham, Syracuse University

Panel 23-A

POLITICAL CULTURE AND DEMOCRATIC CONSOLIDATION

Chair: Paul R. Abramson, Michigan State University, abramson@pilot.msu.edu

Papers: “Political Culture and Democratic Consolidation.” Thomas W. Hey, Indiana University, they@indiana.edu

“Political Culture, Democracy and Hegemony in Latin America: An Attempt to Explain the Non-Democratic Political Behavior.” Henrique Carlos de O. de Castro, La Salle University - Brazil, hcc@umich.edu

“Profound Ambivalence: The Origins of European Views About a European-wide Parliamentary Government.” Robert Rohrschneider, Indiana University, rrohrsch@indiana.edu

“Democracy, Economy, and Values; Estimating A Recursive System.” Ronald Inglehart, University of Michigan; Sean Ehrlich, University of Michigan

Disc: Kathleen Dowley, SUNY New Paltz, dowleyk@matrix.newpaltz.edu

Panel 24-A

ROUNDTABLE: "MASTER TEACHERS" REVEAL THE SECRETS OF THEIR TEACHING SUCCESS

Chair: Alan Gitelson, Loyola University Chicago, agitels@wpo.it.luc.edu
Recipient: “The Edwin T. and Vivienne F. Sujack Award for Teaching Excellence.” Loyola University; and

“Outstanding University Faculty Member of the Year.” Loyola University

Panel: Lawrence Baum, Ohio State University, Lawrence.Baum@polisci.sbs.ohio-state.edu; Recipient: “Outstanding Teaching Award.” Colleges of the Arts and Sciences, Ohio State University
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Rosemary O'Leary, Syracuse University, roleary@maxwell.syr.edu; Recipient: "President's Award for Distinguished Teaching," Indiana University; "Board of Trustees Teaching Excellence Recognition Award," Indiana University; "Professor of the Year Award for Excellence in Teaching," Maxwell School, Syracuse University; and "National Excellence in Teaching Award" National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration

Leroy Rieselbach, Indiana University, rieselba@falstaff.ucs.indiana.edu; Recipient: "Distinguished Teaching Award," Indiana University Graduate School

Robert Stein, Rice University, stein@rice.edu; Recipient: "George R. Brown Award for Superior Teaching," Rice University

FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 12:15 - 2:00 pm

MPSA 2001 Program Committee Meeting

Chairs: Mark Schneider, SUNY-Stony Brook
Diana Mutz, Ohio State University
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

POSTER SESSION 4  EXHIBIT HALL
(Authors will be present from 1:30-3:15 pm)

Section 11 Posters
Political Theory and Philosophy: Theorists and Texts
1. “Can There Be a Revolution?: Does Sartre or Althusser Provide an Adequate Theory for Social Change?” Lee Rademacher, Purdue University-Calumet, fromage@calumet.purdue.edu
2. “Machiavelli’s Thoughts on ‘Revolution’ in the Discorsi.” Jun-Hyeok Kwok, The University of Chicago, jkwak@midway.uchicago.edu

Section 18 Posters
Judicial Politics And Public Law
1. “Predicting Supreme Court Decisions: Establishment Clause Cases.” Jon Schaff, Loyola University Chicago, jschaf@wpo.it.luc.edu; Scott Yenor, Gustavus Adolphus College
2. “Issue Salience and State Supreme Court Decision Making.” Cynthia N. Unmack, University of California, Davis, clunmack@ucdavis.edu
3. “Revisiting Freshman Effect and the U.S. Supreme Court.” Danette Brickman, Texas A&M University, danette@polisci.tamu.edu
4. “Strategically, Non-sophisticated Behavior: Re-evaluating Supreme Court Justices’ Responses to Override Threat.” Chad M. King, SUNY Stony Brook, chking@ic.sunysb.edu
5. “Statutory Influences on Federal Court Challenges to Administrative Adjudication.” Scott Graves, SUNY Stony Brook, sgraves@ic.sunysb.edu
6. “Analyzing Judicial Activism in Constitutional Courts Through Fuzzy-Set Analysis.” David L. Weiden, University of Texas at Austin, dweiden@du.edu
7. “The ‘Tabloidization’ of Crime Coverage, and its Effects on the American Public.” Robert W. Van Sickle, Purdue University Calumet, vansickle@calumet.purdue.edu; Richard L. Fox, Union College
8. “The Structure of U.S. Supreme Court Decision Making.” Blake J. Nelson, Penn State Harrisburg, nxb17@psu.edu
9. “Sound and Fury Signifying Nothing? Examining the Role of Attorneys in the Judicial Process.” John Szmer, University of South Carolina, szmer@aol.com
10. “Explaining Judicial Innumeracy.” Jeremy Buchman, Stanford University, jbuchman@leland.stanford.edu
11. “State Supreme Court Justices: Private Goals, Public Policy.” Eric N. Waltenburg, Purdue University, waltenbu@polisci.purdue.edu; Charles S. Lopeman, University of West Georgia, slopemann@westga.edu
12. “Appellate Court Size and Efficiency: Do Fewer Justices Create More Justice?” Thomas A. Schmeling, St. Joseph’s University, tschmeli@sju.edu
13. “Information Theory and Supreme Court Agenda Setting.” Vanessa Baird, University of Colorado, vanessa.baird@colorado.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

14. Multi-Dimensional Behavior on the High Court: The Influence of Case Perception on Judicial Decision Making." Hans J. Hacker, University of Maryland, hhacker@gvpt.umd.edu; Scott Johnson, Frostberg State University, sjohnson@frostberg.edu

15. "The Dynamics of U.S. Attorneys' Career Paths." James Eisenstein, Penn State University, je@psu.edu

Section 19 Posters
STATE AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL POLITICS
1. “Issue Spaces and Party Placement in the States: Evidence from a Multi-State Analysis of State Legislative Elections.” Gary Hetland, Indiana University, ghetland@indiana.edu; Gerald Wright, Indiana University
2. “State Policy Choices in Air Quality Regulation: A Test of the Lowry Model.” Brian J. Gerber, SUNY-Stony Brook, bgerber@ic.sunysb.edu
3. “Federalism, Institutions, and Macroeconomic Performance in the American States.” George A. Krause, University of South Carolina, George.Krause@sc.edu
4. “A New Model of Courts: Courts and Intergovernmental Relations in the US, EU, and Canada.” Paul Fabian Mullen, University of Pittsburgh, pfms03+@pitt.edu
5. “State Legislative Decisions on Fiscal Issues: A Problem of Public Goods and the Politics of Scarcity.” Theodore B. Pedeliski, University of North Dakota, pedelisk@plains.NoDak.edu
6. “Establishing a State Office in Washington: Factors that Matter.” Jennifer M. Jensen, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, jjensen@email.unc.edu
7. “A New Judicial Federalism at the Millennium.” Michael Fine, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, finemr@uwec.edu
8. “State Level Bureaucrats' Perceptions Toward Federal Grant-Making: Addicted or Pleasure Users.” Jennifer Hora, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, hora@email.unc.edu; Susan Webb, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Disc: Evan J. Ringquist, Florida State University, eringqui@garnet.acns.fsu.edu

Section 20 Posters
URBAN POLITICS
1. “Constituency Responsiveness at the Local Level: A Case Study of the Ann Arbor City Council.” Tasha S. Philpot, University of Michigan, tphlpt@umich.edu; Michael Johnson, University of Michigan
2. “Big City Mayors in the 19th and 20th Centuries.” Andrew D. McNitt, Eastern Illinois University, cfadm01@eiu.edu
3. “15 Minutes of Fame: Milwaukee’s Mayors.” Martin Gruberg, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, GRUBERG@UWOSH.EDU
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

4. "Economic Development and Competition Among Jurisdictions." Roland Stephen, North Carolina State University, stephen@social.chass.ncsu.edu

5. "Managerial Innovation in Local Government: Some Effects of Administrative Leadership and Policy Board Behavior." Douglas M. Ihrke, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, dihrke@csl.uwm.edu; Greg R. Rabidoux, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, gregri@uwm.cs.edu; Gerald T. Garbis, Northern Illinois University, ggbabis@niu.edu

6. "The Cities That Ate New York: An Institutional Analysis of Intergovernmental Relations in the Empire State." Bertram Johnson, Harvard University, bnjohns@fas.harvard.edu

7. "The Multiple Melting Pot: Globalization, Cosmopolitan Social Capital and Democratic Citizenship." Joseph Yi, University of Chicago, josephyi@midway.uchicago.edu

Panel 1-M
ENVIRONMENTALISM IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES
Chair: Debra Holzhauer, Purdue University, Dholzhauer@hotmail.com
Papers:
"Contextual Effects on Attitudes and Behavior: The Case of Environmental Issues." Donald E. Blake, University of British Columbia, dblake@interchange.ubc.ca
"Environmentalism, Democracy and Political Action." Russell J. Dalton, University of California, Irvine, rdalton@uci.edu; Steven Recchia, University of California, Irvine
"Traditional Religious Beliefs, Gender, and Environmental Values in Japan and the United States." Robert E. O'Connor, Pennsylvania State University, equipoise@psu.edu; Richard J. Bord, Pennsylvania State University, rib7@psu.edu
"Comparing the Environmental Stances of New Labour and the Conservatives." Debra Holzhauer, Purdue University, Dholzhauer@hotmail.com

Disc: Panel

Panel 2-E
THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF NATIONAL POLITICAL PARTIES
Chair: Samuel Eldersveld, University of Michigan, sjelders@umich.edu
Papers:
"The Nationalization of Party Systems: An Empirical Measure and Study of Latin American Cases." Mark P. Jones, Michigan State University, Mark.Jones@ssc.msu.edu; Scott P. Mainwaring, University of Notre Dame, scott.p.mainwaring.l@nd.edu
"Coordination Failure and Party Aggregation in the Indian Party System." Csaba Nikolaeny, University of British Columbia, csabanikolenyi@hotmail.com
"The Recruiting of Party System Competition: The Case of Chile 1973-95" Mariano Torcal, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, mariano.torcal@uam.es

Disc: Ken Kollman, University of Michigan, kkollman@umich.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Panel 3-E  SANDBURG 3
THE IMPACT OF MODERNIZATION AND GLOBALIZATION ON DEMOCRATIC TRANSITIONS AND CONSOLIDATION
Chair:  Gretchen Casper, Pennsylvania State University, gcasper@psu.edu
Papers:  "Modernization, New Institutions, and Democratic Consolidation." Gretchen Casper, Pennsylvania State University, gcasper@psu.edu
"Are New Democracies More or Less Likely to Fail?" Michael Bernhard, Pennsylvania State University, mb5@psu.edu; Christopher Reenock, Pennsylvania State University, Timothy Nordstrom, Pennsylvania State University
"Democratization, Globalization, and the State in Central America." Marc Belanger, St. Mary's College, belanger@saintmarys.edu
"Ten Years of Post-Communist Transitions: Does Economic Liberalization Lead to Democratization?" Marcus Kurtz, University of Miami; Andrew Barnes, University of Miami
"Does Money Matter? On the Impact of Campaign Finance in Newly Democratic Countries." David Samuels, University of Minnesota, samuels@polisci.umn.edu
Disc:  Scott G. Gates, Michigan State University, gatess@pilot.msu.edu

Panel 3-G  SALON 3
CONSTITUTIONALISM AND RIGHTS IN POST-AUTHORITARIAN SOCIETIES
Chair:  Carol Skalnick Leff, University of Illinois-Urbana, leffc@ux1.cso.uiuc.edu
Papers:  "The Constitutional Process in Transition Countries: A Case Study of Hungary, Poland, and the Czech Republic." Melissa J. Scheier, Texas A&M University and University of Houston, mscheier@pop.uh.edu
Writing Rights: Factors Influencing the Strength of Rights Clauses in Post-Communist Countries." Ryan Kennedy, Truman State University, ryan_kennedy@hotmail.com
"Constitutional Revisionary Provisions: Variation and Bargaining." Kenneth Kadlec, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, kkadlec@email.unc.edu
"Constitutional Designs and Democratic Transitions in New Democracies." Young-Choul Kim, Texas Tech University, young@ttu.edu; Sangmook Lee, Western Michigan University, s.lee@wmich.edu
"Explaining Entrenchment." Melissa Schwartzberg, New York University, ms268@is5.nyu.edu
Disc:  Carol Skalnick Leff, University of Illinois-Urbana, leffc@ux1.cso.uiuc.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Panel 4-C  SANDBURG 6
POWER, ALLIANCES AND CONFLICT
Chair: Paul Diehl, University of Illinois, p-diehl@uiuc.edu
Papers: “Superpower Dispute Initiation: Comparing Power Transition and Status Inconsistency.” Christopher K. Butler, Michigan State University, butler2@pilot.msu.edu
“Friend or Foe? Revisiting the Alliance Partners and War Debate.” Douglas M. Gibler, University of Kentucky, dgibler@pop.uky.edu
“International Conflict and the Development of State Capacity, 1960-1990.” Justin Pearlman, Duke University, jp8@duke.edu
Disc: Erik Gartzke, Pennsylvania State University, gartzke@psu.edu

Panel 4-G  SALON 4
DEMOCRACY AND THE LONG PEACE
Chair: Paul Huth, University of Michigan, Phuth@umich.edu
Papers: “A Some Other Time: The Timing of Third Party Joining Into Dynamic Interstate Conflicts, 1816-1992.” Andrew J. Enterline, University of New Mexico, ajenter@unm.edu
“Democratic Norms and International Relations: Reconsidering the Relationship between Democracy and War.” Michael E. Aleprete, University of Pittsburgh, aleprete+@pitt.edu
“Piecing Together the Long Peace.” Randolph M. Siverson, University of California, Davis, rmsiverson@ucdavis.edu; Michael D. Ward, University of Washington, mwd@u.washington.edu
“Are Democracies Uniquely Peaceful?: Estimation and Interpretation in the Democratic Peace Research Program.” Richard Tucker, Vanderbilt University, richard.tucker@vanderbilt.edu
Disc: William Reed, Michigan State University, wreed@pilot.msu.edu

Panel 5-K  SANDBURG 7
STUDIES OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL LIBERALIZATION
Chair: Quan Li, Penn State University, quanli@psu.edu
Papers: “The Political and Economic Determinants of Capital Account Liberalization in Developing Countries.” Nancy Brune, Yale University, nancy.brune@yale.edu
“A Signaling Model of Public Spending in a Financially Open World.” So Young Kim, Northwestern University, s-kim6@nwu.edu
“The Missmeasure of Globalization: Empirical Phenomenon or Political Process.” Scott Solomon, Syracuse University, mssolomon@mailbox.syr.edu
“Veto Players and Capital Control Liberalization in Parliamentary Democracies” Chad Rector, University of California, San Diego, crector@weber.ucsd.edu; Scott Kastner, University of California, San Diego
Disc: Quan Li, Penn State University, quanli@psu.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Panel 6-L  
POLITICAL SUPPORT AND POLITICAL TRUST  
Chair: John Hibbing, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, jhibbing1@unl.edu  
Papers:  
- "It Isn’t Fair: Do Perceptions of Procedural Justice in Evaluations of Congress Matter More than Getting What You Want?" Amy Gangl, University of Minnesota, amygangl@polisci.umn.edu  
- "Instrumental, Procedural, and Relational Aspects of Support of Government." Stacy Ulbig, Rice University, stacyu@rice.edu  
- "Anti-Government Campaign Rhetoric and Political Trust." Marc Hetherington, Bowdoin College, mutheren@bowdoin.edu; Suzanne Globetti, University of Texas, globetti@jeyes.la.utexas.edu  
- "Civic Expectations and the ‘Political Game’: Implications for Political Participation." Shawn Treier, Stanford University, satreier@lreland.stanford.edu; R. Bruce Anderson, Hastings College, banderson@hastings.edu; Carl Pinkele, Ohio Wesleyan University, cfpinkel@cc.owu.edu  
Disc: John Hibbing, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, jhibbing1@unl.edu  

Panel 7-A  
THE ROLE OF GROUP INVOLVEMENT IN POLITICAL BEHAVIOR  
Chair: Christine Roch, Georgia State University, croch@gsu.edu  
Papers:  
- "Political Participation, Recruitment, and Group Involvement" William Claggett, Florida State University, wclagget@garnet.acns.fsu.edu  
- "Information and Accountability: The Influence of Voluntary Associations on Assessment of Government Performance" Michele Claibourn, University of Wisconsin Madison, claibourn@polisci.wisc.edu; Paul S. Martin, University of Wisconsin Madison, pauli@polisci.wisc.edu  
- "Participation in Movements: The Dynamics of Multiple Movement Activism" Ellen Andersen, Indiana University at Indianapolis, eanderse@iupui.edu; M. Kent Jennings, UC Santa Barbara, jennings@sscf.ucsb.edu  
- "Citizen Participation and Outside Lobbying" Catherine Wilson, California Institute of Technology, chw@caltech.edu  
Disc: Christine Roch, Georgia State University, croch@gsu.edu  

Panel 7-K  
NEW ATTITUDES ABOUT POLITICAL ATTITUDES  
Chair: Valerie Sulfaro, James Madison University; sulfarva@jmu.edu  
Papers:  
- "The Dimensions of Psychological Involvement in Public Affairs" Stephen Bennett, University of Cincinnati, sibennett@fuse.net; Richard Flickinger, Wittenberg University, Staci Rhine, Wittenberg University, srhine@wittenberg.edu  
- "Rethinking Apathy: Strategic Political Attitudes in the United States, 1945-1999" A.S. Utschig, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, utschig@email.unc.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

"Who Cares Who's Mayor? An Expanded Conception of Political Interest" Debra Horner, University of Michigan, dhorner@umich.edu
Disc: Valerie Sulfaro, James Madison University, sulfarva@jmu.edu

Panel 8-D
POLITICAL COMMUNICATION ON CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES
Chair: Mark J. Rozell, Catholic University of America, mjrozell@cua.edu
Papers: “Culture Wars and the Change in Popular Culture.” Allan McBride, University of South Mississippi, allan.mcbride@usm.edu
“Press Coverage of Privatization: The Case of Educational Alternatives, Inc and Sylvan Learning Center’s Experiments in Baltimore.” Katina R. Stapleton, Duke University, krs2@acpub.duke.edu
“What is Negative in Local Elections.” Stephen C. Brooks, University of Akron, sbrooks@uakron.edu
Disc: Kristin Campbell, Binghamton University, kcampbel@binghamton.edu

Panel 9-J
FROM CITIZENS TO VOTERS: NEW RESEARCH ON WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE
(Cosponsored with Elections, Voting Behavior and Participation)
Chair: Liane C. Kosaki, University of Wisconsin, Madison, L9K@athletics.wisc.edu
Papers: “Gender and the Vote After Suffrage.” Christina Wolbrecht, University of Notre Dame, Wolbrecht@nd.edu; J. Kevin Corder, Western Michigan University, corder@wmich.edu
“Making Them into Us: How U.S. Women Were Transformed From Citizens to Voters in Presidential Rhetoric.” Vanessa B. Beasley, Texas A&M University, vanessa@unix.tamu.edu
“Political Parties and the Fight for Suffrage: A Consideration of the Case of the American Woman Suffrage Movement.” Corrine M. McConnaughy, University of Michigan, mcconna@umich.edu
Disc: Kristi Andersen, Syracuse University, anderson@maxwell.syr.edu

Panel 10-F
COMPARATIVE PUBLIC OPINION ON IMMIGRATION
(Co-Sponsored by Political Psychology and Public Opinion)
Chair: David M. Rankin, SUNY College at Fredonia, rankin@fredonia.edu
Papers: “Canada - A Welcoming Land? Public Opinion Toward Immigration.” Chris McIntyre, Endicott College, cmcintyr@endicott.edu
“Contact and Anti-Immigrant Prejudice in Western Europe.” Lauren M. McLaren, Bilkent University, lauren@bilkent.edu.tr
“Understanding Public Opinion Toward Immigrants Through Reaction Time Analysis: Developing a New Typology for Racial and Ethnic Attitudes.” Cristina Ling, SUNY at Stony Brook, polrec@langate.gsu.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

“The Dynamic of Public Attitudes Toward Immigration in Western Europe.” Pia Knigge, Auburn University Montgomery, knigpia@strudel.aum.edu
Disc: Melissa V. Harris-Lacewell, University of Chicago, mv-harris@uchicago.edu

Panel 12-D  MONTROSE 3
DEMONCRACY AND CIVIL SOCIETY
Chair: Robert W. T. Martin, Hamilton College, rmartin@hamilton.edu
Papers: “From Democratic Deliberation to Democratic Movements.” John Medearis, California State University at Northridge, john.m.mdeearis@csun.edu
“From Participation to Deliberation: A Short History of Democratic Thought.” Timothy Gaffaney, Georgetown University, gaffaney@gunet.georgetown.edu
“What Associations Can Offer Democracy.” Michael Rogers, SUNY at Albany, rogerseast@mindspring.com
“Deliberation, Debate and Participatory Democracy.” Edward Portis, Texas A&M University, e339ep@polisci.tamu.edu
Disc: William Meyer, University of Michigan at Flint, wjmeyer@flint.umich.edu

Panel 13-D  MONTROSE 2
STRATEGIC VOTING IN ELECTIONS
Chair: Mark Fey, University of Rochester, markfey@troi.cc.rochester.edu
Papers: “Sophisticated Voting is a Knife-Edge Result.” Tim Groseclose, Stanford University, groseclose_tim@gsb.stanford.edu
“Swing Voters and Mandate Makers: The Effect of Vote Shares on Policy and Information Aggregation.” Ronny Razin, Princeton University, rrazin@princeton.edu
“On Unanimous Jury Verdicts under Strategic Voting.” Krishna Ladha, Washington University in St. Louis, Ladha@olin.wustl.edu
“The Arrowian Paradox in A World of Probabilistic Voting.” Orit Kedar, Harvard University, kedar@fas.harvard.edu
Disc: Dino Gerardi, Northwestern University, d-gerardi@nwu.edu

Panel 14-E  LASALLE 2
TESTING THE LIMITS OF LIMITED DEPENDENT VARIABLE MODELS
Chair: Brad Jones, University of Arizona, bsjones@u.arizona.edu
Papers: “Two-Stage Estimation of Stochastic Truncation Models with Limited Dependent Variables.” Frederick J. Boehmke, California Institute of Technology, boehmke@hss.caltech.edu
“A Panel Probit Analysis of Campaign Contributions and Roll Call Votes.” Gregory Wawro, Columbia University, gww16@yoknapatawpha.pols.columbia.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Jonathan Wand, Cornell University, jnw4@tempter.arts.cornell.edu

“Strategic Mis-specification in Discrete Choice Models.”
Curtis S. Signorino, University of Rochester, sign@troi.cc.rochester.edu; Kuzey Yilmaz, University of Rochester;
Disc: Garrett Glasgow, Harvard University, ggglasgow@fas.harvard.edu
Brad Jones, University of Arizona, bsjones@u.arizona.edu

Panel 14-G
SALON 6
COMPUTATIONAL AND SIMULATIONAL APPROACHES
Chair: Brady Baybeck, Harvard University, baybeck@latte.harvard.edu
Papers:
“The Dynamics of Fission and Fusion in a Party System.”
Michael Laver, Trinity College, mlaver@tcd.ie; Kenneth Benoit, Trinity College
“Climbing Virtual Mountains: Some Computational Complexities of Maximum Likelihood Estimation.”
Micah Altman, Harvard University, Micah_Altman@harvard.edu; Jeff Gill, California Polytechnic University, jgill@calpoly.edu; Michael P. McDonald, Vanderbilt University,
“The Emergence of Parties: An Agent-Based Simulation.”
Darren Schreiber, University of California, Los Angeles, dschreib@ucla.edu
“Estimating King’s El Normal Model Via the EM Algorithm.”
Rogerio Silva de Mattos, Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora, rmattos@nutecnet.com.br; Alvaro Veiga, Universidade Catolica do Rio de Janeiro,
Disc: G. Dale Thomas, University of South Carolina, THOMAS628@AOL.COM
Brady Baybeck, Harvard University, baybeck@latte.harvard.edu

Panel 15-G
MONTROSE 1
CRITICAL ELECTIONS, PARTY REALIGNMENT, AND ISSUE EVOLUTION
Chair: Sean J. Savage, Saint Mary’s College, ssavage@saintmarys.edu
Papers:
“The Role of Party Activists in Contemporary Ideological Realignment.”
Geoffrey C. Layman, Vanderbilt University, geoffrey.c.layman@vanderbilt.edu; Thomas M. Carsey, University of Illinois-Chicago, tcarsey@uic.edu
“Presidential Leadership and Political Persuasion: Evidence from the New Deal Realignment.”
M. Stephen Weatherford, University of California Santa Barbara, weather@sscf.ucsb.edu
“Not All Issues Are Created Equal: Reexamining Issue Evolution In Morality Policy.”
Kara Lindaman, University of Kansas, klindman@ukans.edu; Donald P. Haider-Markel, University of Kansas, prex@ukans.edu
“Periodic Realignment Lives: or, why 1996 Might Be a Critical Election.”
Zachary Cook, Northwestern University, z-cook@nwu.edu
“Partisanship and Divergence.”
John D. Griffin, Duke University, jdg7@duke.edu
Disc: Greg D. Adams, Carnegie Mellon University, gadams@andrew.cmu.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Panel 16-B

Lasalle 3

Roundtable: "Politics and Political Communication in the Iowa Caucuses"

Chair: Glenn W. Richardson Jr., Iowa State University, grichard@iastate.edu
Parts:
- Tom Rice, University of Northern Iowa, tom.rice@uni.edu
- G.R. Boynton, University of Iowa, bob-boynton@uiowa.edu
- Dennis Goldford, Drake University, dennis.goldford@drake.edu
- Dianne G. Bystrom, Iowa State University, dbystrom@iastate.edu

Panel 17-F

Lasalle 6

Congressional Decision-Making II: Position-Taking

Chair: Jean-Philippe Faletta, Wayne State University, j_faletta@wayne.edu
Papers:
- "The Dynamics of Information Exchange: Reevaluating the Strategic Timing of Position Taking in Congress." Brad T. Gomez, University of South Carolina, gomezbt@sc.edu
- "Co-Signing Congressional Amici Curiae Briefs: Position Taking or Policy Signaling?" Eric S. Heberlig, Gustavus Adolphus College, eheberlig@gustavus.edu; Rorie L. Spill, Binghamton University, rspill@binghamton.edu
- "A Voice for Black Interests: Policy Cohesion and Congressional Black Caucus Cosponsored Legislation." George Serra, Bridgewater State College, gserra@bridgew.edu; Neil Pinney, Western Michigan University, pinney@wmich.edu
- "When the Two Parties Disagree: Position-Taking Strategies Under Varying Electoral Conditions." Elizabeth M. DeSouza, Claremont Graduate University, desouzaem@worldnet.att.net

Disc: Timothy Nokken, University of Houston, tnokken@pop.uh.edu

Panel 17-I

Salon 2

Communication Strategies in the U.S. Congress

Chair: Darrell West, Brown University, Darrell_West@brown.edu
Papers:
- "Party Competition for Media Coverage in the U.S. Senate." Patrick Sellers, Indiana University, psellers@indiana.edu
- "Communication Strategies of Congressional Parties." Daniel Lipinski, Duke University, dlip@duke.edu
- "Congressional Newsletters and Press Releases: Credit Claiming in the Modern Congress." Scott Frisch, East Carolina University, frischs@mail.ecu.edu
- "Going Public and Staying Private: House Party Leaders’ Use of Media Strategies of Legislative Coalition Building." Douglas B. Harris, University of Texas-Dallas, dharris@utdallas.edu

Disc: Elaine Willey, Ohio State University, willey.21@osu.edu
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Panel 17-X
ROUNDTABLE: THE RAMIFICATIONS OF IMPEACHMENT FOR PRESIDENTIAL-Congressional Relations
(co-sponsored with Presidency and Executive Politics)
Chair: Steven A. Shull, University of New Orleans, sshull@uno.edu
Part: Steven A. Shull, University of New Orleans, sshull@uno.edu
Jon R. Bond, Texas A&M University, jonbond@politics.tamu.edu
Mark A. Peterson, University of California- Los Angeles, peterson@sppsr.ucla.edu
Bert A. Rockman, University of Pittsburgh, brockман@pitt.edu

Panel 18-C
ROUNDTABLE: EXAMINING THE PIONEERS OF JUDICIAL BEHAVIOR
Chair: Nancy Maveety, Tulane University, nance@mailhost.tcs.tulane.edu
Part: “C. Hermann Pritchett.” Lawrence Baum, The Ohio State University, baum.4@osu.edu
“S. Sidney Ulmer.” Robert Bradley, Illinois State University, rbradley@ilstu.edu
“Joseph Tannenhau.” Robert A. Carp, University of Houston, racarp@uh.edu
“Walter F. Murphy.” Lee Epstein, Washington University in St. Louis, epstein@arts.mi.wustl.edu
“Martin Shapiro.” Herbert Kritzer, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Kritzer@polisci.wisc.edu
“J. Woodford Howard.” John Maltese, University of Georgia, jmaltese@arches.uga.edu
“Robert Dahl.” Steven Meinhold, University of North Carolina- Wilmington, meinholds@uncwil.edu
“Harold J. Spaeth.” C.K. Rowland, University of Kansas, prowland@lark.cc.ukans.edu

Panel 19-H
CONSEQUENCES OF STATE POLICY CHOICES
Chair: John McIver, University of Colorado, John.McIver@Colorado.edu
Dan Rygorski, Dartmouth College; Richard F. Winters, Dartmouth College, richard.f.winters@dartmouth.edu
“The Impact of State Campaign Finance Laws.” Robert K. Goedel, Indiana State University, psgoedel@scfacs.indstate.edu; Donald Gross, University of Kentucky; Todd Shields, University of Arkansas
“State Variations in Regulatory Success Without Government Enforcement: Why Compliance is Uneven.” Michael J. Licari, Binghamton University, milicari@binghamton.edu
Disc: Charles Barrilleaux, Florida State University, cbarrile@garnet.acns.fsu.edu
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Panel 21-J  MONTROSE 7
NEW ISSUES AND AVENUES IN HEALTH CARE POLICY
Chair: Edward Miller, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, emiller@uwsp.edu
Papers: "Toward Nondiscriminatory Public Health Policy for the Reproductively Challenged." Timothy J. Barnett, University of Northern Iowa, timothy.barnett@uni.edu
"Health Policy Reform and the Promise of Direct Democracy." Judy Steuernagel, Kent State University, tsteuern@kent.edu
"State Mental Health Parity Mandates." Mary Schmeida, Kent State University, mschmeid@kent.edu
"Innovation and Implementation in Health Policy: The Influence of Policy Entrepreneurs." W.R. Mack, Texas A&M University, wrm7368@polisci.tamu.edu; Arnold Vedlitz, Texas A&M University
Disc: William G. Weissert, University of Michigan, weissert@umich.edu

Panel 21-R  SALON 5
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON MORALITY POLICY
Chair: Michael P. Bobic, Emmanuel College, mbobic@emmanuel-college.edu
Papers: "Dirty Minds and Muddy Thoughts: The Pathologies of Morality Politics Theory." Kevin Smith, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, ksmith1@unlserve.unl.edu
"Doing Comparative Policy Theory: ANCOVA Analysis of Social Regulatory Policy." Michael P. Bobic, Emmanuel College, mbobic@emmanuel-college.edu
"Does the 'War on Drugs' Promote our Common Values?" Adam J. Chacksfield, Vanderbilt University, a.chacksfield@yahoo.com
Disc: Raymond Tatalovich, Loyola University Chicago, ratalo@luc.edu
Christopher Z. Mooney, University of Illinois at Springfield, mooney.christopher@uis.edu

Panel 22-F  LASALLE 1
STRUCTURE, PROCESS, AND ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR IN PUBLIC BUREAUCRACIES
Chair: Brandice Canes-Wrone, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, brandice@mit.edu
Papers: "Bureaucracy, Democracy, and Regulatory Negotiation." Laura I. Langbein, American University, langbei@american.edu; Cornelius M. Kerwin, American University
"Political Insulation and the Durability of United States Government Agencies." David E. Lewis, Stanford University, lewisd@leland.stanford.edu
"Not With a Bang But a Whimper: Studying Organizational Failures." Kenneth J. Meier, Texas A&M University, kmeier@polisci.tamu.edu; John Bohte, Oakland University, bohte@oakland.edu
Disc: Brandice Canes-Wrone, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sanford C. Gordon, Ohio State University, gordon.256@osu.edu
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Panel 24-C  
BURNHAM 4  
ROUNDTABLE: TEACHING THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF POLITICAL PHENOMENA TO UNDERGRADUATES  
Chair: Kim Quaile Hill, Texas A&M University, e339kq@polisci.tamu.edu  
Part: Lawrence Mayer, Texas Tech University, a7lcm@ttacs.ttu.edu  
Jeffrey A. Segal, State University of New York at Stony Brook, jeffrey.segal@sunysb.edu  
D. Scott Bennett, Pennsylvania State University, dsb10@psu.edu  
James A. Stimson, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, jstimson@email.unc.edu

Panel 25-A  
PARLOR F  
ROUNDTABLE ON DEMYSTIFYING GRANTS AND FELLOWSHIPS  
Panel: Kennette M. Benedict, MacArthur Foundation, KBenedic@MACFDN.ORG  
Ronald Kassimir, Social Science Research Council, kassimir@ssrc.org  
Michael X. Delli Carpini, Pew Charitable Trusts, mdellicarpini@pewtrusts.com  
Richard Hall, University of Michigan  
Marianne Stewart, National Science Foundation, mstewart@nsf.gov

Panel 26-A  
PARLOR D  
GREEKS AND CHRISTIANS: PLATONIC INFLUENCES  
Chair: Joseph A. Morris, Morris, Rathnau & De La Rosa (Chicago), MRDchicago@aol.com  
Papers: "The Influence of the Laws on Eusebius of Caesaria." V. Bradley Lewis, Catholic University of America, lewisb@cua.edu  
"Upward and Inward: New Approaches in the Pursuit of Plato's "Upward Path."" Walter B. Mead, Illinois State University, wbmead@ilstu.edu  
Disc: Christopher Colmo, Dominican University, farabi@email.dom.edu

Panel 27-A  
PARLOR C  
POLITICAL SCIENTISTS IN AND OUT OF ACADEMIA  
Chair: Bill Swinford, Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education, bill.swinford@mail.state.ky.us  
Parts: Bill Swinford, Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education  
Karl Kurtz, National Conference of State Legislators  
Michael A. Baer, American Council on Education, Michael_Baer@acenet.edu  
Sheilah Mann, American Political Science Association
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POSTER SESSION 4 (Continues)  EXHIBIT HALL
See Page 112 For Listing.

Panel 1-J  SALON 3

VOTING BEHAVIOR IN WESTERN EUROPE
(Co-Sponsored with ELECTIONS, VOTING BEHAVIOR PARTICIPATION)
Chair: John D. Robertson, Texas A&M University, jrobertson@tamu.edu
Papers:  “Support for Regional Autonomy in Scotland and Wales: The Effects of European Integration.” Michael J. Demczyk, Eastern Kentucky University mjdemczyk@zeus.chapel1.com
  “Is Ticket Splitting Strategic? Evidence from the 1998 Election in Germany.” Thomas Gschwend, State University of New York at Stony Brook, tgschwen@ic.sunysb.edu
  “Turning Out in Scotland: Electoral Systems, Electoral Competitiveness, and Voter Participation in Recent Elections in Scotland.” Steven E. Galatas, University of Missouri, c597316@showme.missouri.edu
  “The Changing Contours of British Party Support for the European Union: Tendencies, Prospects and the Frame, 1976-1996.” John D. Robertson, Texas A&M University, jrobertson@tamu.edu; Robert L. Perry, The University of Texas of the Permian Basin, perry_r@utpb.edu
Disc: Panel

Panel 1-N  SANDBURG 2

FIRM PREFERENCES, SOCIAL BARGAINING, AND ECONOMIC POLICY ACROSS THE ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES
Chair: Steven Casper, Social Science Center Berlin (WZB), steve@medea.wz-berlin.de
Papers:  “Employer Preferences and Public Policy: Labour Market Regimes in Britain and Germany.” Stewart Wood, Oxford University, stewart.wood@magdalen.oxford.ac.uk
  “Firm-Level Preferences and Technology Policy: A Comparison of Germany and the United States.” Steven Casper, Social Science Center Berlin WZB, steve@medea.wz-berlin.de
  “The Political Origin of Business Coordination -- Some Puzzling Insights from German History.” Isabela Mares, Stanford University, isabela@leland.stanford.edu
Disc: Carles Boix, The University of Chicago, boix@midway.uchicago.edu
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Panel 2-F
SANDBURG 4
BRAZILIAN POLITICS IN THE 1990S
Chair: Marcus Kurtz, The University of Miami, marcus.kurtz@miami.edu
Papers: “Progressives need a Governor, not a Party - Civil Service Reform and Gubernatorial Reelection.” Scott Schmith, Washington University, seschmit@artsci.wustl.edu
“Legislative Politics in Brazil’s State Assemblies.” Scott W. Desposato, UCLA/Harvard-MIT Data Center, swd@ucla.edu
“Decentralization and Social Spending: The Case of Brasil.” John Fieno, University of Wisconsin, Madison, jfieno@ssc.wisc.edu
Disc: Marcus Kurtz, The University of Miami, marcus.kurtz@miami.edu

Panel 3-T
SANDBURG 3
INSTITUTIONAL CHOICE AND REFORMS IN SOUTH AMERICA
Chair: Sunita Parikh, Washington University, sparikh@artsci.wustl.edu
Papers: “Democracy and the Structure of State Decision-Making in Chile.” Patrick Barrett, University of Wisconsin-Madison, pbarrett@ssc.wisc.edu
“Follow the Leader? Decentralization and Economic Reforms in Developing Countries.” Sanchita Banerjee Saxena, University of California- Los Angeles, sbanerje@ucla.edu
“The Federal Dimension of Macroeconomic Reform.” Erik M. Wibbels, University of New Mexico, ewibbels@unm.edu
Disc: Edwin Eloy Aguilar, State University of New York-Albany, eaguilar@csc.albany.edu

Panel 3-V
CLARK 5
INSTITUTIONS AND ECONOMIC REFORM IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD
Chair: Delia Boylan, University of Chicago, dboylan@midway.chicago.edu
Papers: “Does Institutional Design Affect Post-Communist Economic Reform?” Herbert Kitschelt, Duke University, h3738@acpub.duke.edu;
Edward Malesky, Duke University
“Institutional Change and Post-Communist Presidents.” Timothy Frye, Ohio State University, tim.frye@polisci.sbs.ohio-state.edu
“Institutional Change and Post-Communist Election Rules.”
Megan Holst, Ohio State University
“Bureaucratic Reform in Developing Countries: A Comparison of Presidential and Parliamentary Rule.” Delia Boylan, University of Chicago, dboylan@midway.chicago.edu
Disc: Karen L. Remmer, University of New Mexico, remmer@unm.edu
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Panel 4-T
RIVALRY AND PEACE DYNAMICS
Chair: William R. Thompson, Indiana University, wthompso@indiana.edu
Papers: "The Democratic Peace and the Causal Arrow Question." Karen Rasler, Indiana University, krasler@indiana.edu; William R. Thompson, Indiana University, wthompso@indiana.edu
"A Dynamic Model of Interstate Interaction." Mark Crescenzi, University of North Carolina, crescenzi@unc.edu; Andrew J. Enterline, University of New Mexico, ajenter@unm.edu
"Shocks to the System: Great Power Rivalries and Leadership Long Cycle." Michael Colaresi, Indiana University, mcolares@indiana.edu
"Rivalries, Democracy and Peace." Tove G. Lie, Indiana University, tglie@indiana.edu
Disc: Paul Diehl, University of Illinois, p-diehl@uiuc.edu

Panel 4-U
DOMESTIC DETERMINANTS OF THE USE OF MILITARY FORCE
Chair: Sherry L. Bennett, Rice University, sherryb@uclink4.berkeley.edu
Papers: "Domestic Unrest and Foreign Policy Choices: Lessons from Enduring Rivalries in the Middle East." Paul Huth, University of Michigan, Phuth@umich.edu; Ellen Lust-Okar, Yale University, lustokar@yahoo.com
"Public Opinion, Domestic Politics and the Decision to Use Military Force: The Case of Operation Restore Hope." Matt Baum, Univ. of California, San Diego, mbaum@weber.ucsd.edu
"The Endogenous Formation of the Political Use of Force: Examining Whether Public Views on the Use of Military Force Really Matter?." Sherry L. Bennett, Rice University, sherryb@uclink4.berkeley.edu
Disc: Daniel W. Drezner, University of Chicago, ddrezner@uchicago.edu

Panel 5-J
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND DOMESTIC STRUCTURES
Chair: Bennet Zelner, Georgetown University, zelnerb@mbs.edu
Papers: "Lending Credibility: Collective Actions, Delegation and Reform at the International Financial Institutions." Daniel L. Nielson, Brigham Young University, daniel_nielson@byu.edu; Michael J. Tierney
"Civil Society Empowerment and Institutional Convergence." Kendall W. Stiles, Loyola University, Chicago, kstiles@luc.edu
"The Political Determinants of IMF Lending." Jason D. Yackee, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, yackee@prodigy.com
Disc: Bennet Zelner, Georgetown University, zelnerb@mbs.edu
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Panel 6-B  CLARK 7
THE GENDERING OF POLITICAL FIGURES
(co-sponsored with Gender and Politics)
Chair: Ewa A. Golebiowska, Tufts University, egolebio@emerald.tufts.edu
Papers:
"Am I Tough Enough? The Impact of Being Masculine on Candidate Evaluations." Gregory Pettis, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, gpettis@email.unc.edu
"Gendered and Re-gendered: Public Opinion and Hillary Rodham Clinton." Nicholas Winter, University of Michigan, winter@umich.edu
"What if Bill Clinton Were a Woman? Adultery, Drug Use, Sex and Public Forgiveness." Linda Maule, Indiana State University, psmaule@scifac.indstate.edu
"If Bill Clinton Were a Woman: The Effectiveness of Male and Female Politicians' Account Strategies Following Alleged Transgressions." Elizabeth Smith, Furman University, liz.smith@furman.edu; Gus Suarez, Furman University, gus.suarez@furman.edu; Ashleigh Smith, Furman University, ashleigh.smith@furman.edu
Disc: Angela High-Pippert, University of St. Thomas, AHIGHPIPPE@stthomas.edu

Panel 7-Y  SALON 2
HOW DO CAMPAIGNS MATTER?
Chair: Thomas Holbrook, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee, homeboy@csd.uwm.edu
Papers:
"The Time Line of Presidential Election Campaigns" Christopher Wlezien, University of Houston, cwlezien@uh.edu; Robert Erikson, Columbia University, "Priming versus Learning in Election Campaigns" Richard Jenkins, Queen's University, jenkinsr@politics.queensu.ca
"The Persistence of Presidential Campaigns in the Public Agenda" Michele Claiourn, University of Wisconsin Madison, claiourn@polisci.wisc.edu
Disc: Thomas Holbrook, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee, homeboy@csd.uwm.edu

Panel 7-Z  BURNHAM 1
ROUNDTABLE ON THE ROLE OF MONEY IN THE 2000 PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATING PROCESS
(Co-Sponsored with Political Parties and Interest Groups)
Chair: David B. Magleby, Brigham Young University, David_Magleby@byu.edu
Panel:
Diana Dwyre, California State University, Chico, ddwyre@csuchico.edu
Linda Fowler, Dartmouth College, linda.l.fowler@dartmouth.edu
E. Terrence Jones, University of Missouri, St. Louis, terry.jones@umsl.edu
Bill Moore, College of Charleston, moorew@cofc.edu
Dale Neuman, University of Missouri, Kansas City, neuman@umkc.edu
David Redlawsk, University of Iowa, david-redlawsk@uiowa.edu
Arthur Sanders, Drake University, arthur.sanders@drake.edu
Lynn Vavreck, Dartmouth College, lynn.vavreck@dartmouth.edu
Danielle Vinson, Furman University, danielle.vinson@furman.edu
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Bruce Cain, University of California, bruce@cain.berkeley.edu
Joseph Doherty, UCLA, jdoher@ucla.edu
Jill Giather, Southwest Missouri State University, jag715f@mail.edu
Samuel Kernell, University of California, San Diego, skernell@ucsd.edu

Panel 9-F
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON WOMEN'S MOBILIZATION
Chair: Ruth Iyob, University of Missouri, St. Louis, iyob@umsl.edu
Papers: "The Ajumma: Agents of Democracy in Korea." Bernard Rowan, Chicago State University, TB-Rowan@csu.edu
"Women and Democratization in Korea." Aie-Rie Lee, Texas Tech University, uglee@ttacs.ttu.edu
"Privatizing Pain: The Politics of Woman Battery in Russia." Janet Elise Johnson, Indiana University, janjohns@indiana.edu
Disc: Mala N. Htun, New School for Social Research, htun@mindspring.com

Panel 10-B
LATINO POLITICAL BEHAVIOR
Chair: David L. Leal, SUNY at Buffalo, ddeal@acsu.buffalo.edu
Papers: "Citizens by Choice, Voters by Necessity: Long Term Patterns in Political Mobilization by Naturalized Latinos." Gary M. Segura, Claremont Graduate University, gary.segura@cgu.edu; Adrian D. Pantoja, Claremont Graduate University, adrian.pantoja@cgu.edu
"Hispanic Turnout: Estimates From Validated Voting Data." Carol Cassel, University of Alabama, ccassel@tenhoo.as.ua.edu
"Determinants of Ethno-centric Voting for Latinos." Rodolfo Espino, University of Wisconsin, rudy@polisci.wisc.edu
"Ethnicity and the Political Behavior of Hispanics: Is Ethnicity a Resource for Participation?" Michael Garcia, University of Arizona, garciami@yahoo.com
Disc: Louis DeSipio, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, desipio@uiuc.edu

Panel 11-C
PLATO, SEX, AND THE CITY
(Co-sponsored by Gender and Politics)
Chair: Melissa Matthes, University of Maryland, mmatthes@bss2.umd.edu
Papers: "Civilization and Its Contents." Marc Stier, Temple University, mar cstier@stier.net
"Another Dialogue About Love: Three Recordings of 'Who Do You Love?'" Maarten Rothman, Purdue University, rothman@polisci.purdue.edu
"The Psychology of Politics: The City and the Soul in Plato's Republic." Ioannis Evrigenis, New York University, ie203@is8.nyu.edu
Disc: Melissa Matthes, University of Maryland, mmatthes@bss2.umd.edu
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Panel 12-I
PARLOR F
COSMOPOLITAN DEMOCRACY
Chair: Peter Meilaender, University of Notre Dame, peter.c.meilaender.1@nd.edu
Papers:
“The Inadequacies of Cosmopolitan Democracy as a Response to Globalization.”
David K. Moore, University of Maryland at College Park, dmoore@gvpt.umd.edu
“Democratic Morality: The Democratic Peace and Kohlberg’s Levels of Moral Reasoning.” Jon D. Carlson, Arizona State University, jdc@asu.edu
“Colonizing Rhizomes and the Politics of Place.” Alexandra Kogl, University of Maryland at College Park, akogl@gvpt.umd.edu
Disc: Peter Meilaender, University of Notre Dame, peter.c.meilaender.1@nd.edu
Wynne Moskop, St. Louis University, moskopww@slu.edu

Panel 12-F
BURNHAM 3
POLITICAL ETHICS
Chair: Paul Glenn, University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh, glenn@uwosh.edu
Papers:
“The Ethics of the Wanderer.” Katrin Froese, University of Calgary, froese@ucalgary.ca
“Levinas: The Politics of Ethical Proximity.” Asher Horowitz, York University, horowitz@yorku.ca
“Garden Variety Liberals: Discovering Eden in Locke and Levinas.” Robb McDaniel, Middle Tennessee State University, rmcdanie@mtsu.edu
Disc: Paul Glenn, University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh, glenn@uwosh.edu

Panel 13-C
LASALLE 1
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION AND SIGNALING
Chair: Rebecca Morton, University of Iowa, Rebecca-Morton@uiowa.edu
Papers:
“Multiple Referrals and Multidimensional Cheap Talk.” Marco Battaglini, Northwestern University, m-battaglini@nwu.edu
“Institutions as an Informational Crutch: A General Population Experiment.”
Arthur Lupia, UCSD, alupia@ucsd.edu
“Group Endorsements and Voter Turnout in Pluralist Societies.” Scott Ainsworth, University of Georgia, sainswwor@arches.uga.edu; Itai Sened, Washington University in St. Louis, sened@artsci.wustl.edu
“Deliberations with Double-Sided Information.” Dino Gerardi, Northwestern University, d-gerardi@nwu.edu
Disc: David P. Myatt, Oxford University, david.myatt@economics.oxford.ac.uk

Panel 15-A
MONTROSE 1
INTEREST GROUP RESEARCH: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS: PAPERS AND ROUNDTABLE
Chair: Robert Lowry, Michigan State University, lowry@pilot msu.edu
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Papers:  "Bentley Was Right! "When the Groups Are Adequately Stated, Everything Is Stated." Robert H. Salisbury, Washington University in St. Louis, rhsalisb@artsci.wustl.edu
"New Wave Exchange Theory, or Complex Adaptive Systems Theory Interpretation of Entrepreneurial Behavior." Paul Johnson, University of Kansas, pauljohn@ukans.edu
"A Neopluralist Perspective on Interest Group Research." Virginia Gray, University of Minnesota, vgray@polisci.umn.edu
"Interest Group Death and Decline." Anthony Nownes, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Anownes@utk.edu

Disc:  Jeffrey M. Berry, Tufts University, jberry01@emerald.tufts.edu

Panel 15-F
INTEREST GROUP AND PARTY ACTIVITY IN CULTURE WAR ISSUES

Chair: Clyde Wilcox, Georgetown University, wilcoxc@erols.com

Papers:  "Against the Odds: Populist Opposition to the Expansion of Gambling." Julie M. Walsh, St. Joseph's College - New York, jwalsh1255@aol.com
"Pro-Life Some of the Time, But Not All of the Time: Voting on Abortion in Congress." Amy Linimon, University of Kansas, linac74@hotmail.com
"Expanding the Scope of Conflict over Abortion Policy: Congress, Interest Groups and Venue Shopping." Alesha E. Doan, Texas A&M University, alesha@polisci.tamu.edu
"State Political Institutions and the Prohibition Movement." Regg Roberts, California Institute of Technology, regg@hss.caltech.edu

Disc:  Ted G. Jelen, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, jelent@nevada.edu
Clyde Wilcox, Georgetown University, wilcoxc@erols.com

Panel 16-K
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATION PROCESSES

Chair: Sean J. Savage, Saint Mary's College, ssavage@saintmarys.edu

Papers:  "The Role of Party Endorsements in Presidential Nominating Campaigns." Wayne P. Steger, DePaul University, wsteger@wpdepaul.depaul.edu
"Progressive Ambition and the Presidency." Randall E. Adkins, California University of Pennsylvania, adkins@cup.edu
"Did Campaign Finance Reform Reduce Choice in Presidential Nominating Campaigns?" Thomas E. Bayer, Saint Mary College (Ks.), bayert@hub.smcks.edu

Disc:  Alexandra Cooper, Duke University, cooper@duke.edu
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Panel 17-J
LASALLE 5
THE POLITICS AND IMPLICATIONS OF DIVIDED GOVERNMENT
Chair: Brian D. Posler, Millikin University, bposler@mail.millikin.edu
Papers: "Divided Government and Conference Outcomes: A Study of Appropriations Legislation in the 96th-105th Congresses." Roger Moiles, Michigan State University, moilesro@msu.edu
"The Effects of Divided Government on the Policy Content of Legislation." Cary R. Covington, University of Iowa, cary-covington@uiowa.edu; Andrew Bargen, University of Iowa, andrew-bargen@uiowa.edu
"Tipping the Scales: Judicial Appointments and Their Impact on Policy Under Divided Government." Chris Den Hartog, University of California-San Diego, cdenhart@weber.ucsd.edu
"Holding Up the Senate: The Politics of Senate Confirmation." Sarah Binder, George Washington University and the Brookings Institution, binder@gwu.edu; Forrest Maltzman, George Washington University, forrest@gwu.edu
Disc: Brad T. Gomez, University of South Carolina, gomezbt@sc.edu

Panel 17-M
SALON 5
AGENDA-SETTING
Chair: Bruce Oppenheimer, Vanderbilt University, oppenhb@ctrvax.vanderbilt.edu
Papers: "Agenda Control in the Senate." Andrea L. Campbell, University of California-San Diego, acampbel@weber.ucsd.edu
"Expanding Our Understanding of Agenda-setting: An Empirical Investigation of Bill Introductions in the 100th and 101st Congresses." T. Jens Feeley, University of Washington, tjfeeley@u.washington.edu
"Transforming Issue Debates to Policy Decisions." Jeffery Talbert, University of Kentucky, JTALB1@pop.uky.edu; Matthew Potoski, Iowa State University, potoski@iastate.edu
"Rule Assignment During the 104th and 105th Congresses: The Republican Party Leadership’s Response to Legislative Uncertainty." Tasina Nitzschke, Washington University in St. Louis, tbitzsch@artscl.wustl.edu; Greg Thorson, University of Minnesota-Morris, gthorson@mrs.umn.edu
Disc: Mark M. Berger, SUNY-Stony Brook, mberger@notes.cc.synysb.edu

Panel 18-E
CLARK 10
STAFFING THE COURTS: WHO GETS THERE AND WHAT DO THEY DO WHEN THEY ARE THERE?
Chair: Susan Mezey, Loyola University Chicago, smezey@wpo.it.luc.edu
Papers: "Are Men from Mars and Women from Venus? Judicial Decision Making on the Federal District Court." Jennifer A. Segal, University of Kentucky, jsegal1@pop.uky.edu
"The Secret of Their Success: The Differential Ability of Women and Minorities to Attain Federal and State Appellate Benches." Drew Noble Lanier, University of Central Florida, dlanier@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu; Mark S. Hurwitz, SUNY at Buffalo, hurwitz2@buffalo.edu
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“Come In, but Close the Door Behind You: Explaining Diversity on State Supreme Courts.” Kathleen A. Bratton, Binghamton University, SUNY, kbratton@binghamton.edu; Rorie Spill, Binghamton University, SUNY, rspill@binghamton.edu

“Challengers in State Supreme Courts.” Chris W. Bonneau, Michigan State University, BonneauC@pilot.msu.edu;

Disc: Susan Mezey, Loyola University Chicago, smezey@wpo.it.luc.edu
Susan B. Haire, University of Georgia, cmshaire@arches.uga.edu

Panel 18-J

SALON 6

CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION

Chair: Judith A. Baer, Texas A&M University, j-baer@tamu.edu

Papers:

“A Critique of the Attitudinalist Conception of Law.” Kenneth Ward, Southwest Texas State University, kw12@swt.edu

“Does a Coherent Religion-Clause Jurisprudence Have a Prayer?” Dennis Goldford, dennis.goldford@drake.edu

“Corporate Speech and Failure in the Marketplace of Ideas: Towards an Expressivist Justification of Free Speech.” Samuel P. Nelson, nelsons@ohio.edu

“How Necessary and Proper?: The Checkered History of McCulloch v. Maryland.” Mark A. Graber, University of Maryland, mgraber@gvpt.umd.edu

Disc: Donald Grier Stephenson, Jr., Franklin & Marshall College, g_stephenson@acad.fandm.edu
Evan Gerstmann, Loyola Marymount University, egerstma@lmumail.lmu.edu

Panel 19-E

BURNHAM 5

BEYOND AN N OF 1: LEGISLATIVE BEHAVIOR IN THE STATES

Chair: James Garand, Louisiana State University, pogara@unix1.sncc.lsu.edu

Papers:

“Committee Outliers in State Legislators.” L. Marvin Overby, University of Mississippi, lmoverby@dixie-net.com; Thomas Kazee, University of the South; David Prince, University of Kentucky

“Divided Party Government in the American States: A Test of Fiorina’s Theory.” John Marion, Indiana University, jomarion@indiana.edu; David Richards, Binghamton University

“How Experienced are State Legislators: The Constraint of Institutional Norms.” Jack H. Knott, University of Illinois, knottl@uiuc.edu; Jay Verkuilen, University of Illinois

“Institutional Change, Member Behavior and State Legislature Openness.” Margaret R. Ferguson, Indiana University at Indianapolis, mferguso@iupui.edu; Don Ostdiek, Rice University

Disc: James Garand, Louisiana State University, pogara@unix1.sncc.lsu.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 -  3:30 - 5:15 pm

Panel 19-N  
BURNHAM 4
STATE EDUCATION REFORM: PROCESS AND OUTCOME  
Chair: Michael Mintrom, Michigan State University, mintrom@pilot.msu.edu  
Papers:  "The Role of Governors in the Enactment of Charter School Legislation." Daniel D'Leo, Penn State Altoona, dxd22@psu.edu  
"Does How You Build It Determine How They Come? An Analysis of the Incentive Structures in State Charter School Laws." Ed Muir, American Federation of Teachers, emuir@aft.org  
"Democracies in the Schools: The Link of Education Policy to Social Capital."  
Jeremy Eccles, Marygrove College, jeremyeccles@prodigy.net  
Disc: Michael Mintrom, Michigan State University, mintrom@pilot.msu.edu

Panel 20-D  
MONTROSE 2
URBAN POLITICS, POLICY, AND STRUCTURE  
Chair: Jeffrey Kraus, Wagner College, JF Kraus1@aol.com  
Papers:  "Public Elections and Special District Governments." Nicholas Bauroth, Loyola University Chicago, nhbaurot@luc.edu  
"Local Special Districts and Public Accountability: Who is Really in Control?" Michael A. Molloy, University of California, San Diego, mmolloy@weber.ucsd.edu  
"Political Conflict, Fiscal Stress, and Administrative Turnover: A Time Series Analysis of American Cities." James C. Clingermayer, Northern Kentucky University, Clingermayer@nku.edu; Shamima Ahmed, Northern Kentucky University, ahmed@nku.edu; Richard C. Fellock, Florida State University, rfellock@coss.fsu.edu; Christopher Stream, University of Idaho, cstream@uidaho.edu  
"The Sub-Districting of Cities: Applying the Polycentric Model." Susan E. Baer, Indiana University, Sebaer@indiana.edu; Vincent L. Marando, University of Maryland, marando@erols.com  
Disc: Jeffrey Kraus, Wagner College

Panel 21-V  
MONTROSE 7
EVALUATION OF POLICY: INTENDED AND UNINTENDED IMPACTS  
Chair: Robert C. Turner, Lawrence University, bob.turner@lawrence.edu  
Papers:  "Building the American States: Executive Branch Reorganization and Governing Capacity." Michael Berkman, Pennsylvania State University, mbb1@psu.edu;  
Christopher Reenock, Pennsylvania State University  
"Evaluation of Gasoline Tax Rate in U.S.: Is There a Double Dividend?" Seongkwan You, University of Missouri-Columbia, sy38d@missouri.edu  
"An Analysis of Ohio Fiscal Emergencies Policy." Jane Beckett-Camarata, Kent State University, jbecket@kent.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

"Market Driven versus Government Driven Strategies for Manufacturing Revitalization." Robert C. Turner, Lawrence University, bob.turner@lawrence.edu

Disc: Kevin Smith, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, kbs@unlserve.unl.edu

Panel 21-W
SALON 1
FISCAL POLICY: BUDGET GAMES AND SUCCESSES
Chair: Ronald F. King, Tulane University, ronking@mailhost.tcs.tulane.edu
Papers: "Policy Learning and Deficit Reduction." John F. Witte, University of Wisconsin-Madison, witte@lafollette.wisc.edu; Paul F. Manna, University of Wisconsin-Madison
"In the Black: Explanations for the Federal Budget Surplus." Patrick Fisher, Providence College, fisher@providence.edu
"Tax Expenditures Costs in Illinois." James R. Landers, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, jalande@siue.edu

Disc: Ronald F. King, Tulane University, ronking@mailhost.tcs.tulane.edu
Jeff Worsham, West Virginia University, jworsham@wvu.edu

Panel 22-G
MONTROSE 3
NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE STUDY OF REGULATORY BUREAUCRACIES
Chair: Andrew B. Whitford, University of Michigan and Rice University, whitford@sph.umich.edu
Papers: "The Power to Wait: Regulators, and the Political Economy of Drug Approval, 1950-1999." Daniel P. Carpenter, University of Michigan, dancarp@sph.umich.edu
"Policy Learning and Regulatory Inspection Regimes." Sanford C. Gordon, Ohio State University, gordon.256@osu.edu
"Interests and Influence: Bureaucracy and the Regulation of Occupational Safety," Gregory A. Huber, Princeton University and Brookings Institution, gahuber@princeton.edu
"Economic Incentives in Bureaucracies: User Fees in the FDA." Mary K. Olson, Yale University, mary.olson@yale.edu

Disc: Terry M. Moe, Stanford University, moe@hoover.stanford.edu

Panel 23-F
SALON 7
ROUNDTABLE: THE ATTRIBUTION OF VALUES IN ASIAN POLITICAL CULTURE RESEARCH
Chair: Dennis Patterson, Michigan State University, patter95@pilot.msu.edu
Papers: "Asian Values and Democratization in Hong Kong: An Examination of Hong Kong Political Elite." Robert J. Beatty, Arizona State University

Disc: Pradeep Chhibber, University of Michigan, pradeepc@umich.edu
Doh-Chul Shin, University of Missouri, Columbia, shind@missouri.edu
Dennis Patterson, Michigan State University, patter95@pilot.msu.edu
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

Panel 25-D
PARLOR C
RONTABLE ON HOW FAR WE HAVE COME, HOW FAR WE HAVE TO GO:
WOMEN IN THE DISCIPLINE
Chair:  Kristen Renwick Monroe, University of California at Irvine
Katherine Tate, University of California at Irvine, ktate@uci.edu
Jane Junn, Rutgers University, junn@rci.rutgers.edu
Sharon Sykora, Slippery Rock University
Laura Scalia, ljscalca@aol.com
Roberta Sigel, Rutgers University

3:30 - 5:00 pm
Pi Sigma Alpha Lecture Red Lacquer Room
Speaker: Rep. Jesse L. Jackson, Jr., U.S. House of Representatives

FRIDAY, APRIL 28 - EVENING

5:30 - 6:00 pm Red Lacquer Room
Annual Business Meeting
Awards Presentation
Presiding: Milton Lodge, SUNY-Stony Brook

6:00 - 8:00 pm
President's Reception Red Lacquer Room
Host: President Milton Lodge

Note: Only Registered Participants will be admitted.
Name Badges Required.
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 8:30 – 10:15 am

MPSA EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING  CRYSTAL

President:  Robert Huckfeldt, Indiana University

SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 8:30 am – 12:00 pm

POSTER SESSION 5  EXHIBIT HALL

(Authors will be present from 8:30-10:15 am)

Section 1 Posters

THEMES IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS

1. "Ethnic Germans and the Potential for Political and Social Integration in Modern Germany."  Joshua P. Bauroth, University of Michigan, jbauroth@umich.edu

2. "Political Participation, Income Distribution, and Transfers in Developed Democracies."  Robert J. Franzese, Jr., The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, franzese@umich.edu

3. "Testing the Dynamics of Internal EU Trade: 1973-97."  Ronald D. Gelleny, Binghamton University, be82572@binghamton.edu

4. "The Impact of EU Elections on National Legislative Elections."  Terri E. Givens, University of Washington, tgivens@u.washington.edu

5. "Globalization and Human Capital Investment: Vocational Education Policy in Advanced Industrial Societies."  Gunther M. Hega, Western Michigan University, gunther.hega@wmich.edu

6. "The Institutional Context of Bureaucratic Autonomy: An Empirical Analysis"*, Christian B. Jensen, University California, Los Angeles, cbjensen@ucla.edu

7. "Belgium and Switzerland: A Comparative Study of Federalism in Multiethnic Democracies."  Peride Kaleagasi, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, kaleagas@uiuc.edu

8. "National Courts’ Strategic Attempts to Influence the European Court of Justice’s Decisional Calculus."  Stacy A. Nyikos, University of Virginia, san5c@virginia.edu

9. "Is There a ‘Democratic Advantage’?: Assessing the Role of Political Institutions in Sovereign Lending."  Sebastian M. Saiegh, New York University, sms267@is9.nyu.edu

Section 4 Posters

THEMES IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

1. "An Evaluation of US Foreign Policy Substitution."  Erick Duchesne, SUNY - Buffalo, duchesne@acsu.buffalo.edu

2. "The Company of Three?: China, Russia, and The United States After the Cold War."  Gregory O. Hall, St. Mary’s College of Maryland, gohall@osprey.smcm.edu
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 8:30 am - 12:00 pm

3. “Too Little, Too Late: The Dilemma of US/Multilateral Intervention Policy in the 1990s.” Isaiah Wilson III, United States Military Academy, ji0470@exmail.usma.army.mil


5. “Chinese Mass Perception of Foreign Threat.” Jie Chen, Old Dominion University, jchen@odu.edu


7. “Democratic Deficit? The European Union in Comparison.” Thomas D. Zweifel, New York University, tdz@swissconsultinggroup.com

8. “What Kind of Support is Available for Instructors of IR? Analysis of Instructional Materials through Texts and Publishers.” Angela S. Burger, University of Wisconsin Colleges, aburger@uwc.edu

9. “Russia’s Quest for Multipolarity: A Response to U.S. Hegemony.” Thomas Ambrosio, Western Kentucky University, Thomas.Ambrosio@ku.edu

10. “The End of Non-Alignment in Europe?” James Marquardt, Colby College, jmarqua@colby.edu

11. “International Terrorism: Constructing Comparative Models of Conflict Resolution.” Emily Broecking, University of Missouri, Columbia


Section 5 Posters

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY
1. “Oceans of Trouble: Cooperation and Conflict over Fishing in the North Atlantic and the Barents” Aslaug Aseirsottir, Washington University in St. Louis, aaseirs@artsci.wustl.edu

2. “The 1967 Sterling Devaluation: Implications for the International Regime and Domestic Sources of British Foreign Economy Policy” Daniel Skidmore-Hess, Armstrong Atlantic State University, skimods@mail.armstrong.edu

Section 24 Posters

TEACHING POLITICAL SCIENCE
1. “Graduate Training and Research Productivity in the 1990s: A Look at Who Publishes.” James M. McCormick, Iowa State University, jmmcc@iastate.edu, Tom Rice, University of Northern Iowa.
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 8:30 am - 12:00 pm

2. "Patterns of On-Line Discussion in Political Science." **Michael A. Molloy,** University of California San Diego, mmolloy@weber.ucsc.edu; **Tim Groeling,** University of California San Diego.

3. "Political Education in a Multi-disciplinary Setting: The Perspective of 'Partners.'" **Susan Hunter,** West Virginia University, shunter2@wvu.edu; **Richard A. Brisbin, Jr.**, West Virginia University.

4. "Civic Education and the Introduction to American Government Course." **Steven G. Jones,** University of Charleston, sjones@uchaswv.edu

5. "Engagement or Regurgitation?: Teaching American Government without a Textbook." **David L. Weiden,** University of Texas Austin, dweiden@du.edu; **Earl Phippen,** Idaho State University


7. "Predicting Success: A Multivariate Analysis of Student Credentials." **Linda Pfeiffer,** SUNY- Stony Brook, Lpfeiffer@notes.cc.sunysb.edu; **Paul Teske,** SUNY-Stony Brook

Disc: **Scott R. Furlong,** University of Wisconsin Green Bay, furlongs@uwgb.edu
**Constance A. Mixon,** University of Illinois at Chicago, conmixn@uic.edu
**Derek Reveron,** U.S. Naval Academy
**R. Michael Smith,** Glenville State College, smith@glenville.wvnet.edu
**David Whiteman,** University of South Carolina, whiteman@gwm.sc.edu
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm
POSTER SESSION 5 (Continues) 
EXHIBIT HALL
See Page 137 For Listing.

Panel 1-L

POLITICAL PARTIES AND PUBLIC POLICY IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Chair:
Gary M. Reich, University of Kansas, greich@ukans.edu

Papers:
“Popular Initiatives In Uruguay: Confidence Votes on Government or Political Loyalties? An Analysis Using Goodman's OLS, King's Ecological Inference, and Structural Equation Models.” David Altman-Olin, University of Notre Dame, daltman@nd.edu

“Strange Bedfellows: The Case of Electoral Cooperation in Mexico Between the PAN and PRD.” Craig Goodman, University of Houston, cgoodman@bayou.uh.edu; Christina Hughes, University of Houston

“Regional Budget Allocation and Electoral Competition in Japan.” Tomoaki Nomi, Marietta College, nomit@marietta.edu

“The Electoral Fate of Ethnoregionalist Parties in Western Europe: A Boolean Test of Extant Explanations.” Jorge P. Gordin, University of Pittsburgh, jpgst522+@pitt.edu

Disc:
Gary M. Reich, University of Kansas, greich@ukans.edu

Panel 2-I

UNDERSTANDING THE VOTER

Chair:
Dennis Patterson, Michigan State University, patter95@pilot.msu.edu

Papers:
“Ethnic Nationalism, Collective Choice Theory, and Statehood: The Case of Puerto Rico.” Peter J. Moore, University of Iowa, peter-moore@uiowa.edu

“Studying Executive Volatility: Do Presidents or Prime Ministers Suffer Wider Swings in Popularity.” Adam Bookman, Washington University, ajbookma@artsci.wustl.edu

“Divided Ballots in Mexico: Divided Government as a Condition for a Stable Federal Government.” Laura Flamand, University of Rochester, flgo@troi.cc.rochester.edu

“Attribution of Blame in the Global Economy: The case of the Mexican Peso Devaluation Crisis.” Charles Davis, University of Kentucky, pol162@pop.uky.edu; Horace Bartilow, University of Kentucky

Disc:
Mariano Torcal, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, mariano.torcal@uam.es

Panel 3-A

RUSSIA’S PARLIAMENTARY AND PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS: AN IN-DEPTH ASSESSMENT OF OUTCOMES AND EFFECTS (PART 1)

Chair:
Andrei Melville, Moscow State Institute of International Relations, melville@fms.su
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Papers:  
*“Elections and the Process of National Integration in Russia.” Richard Sakwa, Rutherford College, r.sakwa@ukc.ac.uk*
*“The 1999 Parliamentary Elections in Russia as Presidential Primaries.” Olga Shvetsova, Washington University - St. Louis, shvetsov@artsci.wustl.edu*
*“Public Opinion and Foreign Policy Issues in the 1999-2000 Elections.” Stephen White, University of Glasgow, s.white@socsci.gla.ac.uk; John Lowenhardt, University of Glasgow, j.lowenhardt@socsci.gla.ac.uk; Margot Light, London School of Economics, m.m.light@lse.ac.uk*

Disc:  
*Vicki Hesli, University of Iowa, vicki-hesli@uiowa.edu*

Panel 4-K  
MONTROSE 2
CONFLICT AND TERRITORY IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Chair:  
*Douglas M. Gibler, University of Kentucky, dgibler@pop.uky.edu*

Papers:  
*“Never-Ending Conflicts? Territorial Changes as Potential Solutions for Territorial Disputes.” Jaroslav Tir, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, tir@uiuc.edu*
*“Major Power Interactions: 1870-1919.” Kelly M. Kadera, University of Iowa, kelly-kadera@uiowa.edu*
*“Why Enduring Rivalries Endure: Is Militarized Conflict the Primary Cause?” Srini Sitaraman, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, sitarama@uiuc.edu*
*“Recycled States: Death and Resurrection in the International System.” Tanisha Fazal, Stanford University, tfazal@laneland.stanford.edu*

Disc:  
*Douglas M. Gibler, University of Kentucky, dgibler@pop.uky.edu*

Panel 4-R  
SANDBURG 6
IN THROUGH THE OUT DOOR: THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC POLITICS IN THE MIDDLE EAST
(Cosponsored by Comparative Politics—Developing Countries)
Chair:  
*Robert Pahre, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, pahre@uiuc.edu*

Papers:  
*“Coalitions and Conflict: The Case of the Palestinian-Israel Negotiations over Jerusalem and the Settlements.” Ellen Lust-Okar, Yale University*
*“The Domestic Politics of International Conflict Resolution in the Middle East: Egypt and Morocco.” Jeffrey A. VanDenBerg, Drury University, jvandeb@lib.drury.edu*
*“Neoliberalism, American Hegemony, and Shifting Political Coalitions in the Middle East and North Africa.” Scott Greenwood, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, scgreen@siue.edu*

Disc:  
*Robert Pahre, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, pahre@uiuc.edu*

Panel 5-E  
SANDBURG 7
DOMESTIC RESTRUCTURING WITH INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MOBILITY
Chair:  
*David Leblang, University of North Texas, dleblang@unt.edu*

Papers:  
*“Political economy of Pension Reform under Capital Mobility.” Sarah M. Brooks, Duke University, smb8@duke.edu*
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“History Repeating Itself? Financial Markets and National Government Policies in the Pre-World War I Era.” Layna Mosley, University of Notre Dame, mosley.3@nd.edu

“After Failure: Political Economy of Bank Crises in Less-Developed Countries.” Guillermo Rosas, Duke University, gr@duke.edu

Disc: David Leblang, University of North Texas, dieblang@unt.edu

Panel 6-D
PUBLIC OPINION ABOUT THE MILITARY AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Chair: Stephen Caliendo, University of Missouri - St. Louis, caliendo@umsl.edu
Papers: “Interpreting U.S. Involvement in Kosovo: Civil War, Ethnic Cleansing, or Something Else?” Virginia Chanley, Florida International University, chanleyv@fiu.edu
“Perceptions of the U.S. Military in the Media and Public Opinion.” Richard Sobel, Harvard University, sobel2@fas.harvard.edu
“Issue Isomorphism, U.S. Public Opinion on Foreign and Domestic Policy.” Gerard Gorski, University of California Davis, gagorski@ucdavis.edu

Disc: Sheldon Appleton, Oakland University, appleton@oakland.edu

Panel 7-AA
SOCIAL CAPITAL AND POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT
(Co-Sponsored with Political Psychology and Public Opinion)
Chair: Marc Hetherington, Bowdoin College, mhetheri@bowdoin.edu
Papers: “Investing for the Present: Campaigns and the Generation of Social Capital.” Peter W. Wielhouwer, Regent University, petewie@regent.edu
“What is it About Joining a Group that Makes People Trust Others More?” Travis Ridout, University of Wisconsin Madison, trnidout@polisci.wisc.edu; Rodolfo Espino, University of Wisconsin Madison, rudy@polisci.wisc.edu
“Alexis DeTocqueville and Empirical Political Science: How the Pluralists and Social Capital Scholars Read “Democracy in America.” Amy Fried, University of Maine, amyfried@maine.edu; David Schultz, Hamline University, dschultz@gw.hamline.edu

Disc: Marc Hetherington, Bowdoin College, mhetheri@bowdoin.edu

Panel 7-P
ROUNDTABLE ON THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF "WHO VOTES?"
Chair: Patti Simmons, Vanderbilt University, patricia.l.thacker@vanderbilt.edu
Facilitator: Margaret Conway, University of Florida, mconway@polisci.ufl.edu
Panel: Raymond Wolfinger, University of California, Berkeley, v turnout@socrates.berkeley.edu; Steven Rosenstone, University of Minnesota, sje@mailbox.mail.umn.edu
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Jan Leighley, Texas A&M University, leighley@politics.tamu.edu
Robert C. Luskin, University of Texas, rcl@mail.utexas.edu
Jonathan Nagler, California Institute of Technology and University of California Riverside, nagler@wizard.ucr.edu

Panel 7-U
THE POLITICAL IMPACT OF ELECTORAL SYSTEM STRUCTURES
Chair: James Endersby, University of Missouri, endersby@missouri.edu
Papers: “Assessing PR/STV Theory Against Voter Behavior: Experience from Community School Board Elections in New York City” Robert Bailey, Rutgers University, rbailey@crab.rutgers.edu; Eric Proshansky, Assistant Corporation Counsel, City of New York
“Where’s the Party? Eliminating One-Punch Voting.” David C. Kimball, Southern Illinois University, dkimball@siu.edu
“One Person, 9 Votes: An Empirical Analysis of the Use of Proportional Representation in Cincinnati.” Byron D’Andra Orey, University of Mississippi, borey@olemiss.edu; Kimberly Adams, University of Mississippi, kadams@olemiss.edu
“A Self-Limiting Process? Plurality Rule Selection of Extremists in a Multi-Candidate Field.” Alexandra Cooper, Duke University, cooper@duke.edu
Disc: James Endersby, University of Missouri, endersby@missouri.edu

Panel 8-C
ELECTIONS AND POLITICAL COMMUNICATION
Chair: Randall W. Partin, University of New Mexico, partin@unm.edu
Papers: “Political Communication: The Dimension of Federalism.” Randall W. Partin, University of New Mexico, partin@unm.edu; Lonna Rae Atkeson, University of New Mexico, atkeson@unm.edu
“Voting Online: The Key to Improving Political Participation.” Tyson Chaney, Millennium 3 Foundation, tchaney@occ.cccd.edu
“Political Narrowcasting: The Australian Experience.” Paul G. Harwood, University of Maryland, pgh@wam.umd.edu
“Communications and Candidate Strategy in U.S. Senate Elections.” Holly Brasher, University of North Carolina, hbrasher@email.unc.edu
Disc: Richard E. Chard, Georgia State University, polrec@panther.gsu.edu

Panel 9-N
ENGENDERING POLITICAL REPRESENTATION IN THE U.S.
(Co-sponsor with Elections, Voting Behavior and Participation)
Chair: Dianne G. Bystrom, Iowa State University, dbystrom@iastate.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Papers:  “Candidate Gender and Citizens’ Perceptions of House Candidates’ Ideological Orientations.” **Jeffrey W. Koch**, *State University of New York at Geneseo*, koch@geneseo.edu

“The Political Opportunity Structure and the Pace and Pattern of Women’s Representation in The United States.” **Mack D. Mariani**, *Syracuse University*, mmdari01@maxwell.syr.edu

“Gender Stereotypes, Candidate Sex, and Success in Statewide Elections.” **Zoe M. Oxley**, *Union College*, oxleyz@union.edu; **Richard L. Fox**, *Union College*, foxr@union.edu

**Disc**: **Kathleen Dolan**, *University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee*, dolan@uwosh.edu

________________________________________________________________________

Panel 10-G  PARLOR F

**POLITICAL THOUGHT AND POLITICAL LIFE**

Chair: **William Meyer**, *University of Michigan-Flint*, wjmeyer@flint.umich.edu

Papers:  “Habermas on Weber: Weber as Democratic Theorist?” **Daniel Cristiani**, *University of California, San Diego*, dcristia@weber.ucsd.edu

“Max Weber, Karl Mannheim, and the Forging of Dynamic Political Theory.” **Peter Breiner**, *State University of New York at Albany*, pdb14@cmsvax.albany.edu

“Sharing Political Spaces: Citizenship and Aesthetic Distance.” **Martin Morris**, *Wilfred Laurier University*, mjmorris@acpub.duke.edu

**Disc**: **Keith Topper**, *Northwestern University*, k-topper@nwu.edu

________________________________________________________________________
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Panel 11-M  
SALON 3  
THE FRACTURED FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN POLITICAL THOUGHT  
Chair: Amy McCready, Bucknell University, mccready@bucknell.edu  
Papers:  
“Binding on Earth, Loosing for Heaven: Calvin and the ‘External Aids’ of Church and State.” Darren Walhof, University of Minnesota, dwalhof@polisci.umn.edu  
“Depraved Believers Called to be Citizens: The Psychological Politics of the Calvinist Self.” Simona Goi, Calvin College, sgoi@calvin.edu  
“Sir Robert’s Revenge: The Incoherence of Modern Social Contract Theory.” Dan Engster, University of Texas at San Antonio  
Disc: Ann Davies, Beloit College, daviesa@beloit.edu  
Jay Goodale, Beloit College, goodalej@beloit.edu

Panel 12-L  
MONTROSE 3  
THE POLITICS OF SELF-MAKING  
Chair: Sophia Mihic, University of Illinois at Chicago, sjmihic@uic.edu  
Papers:  
“Of Heroes and Poets: Hannah Arendt on Revealing the Self.” Alkis Kontos, University of Toronto  
“Sensitive Killers, Cruel Aesthetics, and Pitiless Poets’: Foucault, Rorty, and the Ethics of Self-Fashioning.” Graham Longford, York University, glongford@hotmail.com  
“Cultivating Citizens.” Susan Bickford, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, bickford@email.unc.edu  
Discs: Lisa Disch, University of Minnesota, ldisch@polisci.umn.edu  
Sophia Mihic, University of Illinois at Chicago, sjmihic@uic.edu

Panel 13-I  
LASALLE 1  
MODELS OF LOBBYING  
Chair: William B. Heller, University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
Papers:  
“Lobbying Legislatures.” Sven Feldmann, University of Chicago, sven@uchicago.edu; Morten Bennedsen, University of Copenhagen, Morten.Bennedsen@econ.ku.dk  
“Buying Friends and Sleeping with Enemies: Institutional Checks and the Cost of Agreement.” William B. Heller, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, wwheller@post.harvard.edu; Sarah M. Ryan, Iowa State University, smryan@iastate.edu  
“How Congressional Party Leaders Affect Lobbying in Congress.” Jennifer Nicoll, Washington University in St. Louis, jenicol@artscl.wustl.edu  
Disc: Marco Battaglini, Northwestern University, m-battaglini@nwu.edu
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Panel 15-I  MONTROSE 1
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN GENDER, RACE, POLITICAL PARTIES AND INTEREST GROUPS
(Co-sponsored with Gender and Politics)
Chair: Robert Dion, Syracuse University, rdion@maxwell.syr.edu
Papers:
"Emily's Daughters: Determinants Of The Proportion Of Contributions From Female Contributors To House Candidates." Douglas H. Weber, American University, dweber@crp.org
"Who Are the Black Republicans?" Phillip J. Ardoin, Southern University, ardoine@home.com; Ronald Vogel, Southern University
"Men Who Help Women Defeat Men: Contributors to Pro-Choice Women's PACs." Christine L. Day, University of New Orleans, clday@uno.edu; Megan Duffy Brown, University of New Orleans; Charles D. Hadley, University of New Orleans
Disc: Robert Dion, Syracuse University, rdion@maxwell.syr.edu

Panel 16-I  LASALLE 3
THEORIES OF CHANGE AND THE PRESIDENCY
Chair: Betty Glad, University of South Carolina, glad@garnet.cla.sc.edu
Papers:
"Assessing the President: Eisenhower as King Utopus." Philip Abbott, Wayne State University, aa2393@wayne.edu
"Limiting the Unintended Consequences of Institutional Change." Andrew P. Cortell, Lewis and Clark College, apc@lclark.edu; Susan Peterson, College of William and Mary, smpete@wm.edu
"Constitutional Origins and the New Institutionalism: The Creation of the American Presidency." Benjamin A. Kleinerman, Michigan State University, kleiner2@msu.edu
Disc: Constantine J. Spiliotes, Dartmouth University, Constantine.J.Spiliotes@Dartmouth.edu

Panel 17-Q  SALON 4
CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGNS AND ELECTIONS II
Chair: Anthony Gierzynski, University of Vermont, agierzyn@moose.uvm.edu
Papers:
"The Redistributive Consequences of Changing Majority Control in the U.S. House of Representatives." Brian E. Roberts, University of Texas- Austin, roberts@mail.utexas.edu
"Mandate Elections and Policy Change in Congress." David A.M. Peterson, University of Minnesota, dpeters@polisci.umn.edu; Lawrence Grossback, University of Minnesota, lgback@polisci.umn.edu; Amy Gangl, University of Minnesota, amygangl@polisci.umn.edu
"Legislative Institutions and Electoral Insulation." Douglas Grob, Stanford University, dgro@stanford.edu; Simon Jackman, Stanford University, jackman@stanford.edu
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"Campaign Spending in Primary Elections in the U.S. House." Jay Goodliffe, Brigham Young University, goodliffe@byu.edu; David B. Magleby, Brigham Young University, david_magleby@byu.edu

Disc: Stephen A. Borrelli, University of Alabama, sborrell@tenhoor.as.ua.edu

Panel 17-U
LASALLE 5
CONGRESSIONAL FELLOWS ROUNDTABLE: WHAT POLITICAL SCIENTISTS CAN LEARN FROM CAPITOL HILL EXPERIENCE

Chair: Christopher J. Deering, George Washington University, rocket@gwu.edu
Part:
  Lawrence C. Dodd, University of Florida, ldodd@polisci.ufl.edu
  Eric S. Heberlig, Gustavus Adolphus College, eheberli@gustavus.edu
  Colton C. Campbell, Florida International University, campbelc@fiu.edu
  Diana Dwyre, California State University-Chico, DDWYRE@csuchico.edu
  Daniel Lipinski, Duke University, dlip@duke.edu
  David L. Leal, SUNY-Buffalo, dleal@acsu.buffalo.edu

Panel 18-H
SALON 2
JUDICIAL (IN)DEPENDENCE ON STATE SUPREME COURTS: SELECTION AND DECISION MAKING

Chair: Melinda Gann Hall, Michigan State University, HallMe@pilot.msu.edu
Papers:
  "Judicial Independence and the Protection of Equality." Jeffrey Davis, Georgia State University, davisjeffrey@earthlink.net
  "Direct Democracy and the Judiciary: A Multi-State Study." Jolly Ann Emrey, Emory University, jemrey@emory.edu
  "Judicial Oversight of Administrative Agencies in the American States." Rick A. Swanson, University of Kentucky, raswan0@pop.uky.edu
  "The Power of Politics: Judicial Decision Making on Appointed State Supreme Courts." Mahdavi McCall, Bucknell University, mmccall@bucknell.edu

Disc: Charles S. Lopeman, University of West Georgia, slopemann@westga.edu; Stefanie A. Lindquist, University of Georgia, cmslind@arches.uga.edu

Panel 18-K
CLARK 10
DECISION MAKING ON THE U.S. SUPREME COURT: GOALS, STRATEGIES, IDEOLOGY, AND VALUES

Chair: Harold J. Spaeth, Michigan State University, harold.spaeth@ssc.msu.edu
Papers:
  "Distinguishing Chief: An Analysis on Justice Rehnquist 1971-1997 Terms." Ellen Baik, SUNY Stony Brook, rbaik@ic.sunysb.edu
  "Do Supreme Court Justices Respond to Legal Arguments?" Andrea C. McAtee, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, mcaate@email.unc.edu; Kevin T. McGuire, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, kmcguire@unc.edu
  "Supreme Court Decision Making, Subissue Salience, and the Attitudinal Model." Isaac Unah, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, iunah@email.unc.edu;
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Ange-Marie Hancock, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, angemari@email.unc.edu
“Anticipation: Congressional Strategies to Avoid Judicial Review.” Ellen Lazarus, SUNY at Stony Brook, elazarus@ic.sunysb.edu
Disc: Harold J. Spaeth, Michigan State University, harold.spaeth@ssc.msu.edu
Christopher J. W. Zorn, Emory University, czorn@emory.edu

Panel 19-B
MEET THE AUTHORS ROUNDTABLE: RECENT BOOKS ON DIRECT DEMOCRACY IN THE STATES
Chair: Charles Bullock III, University of Georgia, cbullock@aches.uga.edu
Papers: "Demanding Choices: Opinion, Voting, and Direct Democracy." Todd Donovan, Western Washington University, donovan@cc.wwu.edu
"The Populist Paradox: Interest Group Influence and the Promise of Direct Legislation." Elisabeth R. Gerber, University of California, San Diego, Egerber@weber.ucsd.edu
"Tax Crusaders and the Politics of Direct Democracy." Dan Smith, University of Denver, dasmith@du.edu
Disc: Caroline J. Tolbert, Kent State University, cтолber1@ekent.edu

Panel 20-G
FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS IN LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Chair: Suzanne M. Marilley, Capital University, smarille@capital.edu
Papers: "Citizen Activism and Local Government." Jyl Josephson, Illinois State University, josep@ilstu.edu
"Calling on the Court: The Impact of Social Capital on Litigation in South Bend, IN." Ronald S. Smith, Indiana University, smithron@indiana.edu
"The Politics of Faith-Based Organizations: The Role of City Government Administration in the Success of Faith-Based Organizations." Kimberly A. Mealy, Indiana University, kimealy@indiana.edu
"Black Churches, Government, and Social Services Delivery: From Confrontation to Collaboration?" David K. Ryden, Hope College, ryden@hope.edu
Disc: Suzanne M. Marilley, Capital University

Panel 21-C
THE UNIVERSITY, CIVIC LIFE, AND THE INTERNET
Chair: Michael Margolis, University of Cincinnati, michael.margolis@uc.edu
Papers: "The Internet and College Life: Some Unintended Consequences for Democratic Citizenship." David Resnick, University of Cincinnati, david.resnick@uc.edu
"Plato: Distance Education Pioneer." Gary Klass, Illinois State University, gmklass@ilstu.edu
"Information Technology, Political Science, and the Academy: Opportunity or Threat?" Michael C. Gizzi, Mesa State University
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

"High Wired Act: The Challenges of Making Distance Education Happen at American Colleges and Universities." Steffen Schmidt, Iowa State University, sws@iastate.edu
Disc: Michael Margolis, University of Cincinnati, michael.margolis@uc.edu

Panel 21-U  SALON 5
NON-EDUCATIONAL IMPACTS OF EDUCATION POLICY
Chair: Saundra Schneider, University of South Carolina, saundra-schneider@sc.edu
Papers: "Looking Through Bifocals: Exploring the Link Between Educational Efficiency and School Systems." Scott Granberg-Rademacker, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, jrademac@uniserve.uni.edu
"An Assessment of the Privatization of School Transportation in Ohio's Public School Districts." Mark K. Cassell, Kent State University, m cassell@kent.edu
"Efficiency, Equity, and Politics in State Education Finance." B. Dan Wood, Texas A&M University, bdanwood@polisci.tamu.edu; Nick A. Theobald, Texas A&M University
Disc: John F. Witte, University of Wisconsin-Madison, witte@lafollette.wisc.edu

Panel 22-D  BURNHAM 2
THE NEXUS BETWEEN BUDGETARY POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATIVE BEHAVIOR
Chair: Bryan D. Jones, University of Washington, bdjones@u.washington.edu
Papers: "Authorizers versus Appropriators: How the House and Senate Appropriations Committees Treat Programs with Differing Authorization Status." Thad E. Hall, University of Georgia, thadhall@arches.uga.edu
"Understanding Maximizing and Minimizing Bureaucrats in the American States: Profiling and Explaining the Preferences of State Agency Heads, 1964-1998." Cynthia J. Bowling, Auburn University, bowlcy@mail.auburn.edu; Chung-Lae Cho, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, ccho@email.unc.edu; Deil S. Wright, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, dswright@mindspring.com
Disc: Bryan D. Jones, University of Washington, bdjones@u.washington.edu
Scott Robinson, Texas A&M University, srobinson@politics.tamu.edu

Panel 23-G  SALON 1
EXPLORATIONS OF CONTENTIOUS POLITICAL CULTURE
Chair: Charles C. Ragin, Northwestern University, ccragin@nwu.edu
Papers: "Contentious Spaces: Cultural Diffusion of Protest and Repression in Detroit, 1968-1973" David Reilly, University of Colorado – Boulder
"Political Repression and Public Perceptions of Human Rights – Central and Eastern Europe from 1991 - 1996." Pat Regan, Binghamton University – SUNY, p regan@binghamton.edu
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

“Being Democratic in a Deeply Divided Society: Racial, Ethnic, Linguistic Conflict Over Democratic Values in South Africa.” James Gibson, Washington University, St. Louis, jgibson@artsci.wustl.edu
Disc: Charles C. Ragin, Northwestern University, cragin@nwu.edu

Panel 24-E  BURNHAM 4
ROUNDTABLE: TEACHING POSITIVE THEORY IN UNDERGRADUATE POLITICAL SCIENCE COURSES
Chair: William Bianco, Pennsylvania State University, wbianco@psu.edu
Brian Humes, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, bhumes@unlserve.unl.edu
Arthur Lupia, University of California, San Diego, alupia@ucsd.edu
Kenneth A. Shepsle, Harvard University, kshepsle@harvard.edu
Charles Stewart III, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, cstewart@mit.edu
John D. Wilkerson, University of Washington, jwilkern@u.washington.edu

Panel 25-F  PARLOR C
THE PUBLISHING MARKET IN THE 21ST CENTURY: FROM GUTENBERG TO THE INTERNET?
Chair: Pippa Norris, Harvard University, Pippa_Norris@Harvard.edu
Panel: Brenda Carter, CQ Press, bcarter@cq.com
Alex Holzman, Cambridge University Press, aholzman@cup.org
Peter Labella, Sage Publications, sagepeter@aol.com

Panel 26-F  PARLOR D
PLATO, ARISTOTLE, AND LIBERALISM
Chair: Travis Cook, Loyola University Chicago, tscook@uic.edu
Papers: "Platonic Rule: Fiat or Law?" Robert W. Hall, University of Vermont
"Aristotle's Liberal Thought." Edward W. Clayton, Central Michigan University
"Aristotle and the Procrustean Bed of Liberalism." Ann Charney Colmo, Dominican University, charneca@email.dom.edu
Disc: Douglas A. Ollivant, United States Military Academy, jd6742@usma.edu;
Ken Masugi, Virginia Council of Higher Education, Masugi@schev.edu
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AJPS EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING

CRESTHILL

Gregory Caldeira, Ohio State University, Editor

POSTER SESSION 6
EXHIBIT HALL
(Authors will be present from 1:30-3:15 pm)

Section 2 Posters

COMPARATIVE POLITICS – DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
1. “The Impact of Political Regimes on Performance: Infant Mortality in Democracies and Dictatorships” Thomas D. Zweifel, New York University, tdz@swissconsultinggroup.com
2. “A Review of the Corruption Literature in Light of the East Asian Crisis” Jennifer Gandhi, New York University, jg229@is5.nyu.edu
3. “Guerrillas, Coca, and Foreign Aid: The Red Queen Hypothesis in Colombia and Peru” Steve Garrison, University of Kansas, garrison@ukans.edu
4. “The Political Economy of Water Pricing” Neda A. Zawahri, University of Virginia, naz2p@virginia.edu
5. “Political Support, Citizen Frustration, and Surge of Protest Vote: Evidence from Turkey” Birol Akgun, Case Western University, bxa12@po.cwru.edu
6. “Attitudes Towards the Yugoslavian Wars in Bulgaria (1991-1999): How Did They Matter?” Maria Spirova, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, spirova@csd.uwm.edu
Disc: Andrew Wedeman, University of Nebraska, awedemanl@unl.edu

Section 17 Posters

LEGISLATIVE POLITICS
1. “The Impact of a Multi-Faceted Party on Senate Roll Call Votes.” Mark M. Berger, SUNY-Stony Brook, mberger@notes.cc.sunysb.edu
Disc: Nathan Dietz, American University, ndietz@american.edu
2. “Legislative Agenda Power and Institutional Selection: Why Do Legislators Restrict Their Parliamentary Rights in the Japanese Diet?” Mikitaka Masuyama, Seikei University, masuyama@law.seikei.ac.jp
3. “The Politics of Public Pressure and the Pendleton Act of 1883.” Sean M. Theriault, Stanford University, seatl@leland.stanford.edu
Disc: Michele Swers, Harvard University, mswers@fas.harvard.edu
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

4. "The Hazards of Incumbency: An Event History Analysis of Congressional Careers." Charles J. Finocchiaro, Michigan State University, finocchi@msu.edu, Tse-min Lin, University of Texas-Austin, tml@mail.la.utexas.edu

5. "Regional Coalition Government in Spain: The Determinants of Cabinet Duration and Portfolio Allocation." Kerstin Hamann, University of Central Florida, khamann@pegasus.cc.ucl.edu, Carol A. Mershon, University of Virginia, cam6m@virginia.edu

Disc: C. Lawrence Evans, College of William and Mary, clevan@wm.edu

6. "Inter-Candidate Transfers in the Post-Term Limits Era." Cynthia N. Unmack, University of California-Davis, clunmack@ucdavis.edu, Stacey B. Gordon, University of Nevada-Reno, sgordon@scs.unr.edu

Disc: Elizabeth A. Oldmixon, University of Florida, oldmixon@polisci.ufl.edu

7. "The Impact of War on District-Level Electoral Outcomes: The U.S. Congressional Elections of 1862." Jamie L. Carson, Michigan State University, carsonj4@pilot.msu.edu; Jeffery A. Jenkins, Michigan State University, jenki107@pilot.msu.edu; Mark A. Souva, Michigan State University, souvamar@msu.edu

8. "Overrepresentation or Underrepresentation: The Policy Effects of the Three-Fifths Compromise, 1st-5th Congresses." Brian D. Humes, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, bhumes@unlserve.unl.edu

Disc: Diana Dwyre, California State University-Chico, DDWYRE@csuchico.edu

Panel 1-D

ISSUES AND ECONOMICS IN COMPARATIVE ELECTION STUDIES

Chair: Raymond Duch, University of Houston, rduch@uh.edu

Papers: "Dimensions of Political Party Evaluation in Turkey." Ahmet Suerdem, Istanbul Bilgi University, asuerdem@bilgi.edu.tr

"Job Insecurity and Issue Voting: Why Governments Respond to Electoral Demands." Michael T. W. Lin, University of California, Los Angeles, tsungwu@ucla.edu

"Heterogeneity in Accuracy of Economic Perceptions." Raymond Duch, University of Houston, rduch@uh.edu

"Winners and Losers in Democratic Market Societies." Christopher J. Anderson, Binghamton University, canders@binghamton.edu; Sylvia Mendes, Binghamton University, SUNY, Bg22303@gbinghamton.edu

Disc: Panel

Panel 2-H

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA

Chair: Felipe Agüero, University of Miami, faguero@sis.miami.edu

Papers: "The Impact of Judicial Reform on Constitutional Accountability in Argentina and Chile." Druscilla Scribner, University of California-San Diego, dscribne@weber.ucsd.edu
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

“Social Security Reform in Latin America: Chile and Uruguay in Comparative Perspective.” Rossana Castiglioni, University of Notre Dame, rcastigl@darwin.cc.nd.edu

“Executive Coalitions in Multiparty Presidential Democracies: Latin America in Comparative Perspective.” David Altmann-Olin, University of Notre Dame, daltman@nd.edu

Disc: Felipe Aguero, University of Miami, faguero@sis.miami.edu

Panel 3-H SANDBURG 3
PARTY INSTITUTIONALIZATION AND CONSOLIDATION IN POST COMMUNIST STATES
Chair: Mikhail Filippov, Washington University-St. Louis, filippov@artsci.wustl.edu
Papers: “The Parliamentary Stage of the Electoral Cycle and Party System Consolidation in Post-Communist Democracies.” Mikhail Filippov, Washington University-St. Louis, filippov@artsci.wustl.edu
“Political Choice in an Environment of Uncertainty: The Importance of Left-Right in Evaluating Party Support In Romania.” Paul E. Sum, Tulane University, psum@mailhost.tcs.tulane.edu
“Electoral Laws and the Party System in Russia.” Baodong Liu, Stephens College, pliu@wc.stephens.edu

Disc: Alexander C. Pacek, Texas A&M University, e339ap@polisci.tamu.edu

Panel 3-J SALON 2
NEW DIRECTIONS IN ELECTORAL RESEARCH IN TRANSITIONAL DEMOCRACIES: DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Chair: Kisangani Emizet, Kansas State University, emizetk@ksu.edu
Papers: “The Continuing Saga: A Comparative Analysis of South Africa’s 1994 and 1999 Elections.” Ernest A. Dover, Jr., Midwestern State University, Fdover@nexus.mwsu.edu
“Voting Procedures and Presidential Selection: Africa.” Bjorn Erik Rasch, Columbia University, b.e.rasch@stv.uio.no
“The Impact of Regionalism in the 1997 Presidential Election in South Korea.” Uisoon Kwon, Western Michigan University, uisoon.kwon@wmich.edu; Junghyoun Kim, Western Michigan University, x99kim4@wmich.edu

Disc: Kisangani Emizet, Kansas State University, emizetk@ksu.edu

Panel 4-H SANDBURG 6
MODELS OF DYNAMICS AND LEARNING IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Chair: Michael D. Ward, University of Washington, mdw@u.washington.edu
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Papers:
"Understanding Processes of Policy Diffusion." Beth Simmons, University of California, Berkeley, bsimmons@socrates.berkeley.edu
"A Piagetian Approach to Learning in Chinese Foreign Policy." Charles Breiterman, University of Maryland, cbreiterman@gvpt.umd.edu
"Competing Predators: Loyalists and Republicans in Northern Ireland." Ha-Lyong Jung, University of Iowa, ha-lyong-jung@uiowa.edu; Kendra Holtzman, University of Iowa, kendra-holtzman@uiowa.edu, Robert Robson, robert-frederick@uiowa.edu
"The Cognitive Algebra of Sequential Foreign Policy Decision Making: Selective Exposure in Post-Decisional Information Processing." Nehemia Geva, Texas A&M University, e339ng@politics.tamu.edu; J. Mark Skorick, Texas A&M University

Disc: Michael D. Ward, University of Washington, mdw@u.washington.edu

Panel 4-O
FORMAL MODELS OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
(Cosponsored by Formal Modeling)
Chair: Kelly M. Kadera, University of Iowa, kelly-kadera@uiowa.edu
Papers: "Bargaining between Democracies: Two-level Games with Two-sided Constraints." Ahmer Tarar, University of Rochester, ahmt@troi.cc.rochester.edu
"Someone In Your Corner: The Logic of the Biased Mediator." Andrew Kydd, UC Riverside, akydd@wizard.ucr.edu
"Regime Transition and Civil War: The Role of Strategic Interaction." Renee B. Agress, Michigan State University, agressre@msu.edu

Disc: Kelly M. Kadera, University of Iowa, kelly-kadera@uiowa.edu

Panel 5-F
POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS IN THE INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
Chair: John R. Freeman, University of Minnesota
Papers: "Comparative Institutional Advantage" James Mosher, University Of Wisconsin, Madison
"Globalization in the Developing World: Do Political Institutions and Interest Groups Matter?" David Leblang, University of North Texas, dieblang@unt.edu
"National Capitalism or One Big Market: Large Firms, Political Activities, and National Strategies" Neil J. Mitchell, University of New Mexico, nmitchell@unm.edu; Wendy L. Hansen, University of New Mexico,
"Diminished Democracy?" Duane Swank, Marquette University, swankd@marquette.edu

Disc: John R. Freeman, University of Minnesota

Panel 6-E
FRAMING AND THE LIMITS OF FRAMING
Chair: James N. Druckman, University of Minnesota, druckman@polisci.umn.edu
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Papers: “Which Side Are You On? The Role of Framing in Public Policy Debate.” Ingrid Anderson, Washington University in St. Louis, idanders@artsci.wustl.edu
“Passive Receivers or Motivated Reasoners? An Experimental Study of How Citizens Process Value Frames.” Paul Brewer, The George Washington University, pbrewer@gwu.edu
“The Limits of Framing—How Framing Effects are Limited and Enhanced by Individual Predispositions.” Kimberly Gross, University of Michigan, kimgross@umich.edu
“Elite-Driven Frames and/or Socially-Derived Perspectives: Making Sense of Local and National News.” Katherine Cramer Walsh, University of Michigan, kcramer@umich.edu

Disc: James N. Druckman, University of Minnesota

Panel 6-N
THE ATTITUDE-BEHAVIOR LINK
Chair: Stephen Bennett, University of Cincinnati, slbennett@fuse.net
Papers: “Behavioral Commitment and Attitude Change in Presidential Elections.” Mark Joslyn, University of Kansas, mjoslyn@lark.cc.ukans.edu; Ryan Beasley, Baker University
“Learning, Expectations, and the Effects of Political Advertising.” Ken Goldstein, Arizona State University; Paul Freedman, University of Virginia, freedman@virginia.edu; Jim Granato, Michigan State University, jgranato@excelonline.com
“Effecting Efficacy through Community Service.” William Morgan, Indiana University, wdmorgan@indiana.edu; Matthew Streb, Indiana University, mstreb@indiana.edu
“Direct Democracy, Political Efficacy, and Cynicism.” Todd Donovan, Western Washington University, donovan@cc.wwu.edu; Shaun Bowler, University of California-Riverside, bowler@wizard.ucr.edu

Disc: John Comer, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, jcomer1@unl.edu

Panel 7-D
THE CLERGY AND THEIR FLOCK: RELIGION AND PARTICIPATION
Chair: David Leege, University of Notre Dame, david.c.leege.1@nd.edu
Papers: “Congregational Influences on the Political Participation and Opinion of Protestant Clergy” Christopher Gilbert, Gustavus Adolphus College, cgilbert@gustavus.edu; Robert DeHaven, Gustavus Adolphus College, rdehaven@gustavus.edu
“Avenues of Clergy Electoral Participation and Influence” Paul Djupe, Denison University, djupe@denison.edu
“Mainline Protestant Washington Lobbies: Making a Difference or Generating Indifference?” Laura Olson, Princeton University, laurao@princeton.edu
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

"A General Class of Little White Lies: Modeling the Overreporting of Church Attendance and Voting Behavior"  Brian McKenzie, University of Michigan, mckenzie@umich.edu

Disc: Brian Krueger, University of Notre Dame, krueger.13@nd.edu; Paul Mueller, University of Notre Dame, mueller.32@nd.edu

Panel 7-G  ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS AND VOTING
Chair: John Hughes, Monmouth University, jhughes@monmouth.edu
Papers: "Economics and Politics: Egocentric or Sociotropic?" Brad Lockerbie, University of Georgia, lockerbie@mindspring.com
"Economic Responsibility and Electoral Outcomes in a Federal System: The Case of US Presidents and Governors" Michael Ebeid, Yale University, michael.ebeid@yale.edu; Daniel Dowd, Yale University, daniel.dowd@yale.edu; Jonathan Rodden, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, jrodden@mit.edu
"The Sociotropic Pocketbook: Economic Voting in Urban Communities."
Sara Keith, SUNY-ESF, sekeith@syr.edu

Disc: John Hughes, Monmouth University, jhughes@monmouth.edu

Panel 8-F  TARGETED POLITICAL COMMUNICATION
Chair: John M. Bruce, University of Mississippi, jbruce@olemiss.edu
Papers: "The Black Media: A Communication Ghetto?" Evelyn Simien, Purdue University, simien@polsci.purdue.edu
"So What Were the Voters Really Saying: Competing Constructions of the 1988 Gubernatorial Race in Florida." Stephen C. Craig, University of Florida, scraig@polisci.ufl.edu; James G. Kane, Editor, The Florida Voter
"Reforming Cynicism, Informing Little: Media Coverage of Campaign Finance Reform, 1997-98." Todd Schaefer, Central Washington University, schaefer@cwu.edu
"Presidential Approval in a Mediated Society." John M. Bruce, University of Mississippi, jbruce@olemiss.edu;

Disc: Francis K. Neely, SUNY at Stony Brook, francis.neely@sunysb.edu

Panel 9-C  THINKING THEORETICALLY ABOUT WOMENS MOVEMENTS
Chair: Wynne Walker Moskop, Saint Louis University, moskopww@slu.edu
Papers: "Mobilization After Loss? Women’s Organizing and Political Learning." Karen Beckwith, The College of Wooster, kbeckwith@acs.wooster.edu
"Organizing Across the Divide: Feminist Activism, Everyday Life, and the Election of Women to Public Office." Ann Marshall, Syracuse University, ammarshall@syr.edu
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

“Beyond Reproduction: The Contemporary Women’s Health Movement.”
Karen L. Baird, Purchase College, SUNY, baird@purchase.edu

“Elshtain’s ‘Maternal Thought’: How Maternal and With What Political Implications?” Traci M. Levy, University of Notre Dame, Levy.5@nd.edu

Disc: Lisa Baldez, Washington University, labaldez@artssci.wustl.edu

Panel 10-E
PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES AND DISPROPORTIONATE MINORITY IMPACT
Chair: Phillip J. Ardoin, Southern University, ardoin@home.com
Papers: “The Myth of the Actuary: Presenting Subjective Decisions as Objective Ones.” Brian J. Glenn, Oxford University and the University of Connecticut School of Law, bglenn@law.uconn.edu
“Race, Class, and Environmental Policy Making: A Critical Appraisal of the Clean Air Act.” Ridge C. Bowman, Kent State University, rbowman@kent.edu; Jack Blanton, Kent State University
“Environmental Racism: Hegemonic Tool.” Michael M. Franz, University of Wisconsin, mmfranz@polisci.wisc.edu

Disc: Phillip J. Ardoin, Southern University, ardoin@home.com

Panel 10-H
GENDER, RACE AND WOMEN’S POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT
(Cosponsored with Gender and Politics)
Chair: Frederick Harris, University of Rochester, fchs@troi.cc.rochester.edu
Papers: “A Structural Analysis of the Attitudes of African American Women Party Activists.” Rosalee A. Clawson, Purdue University, clawson@polsci.purdue.edu; John A. Clark, Western Michigan University, john.clark@wmich.edu
“Effectiveness and Influence in State Legislatures: Do Different Rules Apply for African American Women?” Wendy G. Smooth, University of Maryland, wsmooth@gvpt.umd.edu
“Las Mujeres Invisibles: Latina Activists.” Sharon Navarro, University of Wisconsin-Madison, sharon@polisci.wisc.edu

Disc: Frederick Harris, University of Rochester, fchs@troi.cc.rochester.edu

Panel 11-B
DEMOCRACY UNDER CONTROL
Chair: Lee Rademacher, Purdue University-Calumet, fromage@calumet.purdue.edu
Papers: “Shame, Free Speech, and Democracy: Conundrums from Plato’s Protagoras.” Arlene Saxonhouse, University of Michigan, awsaxon@umich.edu
“The Politics of Prudence.” Dan Sabia, University of South Carolina, sabia@sc.edu
“Genuineness, Demagoguery, and the Construction of the Political Self.” Michael Signer, University of California, Berkeley, msigner@uclink4.berkeley.edu
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Panel 12-K

PLURALISM

Chair: Mark Warren, Georgetown University, warrenm.gunet.georgetown.edu

Papers:
- “Autonomy, Diversity, and Cultural Membership.” Emily Gill, Bradley University, gill@hilltop Bradley.edu
- “What's Missing in a Politics of Presence?” Suzanne Dovi, University of Arizona, sdoi@u.arizona.edu
- “On the Expectation of Reasonable Disagreement With Respect to Comprehensiveness Doctrines.” Andrew Lister, University of California at Los Angeles, alister@ucla.edu

Disc: Patchen Markell, University of Chicago, p-markell@uchicago.edu

Panel 13-E

MODELS OF CAMPAIGNS AND ELECTIONS

Chair: Ken Shotts, Northwestern University, k-shotts@nwu.edu

Papers:
- “Duverger's Law without Strategic Voting.” Mark Fey, University of Rochester, markfey@troi.cc.rochester.edu
- “Primary Elections, Uncertain Candidates, Learning, and Strategic Ambiguity: Why Candidates Don't Answer Questions Early in the Year.” Adam Meirozitz, Stanford University, ameirow@lanelan.stanford.edu
- “A Behavioral Model of Turnout in Large Elections.” Jonathan Bendor, Stanford University, bendor_jonathan@gsb.stanford.edu; Michael Ting, University of North Carolina, nmtine@unc.edu
- “Negative Campaigning: A Two-Level Game Theoretic Model.” Brian Newman, Duke University, bpm@duke.edu; Emerson Niou, Duke University, niou@duke.edu

Disc: Enriqueta Aragones, Harvard University, earagones@latte harvard.edu

Panel 14-I

SURVEYING ADVANCES IN SURVEY RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Chair: Joe Soss, American University, jsoss@american.edu

Papers:
- “Period-Cohort Effects with Noisy, Lumpy Data.” Henry E. Brady, University of California, Berkeley, hbrady@bravo.berkeley.edu; Laurel Elms, University of California, Berkeley
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

"The Political Implications of Motivation to Control Prejudiced Reactions: A Reaction Time Analysis of Attitudes toward African-Americans?" Cristina Ling, SUNY at Stony Brook, polrec@langate.gsu.edu; Howard Lavine, SUNY at Stony Brook

"Representing Heterogeneous Districts." Elisabeth R. Gerber, University of California, San Diego, egerber@weber.ucsd.edu; Jeffrey B. Lewis, Princeton University, jblewis@princeton.edu

Disc: Joe Soss, American University, jsoss@american.edu

Panel 15-D
COALITION FORMATION AMONG ORGANIZED INTERESTS
Chair: Loree Bykerk, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Loree_Bykerk/CAS/UNO/UNEBR@unomail.unomaha.edu

Papers: "Drawing A Crowd or Working Alone: Patterns of Interest Group Involvement in National Politics." Frank R. Baumgartner, Pennsylvania State University, frankrb@psu.edu; Beth L. Leech, Rutgers University, BethL@rci.rutgers.edu

"Bicameralism, Political Geography, and Interest Group Coalition Formation." Wendy Schiller, Brown University, Wendy_Schiller@brown.edu

"Think Spatially, Act Strategically" - Toward a Theory of Interest Group Coalition Formation." Richard A. Almeida, University of Missouri - Columbia ralmeida@gte.net

"Understanding Mutually Beneficial Exchange: A Transaction Costs Approach to Explaining Interest Group and Political Party Relations." Maricele Corneo Riemann, Columbia University, mjc60@columbia.edu

Disc: Anthony Nownes, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Anownes@utk.edu

Panel 16-D
PRESIDENTS AND DOMESTIC POLICY
Chair: Shirley Anne Warshaw, Gettysburg College, swarshaw@gettysburg.edu

Papers: "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf? The Determinants of Presidential Influence on Civil Rights Implementation in Agencies." Randolph Burnside, University of New Orleans, Rburnside@uno.edu

"Managing in the Face of Disaster: Political Theater and Executive Organization from the Johnson to the Clinton Administrations." R. Steven Daniels, University of Alabama-Birmingham, sdaniels@uab.edu; Carolyn Clark-Daniels, Birmingham, AL, cdclarkd@uab.edu

"The Managerial Presidency and Social Policy." Byron W. Daynes, Brigham Young University, byron_daynes@byu.edu; Glen Sussman, Old Dominion University, gussman@odu.edu

"Public Mood and Public Policy: The Case of Kennedy and Civil Rights." Daniel Stevens, University of Minnesota, stevens@polisci.umn.edu

Disc: Paul J. Quirk, University of Illinois, p-quirk@uiuc.edu
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Panel 17-G
IMPEACHMENT: VOTES, RHETORIC, AND EXPLANATIONS

Chair: Barry C. Burden, Harvard University, burden@fas.harvard.edu

Papers:
- "Ignoring Electoral Outcomes: House Judiciary Committee Republicans and the Clinton Impeachment." Nicol C. Rae, Florida International University, raen@fiu.edu; Colton C. Campbell, Florida International University, campbelo@fiu.edu
- "The Determinants of Congressional Voting: An Examination of the Impeachment of President Clinton." Timothy A. Carter, University of Rochester, tctr@troi.cc.rochester.edu
- "The Rhetoric of Impeachment: An Examination of Senators' Statements in the Trials of Johnson and Clinton." Lee Sigelman, George Washington University, lees@gwu.edu; Burdett Loomis, University of Kansas, b-loomis@ukans.edu; Christopher J. Deering, George Washington University, rockel@gwu.edu
- "The E-Connection: Legislators' Use of the Internet to Explain Controversial Votes." Kathleen M. McGraw, Ohio State University, mcgraw.36@osu.edu; William Anderson, Ohio State University, anderson.785@osu.edu; Elaine Willey, Ohio State University, willey.21@osu.edu

Disc: William Kubik, Hanover College, kubik@hanover.edu

Panel 17-L
MORE ON THE "WHERE'S THE PARTY?" DEBATE

Chair: John H. Aldrich, Duke University, aldrich@acpub.duke.edu

Papers:
- "Testing Ideological and Partisan Theories in the Structuring of Congressional Decision Making: The Roll Call Behavior of Members Who Switch Parties." Bruce Oppenheimer, Vanderbilt University, oppenhb@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.edu
- "Can Remeasuring Party Strength Solve the Krehbiel Paradox?" R. Lawrence Butler, Princeton University, lbutler@usa.net

Disc: Keith Krehbiel, Stanford University, krehbiel_keith@gsb.stanford.edu; John H. Aldrich, Duke University, aldrich@acpub.duke.edu

Panel 18-D
FORMAL MODELS OF JUDICIAL BEHAVIOR
(Cosponsored with Formal Theory)

Chair: Georg Vanberg, Florida State University, gvanberg@mailer.fsu.edu

Papers:
- "The Reciprocal Influence of Courts and Legislatures: A Signaling Model of Judicial Review." James R. Rogers, Texas A&M University, rogers@polisci.tamu.edu
- "Why an Independent Judiciary Won't Necessarily Favor Property or Human Rights: A Formal Model of Judicial Independence." David Yamanishi, University of California Los Angeles, falstaff@ucla.edu
- "Judicial Discretion and Criminal Procedure: A Game Theoretic Analysis." Edward Schwartz, Harvard University, epschwar@fas.harvard.edu
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

"Playing the Federal Prosecution Game: The Influence of Judicial Variance on Federal Prosecutions."  Albert Yoon, University of California, Berkeley, alberthy@socrates.berkeley.edu

Disc:  Georg Vanberg, Florida State University, gvanberg@mail.fsu.edu
Itai Sened, Washington University in St. Louis, sened@artscl.wustl.edu

Panel 18-F  MONTROSE 3
PRESIDENTIAL AND SENATE INTERACTION IN THE CONFIRMATION PROCESS
Chair:  Jeffrey A. Segal, SUNY Stony Brook, Jeffrey.Segal@sunysb.edu
Papers:  "The Nominations Game: Judicial Appointments, Quality and Ideology."  Robert M. Howard, Georgia State University, polrh@panther.gsu.edu;
"Assessing the Impact of Presidential and Home State Influences on Judicial Decision Making In the U.S. Courts of Appeals: New Evidence from Refined Measurements."  Donald R. Songer, University of South Carolina, dsonger@sc.edu;  Martha Anne Humphries, University of South Carolina, martha522@aol.com
"Senatorial Discourtesy: The Senate’s Use of Delay to Shape the Federal Judiciary."  Lauren Cohen Bell, Randolph Macon College, lbell@rmc.edu
"Who Drives the Ideological Make-up of the Federal Judiciary in a Divided Government?"  Nancy Scherer, University of Chicago, nscherer@midway.uchicago.edu

Disc:  Jeffrey Yates, University of Georgia, jyates@arches.uga.edu
Jeffrey A. Segal, SUNY Stony Brook, Jeffrey.Segal@sunysb.edu

Panel 19-O  BURNHAM 5
ROUNDTABLE: BENCHMARKS IN THE STUDY OF STATE POLITICS
Chair:  Christopher Z. Mooney, University of Illinois at Springfield, mooney.christopher@usi.edu
Papers:  "Placing Courts in State Politics."  Paul Brace, Rice University, pbrace@rice.edu;
Melinda Gann Hall, Michigan State University, hallme@pilot.msu.edu;  Laura Langer, University of Arizona, llanger@u.arizona.edu
"Gubernatorial Research: Where We’ve Been, Where We’re Headed."  Margaret Ferguson, Indiana University, Indianapolis, mfergus@iu.edu
"Voting Turnout and Participation in State Elections."  Ronald Weber, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, rwebber@alpha2.csd.uwm.edu

Disc:  Michael Berkman, Pennsylvania State University, mbb1@psu.edu

Panel 20-E  SANDBURG 4
URBAN ELECTIONS AND ETHNIC VOTING
(Co-sponsored with Elections, Voting Behavior, and Participation)
Chair:  Karen M. Kaufmann, University of Maryland, kkaufmann@gvpt.umd.edu
**SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm**

**Panel 21-K**

**WORKSHOP: WIN-WIN POLITICAL SCIENCE AND COMPUTER-AIDED CREATIVITY**

Chair: **Stuart Nagel**, University of Illinois

Location: Computerized Classroom 14th Floor, DePaul University at 25 E. Jackson

Papers:

*“The Continuing Significance of Race: Black and Hispanic Mayors, 1967-1999.” Peter Dreier, Occidental College, dreier@oxu.edu; Neil Kraus, Hamline University, nkraus@gw.hamline.edu; Todd Swanstrom, State University of New York at Albany, jessica@cnsvax.albany.edu*

*“Race, Party, and the Mail: Persuasion Direct Mail and Its Influence on Voter Attitudes and Behavior.” Seth Masket, University of California at Los Angeles, smasket@ucla.edu*

*“Beyond the Crossroads: Memphis at the Threshold of Non-racial Politics.” Chris Lawrence, University of Mississippi, cnlawren@olem iss.edu*

*African-American Electoral Presence and Privatization of Trash Collection.” Liza Abram Benham, Binghamton University, bg21051@binghamton.edu*

Disc: **Karen M. Kaufmann**, University of Maryland

---

**Panel 21-L**

**POLICY ADOPTION, DIFFUSION, AND TRANSFER**

Chair: **Gary Mucciaroni**, Temple University, mucc@vm.temple.edu

Papers:

*“Influences on Changes to Environmental Policy at the State Level.” Eileen G. Jones, Southern University Law Center, ejones@sus.edu*

*“Policy Transfer and Diffusion of Innovation: A More Unified Theory.” Adam J. Newmark, University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, newmark@email.unc.edu*

*“Determinants in Adopting Innovation: The Case of Electric Utility Deregulation in the States.” Sangjoon Ka, State University of New York at Stony Brook, saka@ic.sunysb.edu*

*“Modeling Inter-State Variation in Welfare Policy.” Bowen McBeath, University of Michigan, mcbeath@umich.edu; Yunju Nam, University of Michigan, namyj@umich.edu*

Disc: **G. Patrick Lynch**, Georgetown University, lynchp@gunet.georgetown.edu; **Gary Mucciaroni**, Temple University, mucc@vm.temple.edu

---

**Panel 21-M**

**THE ADOPTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF MARKET-BASED REGULATION**

Chair: **Scott P. Hays**, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, sphays@uiuc.edu

Papers:

*“Incentive Based Agricultural-Environmental Biotechnology Regulation.” Patrick A. Stewart, Arkansas State University, pstewart@tolt ec.astate.edu; David Harding, Arkansas State University; Ester Day, Center for Agriculture in the Environment*

*A Changing Tune at FDA.” Stephen Ceccoli, Rhodes College, ceccoli@rhodes.edu"
SATURDAY. APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

"A Trip to the Market: An Empirical Examination of the Adoption of Market Based Environmental Protection Policies by State Governments." Christopher P. Borick, St. Norbert College, boricp@mail.snc.edu

"The Adoption and Development of Market-Based Regulation." Tracy Yandle, Indiana University, tyandle@indiana.edu

Disc: Scott P. Hays, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, sphays@uiuc.edu
Tom Birkland, SUNY Albany, birkland@csc.albany.edu

Panel 22-E BURNHAM 2
THEORETICAL ADVANCES IN THE STUDY OF PRINCIPAL AGENT RELATIONSHIPS
Chair: Charles R. Shipan, University of Iowa, charles-shipan@uiowa.edu

Papers:
"Testing the Effects of Hierarchical Governance Structures: Evidence from Public Universities." Robert Lowry, Michigan State University, Lowry@pilot.msu.edu

"The Limits of Congressional Dominance: Agency Structure as Constraint." Jonathan G.S. Koppell, University of California at Berkeley, koppell@socrates.berkeley.edu

"Controlling State Level Discretion in the Intergovernmental Context." Lael R. Keiser, University of Missouri-Columbia, keiserl@missouri.edu

"Teachers: The Problem of Control." Scott F. Abernathy, Princeton University, sfa@princeton.edu

Disc: Charles R. Shipan, University of Iowa, charles-shipan@uiowa.edu
George A. Krause, University of South Carolina, george.krause@sc.edu

Panel 23-E SALON 1
THE ENDOGENEITY OF POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT AND POLITICAL CULTURE
Chair: Ronald Inglehart, University of Michigan, rfi@umich.edu

Papers:
"Norms, The Process of Norm Change, and Economic Development." Lauretta Frederking, Washington University, St. Louis, laconkli@artscl.wustl.edu

"A Comparative Analysis of the Relationship Between Church and State in Post-Soviet Russia and the Ukraine." Lee Trepanier, Louisiana State University, l.trepanier@worldnet.att.net

"Cultural Differentiations in Southeast Asian Politics: The Role of the Overseas Chinese in Shaping Political Cultures of the Region." Robert B. Albritton, University of Mississippi, ralbritt@sunet.backbone.olemiss.edu; Wang Shiru, University of Mississippi

Disc: Robert Rohrschneider, Indiana University, mrohrsche@indiana.edu

Panel 24-D BURNHAM 4
ROUNDTABLE: THE CHALLENGE OF CIVIC EDUCATION
Chair: Elinor Ostrom, Indiana University, ostrom@indiana.edu

Stephen E. Frantzich, U.S. Naval Academy, frantzic@gwmail.usna.edu

David Houghton, Western Michigan University, david.houghton@wmich.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 29 - 1:30 - 3:15 pm

Panel 25-E

WABASH

ROUNDTABLE ON WOMEN AND POLITICS RESEARCH AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE: A PANEL HONORING M. MARGARET CONWAY

Chair: Trudy Steuernagel, Kent State University, tsteuern@kent.edu
Kay L. Schlozman, Boston College, kschloz@bc.edu
Joanne Connor Green, Texas Christian University, j.green@tcu.edu
Karen O’Connor, American University, oconn@american.edu
Kathleen Dolan, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee, dolan@uwosh.edu
M. Margaret Conway, University of Florida, mconway@polisci.ufl.edu
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

POSTER SESSION 6 (Continues)

EXHIBIT HALL
See Page 151 For Listing.

Panel 1-E

SANDBURG 2

POLITICAL REPRESENTATION IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS

Chair: John Curtice, University of Strathclyde, curtice@strath.ac.uk

Papers:

Stephen M. Swindle, Brigham Young University, Steve_Swindle@byu.edu;
Daniel L. Nielson, Brigham Young University, daniel_nielson@bye.edu, Scott
Morgenstern, Duke University, smorgens@duke.edu

“Geographic and Partisan Bases of Representation: Distributive Politics and the
Effective Number of Constituencies.” Irfan Nooruddin, The University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, irfan@umich.edu

“Who Represents Us Best -- One Member or Many: Contact with
Representatives, and Voter Satisfaction, Across Varying Electoral
Systems.” W. Phillips Shively, University of Minnesota,
shively@polisci.umn.edu; John Curtice, University of Minnesota

“Cleavage Formation: Mobilization Consequences of Social and
Political Contexts.” Barbara Sgouraki-Kinsey, Washington University,
St. Louis, bkinsey@artsci.wustl.edu

Disc: Panel

Panel 2-K

SANDBURG 4

ORGANIZING WOMEN IN THE MODERN ECONOMY

Chair: Leela Fernandes, Rutgers University, lfemand@rci.rutgers.edu

Papers:

“Collective Action in the Central American Maquilas: Bridging Labor and Gender.”
Mary Bellman, University of New Mexico, mellman@unm.edu

“Unraveling Class, WID, and GAD: Organized Urban Women in Tanzania.”
Andrea Brown, Southern Utah University, browna@suu.edu

“Correlation between Changes in Household Structure and Introduction of Cash
Economy.” Mariko Urano, uranom@hotmail.com

Disc: Leela Fernandes, Rutgers University, lfemand@rci.rutgers.edu

Panel 3-K

SALON 1

DEMOCRATIC TRANSITIONS IN THE MIDDLE-EAST: OLD PROBLEMS, NEW
PATTERNS

Chair: Maqsood A. Choudary, Mount Mercy College, Choudary@mmc.mtmercy.edu

Papers:

“Biology, Geology and Theology: Three Major Determinants of Democratization
in the Arab World.” Moataz A. Fattah, Western Michigan University,
moataz.Fattah@wmich.edu

“Military Disengagement and the Transition to Democracy in Egypt and Turkey.”
Imad Harb, University of Utah, imad.harb@mcc.utah.edu
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

“Democratic Transition in Comparative Perspective: Evidence from Pakistan and Syria.” Maqsood A. Choudary, choudary@mmc.mtmercy.edu

“Stability Through Instability: the Slow Pace of Democratic Consolidation in Turkey.” Hootan Shambayati, Bilkent University-Turkey, hootan@bilkent.edu.tr

“Measuring Substantive Democracy in the Middle East.” Emile Sahliyeh, University of North Texas, sahliyeh@unt.edu Department of Political Science

Disc: TBA

Panel 3-O | SANDBURG 3

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ELECTORAL RESEARCH IN TRANSITIONAL COUNTRIES: THE POST-COMMUNIST STATES

Chair: Kenneth Benoit, Trinity College-Ireland, kbenoit@tcd.ie

Papers:

“The 1999 Duma Election in Russia: a Step Toward Democracy or the Elite’s Game?” Mikhail Myagkov, University of Oregon, myagkov@darkwing.uoregon.edu

“Voting Their Way to Democracy: The Role of Elections in the Consolidation of Democracy in Russia.” Stephen Manning, University of Detroit Mercy, mannings@udmercy.edu

“Voter Turnout During Economic and Political Transitions: The Case of East Central Europe.” Mary Stegmaier, University of Virginia, ms2bu@virginia.edu

“Building Bridges: Candidates, Constituents and Connections in Post-Soviet Russia.” Regina Smyth, Pennsylvania State University, ras27@psu.edu

Disc: Kenneth Benoit, Trinity College-Ireland, kbenoit@tcd.ie

Panel 4-F | SANDBURG 6

REGIONAL COOPERATION AND INTEGRATION

Chair: Debra Holzhauer, Purdue University, dholzhauer@hotmail.com

Papers:

“Power, Satisfaction, and Regional Integration.” Brian Efird, Claremont Graduate University, brian.efird@cgu.edu

“Regional Trade Agreements as International Institutions: Preferential Access, Regional Security and Democracy.” Kathy L. Powers, University of Arizona, powersk.u.arizona.edu@luc.edu

“Global Order and the Future for Regional Organizations.” Mary M. McKenzie, Grossmont College, mary.mckenzie@gocccd.net

“Regional Economic Cooperation and Economic Theory: Is There Any Relationship?” Scott Cooper, Brigham Young University, scott_cooper@byu.edu

Disc: Debra Holzhauer, Purdue University, dholzhauer@hotmail.com
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

Panel 4-M
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, GLOBALIZATIONS, AND DEMOCRATIZATION
(Cosponsored by Comparative Politics—Transitions toward Democracy)
Chair: Beth Simmons, University of California, Berkeley, bsimmons@socrates.berkeley.edu
Papers: "International Organizations and Democratization." Jon C. Pevehouse, Ohio State University, pevehouse.1@osu.edu
"International Organization Membership and Democratization." Louise Steen-Sprang, Ohio State University, steen-sprang.12@osu.edu
"Does Economic Globalization Hinder or Promote Democratization?" Rafael Reuveny, Indiana University, reuveny@indiana.edu; Quan Li, Pennsylvania State University, auanli@psu.edu
Disc: Beth Simmons, University of California, Berkeley, bsimmons@socrates.berkeley.edu

Panel 5-C
INVESTMENT AND AID IN EMERGING MARKETS
Chair: Kisangani Emizet, Kansas State University, emizetk@ksu.edu
Papers: "Human Rights and Investment: Is There a Link?" Julie Harrelson-Stephens, University of North Texas, juliehs@students.cas.unt.edu
"The Domestic Politics of Attracting Foreign Direct Investment: Projecting Policy Signals and Assessing Their Impact" Chris Hasselmann, Washington University in St. Louis, chasselm@artsci.wustl.edu
"French Aid in Africa: Continuity or Change?" John Quinn, Truman State University, jquinn@truman.edu
"Explaining Japanese Aid Policy on Latin America: A Test of Competing Theories" John P. Tuman, Texas Tech University, jtuman@ttu.edu; Craig F. Emmert, Iowa State University & Texas Tech University
Disc: Kisangani Emizet, Kansas State University, emizetk@ksu.edu

Panel 6-A
CONSEQUENCES OF SOCIAL CAPITAL
(Co-sponsored with Elections, Voting Behavior, and Participation)
Chair: Virginia Chanley, Florida International University, chanley@fiu.edu
Papers: "Alienated and Informed: Measuring the Effect of Political Distrust on Political Information." David Hogberg, University of Iowa, david-hogberg@uiowa.edu; Geoff Peterson, Southwestern Oklahoma State University, petersonswosu@swosu.edu
"The Political Consequences of Social Capital as a Determinant of Attitude Strength: Response Timers, Counter-arguments, and Attitude-behavior Processes." Ronald La Due Lake, Indiana University, rolake@indiana.edu
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

“Public Trust and Public Policy: How Perceptions of Ethics and Efficacy in Government Shape Attitudes about Public Policy.” Michael Dimock, North Carolina State University, dimock@social.chass.ncsu.edu

“Does Election Induced Attitude Change Influence Subsequent Voting Behavior?” Mark Joslyn, University of Kansas, mjoslyn@lark.cc.ukans.edu

Disc: Virginia Chanley, Florida International University, chanleyv@fiu.edu

Panel 6-K

ROUNDTABLE: THE POLITICAL MEANINGS OF PUBLIC OPINION
Chair: Michael X. Delli Carpini, The Pew Charitable Trusts, mdellicarpini@pewtrusts.com
Panel: Amy Fried, University of Maine, Amy_Fried@umit.maine.edu
Diana Mutz, Ohio State University, mutz@polisci.wisc.edu
Robert Erikson, Columbia University, rse14@columbia.edu
Susan Herbst, Northwestern University, s-herbst@nwu.edu
Lawrence Jacobs, University of Minnesota, ljacobs@polisci.umn.edu

Panel 7-I

ISSUES AND THE VOTE
Chair: Brad Lockerbie, University of Georgia, lockerbie@mindspring.com
Papers: “Another Issue Comes Out: Gay Rights in the 1992 Presidential Election.” Laurie Rhodebeck, University of Louisville, l.rhodebeck@louisville.edu
“Understanding Public Opinion Toward State Sponsored Gambling: Video Lottery Terminals in Alberta as a Case Study.” Mark Pickup, University of Calgary, mapickup@ucalgary.ca
“Self-Interest and Social Policy: Social Security and the Distinctive Participation Patterns of Senior Citizens.” Andrea L. Campbell, Harvard University, campbe13@fas.harvard.edu
“How the ‘Most Important Issue’ Influenced Vote Choice in the 1998 Elections.” Karen M. Kaufmann, University of Maryland, kkaufmann@gvpt.umd.edu
Disc: Brad Lockerbie, University of Georgia, lockerbie@mindspring.com

Panel 7-L

THE ELECTORAL CONSEQUENCES OF CANDIDATE IDEOLOGY
Chair: Jay DeSart, Florida Atlantic University, jdesart.fau.edu
Papers: “Tapping into Sub-national Differences of Ideological Perception: The 2000 Presidential Primaries.” Robert J. McKee, University of Illinois Chicago, rmckee1@uic.edu
“Ideology and US Senate Candidates.” Barry C. Burden, Harvard University, burden@fas.harvard.edu; Christopher Kenny, Louisiana State University, pokenn@lsu.edu
“The Electoral Consequences of Candidates’ Ideological Locations.” Joseph Gershtenson, University of Texas at Austin, joeg@mail.la.utexas.edu
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

"Does Money Buy Love? Campaign Resources and Electoral Outcomes." Alan Wiseman, Stanford University, aewise@leland.stanford.edu

Disc: Jay DeSart, Florida Atlantic University, jdesart.fau.edu

Panel 7-X  BURNHAM 4
THE POLITICS OF CANDIDATES AND CAMPAIGNS
Chair: Patrick Sellers, Indiana University, psellers@indiana.edu
Papers: "Presidential Campaign Themes: The Role of Television Coverage in the 1988 Election" Gregory Gwiasda, Ohio State University, gwiasda.1@osu.edu
"Incumbents, Challengers, and Campaign Intensity" Tracy Sulkin, University of Washington, tsulkin@u.washington.edu
"An Examination of Electoral Expectations in Campaign Coverage" Russell Mayer, Merrimack College, rmayer@merrimack.edu

Disc: Patrick Sellers, Indiana University, psellers@indiana.edu

Panel 9-B  SALON 7
FRAMING LEGAL ISSUES: SEXUAL HARASSMENT, PORNOGRAPHY AND CHILD CUSTODY
Chair: Rachel Roth, Washington University, roth@artsci.wustl.edu
Papers: "Oncale and Its Aftermath: The Damage Done?" Francis Carleton, University of Wisconsin at Green Bay, carleton@uwgb.edu; Jennifer Nutt Carleton, Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin
"A Conflict Between Constitutional Rights: The Changing Face of Pornography and Its Effect on Women in Society." Joy Willis, Michigan State University, willisj5@pilot.msu.edu
"Feminist Jurisprudence and Pornography: The Changing Face of Pornography and Its Effect on Women in Society." Gwyneth I. Williams, Webster University, williagi@webster.edu
"Constructing Parental Rights: An Argument against Genetic and Biological Custody Awards." Rich Stanislaw, Purdue University, stanisla@polsci.purdue.edu

Disc: Judith A. Baer, Texas A&M University, j-baer@tamu.edu

Panel 10-I  SALON 6
PUBLIC POLICY AND MINORITY COMMUNITIES
Chair: Brian J. Glenn, Oxford University and the University of Connecticut School of Law, bglen@law.uconn.edu
Papers: "Public Perceptions of Criminal Sentencing in Louisiana: The Effect of Race, Crime, and Safety on Support for Mandatory Sentencing." Heidi J. Unte, University of New Orleans, hhorst@uno.edu; Randolph Burnside, University of New Orleans
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

“Sentiment and Consequence: The Portents of the Battle Against Affirmative Action in Higher Education.” Avis Jones-DeWeever, University of Maryland at College Park, ajones@gvpt.umd.edu

“The Politics of Affordable Housing: CDCs vs. CPOs.” Matthew F. Filner, Kalamazoo College, mfilner@kzoo.edu

Disc: Duchess Harris, Macalester College, harris@macalester.edu

Panel 11-E
TWENTIETH-CENTURY EUROPEAN THOUGHT: RELATIVISM, HISTORICISM, REALISM
Chair: Catherine A. Holland, University of Missouri, hollandc@missouri.edu
Papers:

“The Normativity of Deep Conviction.” Farid Abdel-Nour, University of Utah, farid.abdel-nour@poli-sci.utah.edu

“Reclaiming the Language of Emancipation: Critical Realism as Critical Theory.” Keith Topper, Northwestern University, k-topper@nwu.edu

“Historicism and the Moral Life: Gadamer, Oakeshott, and the Recovery of the Good.” Corey Abel, University of Colorado, abelc@stripe.colorado.edu

“Reconsidering French Neo-Republicanism: Genealogy of a Public Philosophy.” Charles M. Hoffman, Indiana University-Bloomington, cmhoffman@indiana.edu

Disc: Dean Hammer, Franklin and Marshall College and the Center for Hellenic Studies, d.hammer@acad.fandm.edu

Panel 12-J
TRUST, RISK, EXPERIMENT
Chair: Clarissa Hayward, Ohio State University
Papers:

“Political Conditions of Trust.” Alfonso Damico, University of Iowa, alfonso-damico@uiowa.edu

“The Practice of Risk Analysis and the Theory of Social Contract.” Nicholas Guehlstorf, Purdue University, guehlsto@polsci.purdue.edu

“Is Pragmatist Democracy Utopian? Practical, Ethical, and Political Implications of Experimentalism.” James Johnson, University of Rochester, jjsn@troi.cc.rochester.edu; Jack C. Knight, Washington University in St. Louis, knight@artsci.wustl.edu

“Dangerous Individuals: Toward a Jurisprudence of Risk.” William Rose, Bowling Green State University, wrose@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Disc: Ian Shapiro, Yale University, ian.shapiro@yale.edu

Panel 14-B
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION AND ITS FRIENDS
Chair: D. Stephen Voss, University of Kentucky, dsvoss@pop.uky.edu
Papers:

“Turnout and Primaries.” Rebecca Morton, University of Iowa, Rebecca-Morton@uiowa.edu; Kristin Kanthak, University of Iowa
**SUNDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm**

“Coordination, Moderation and Institutional Balancing in American House Elections at Midterm.” Walter R. Mebane, Jr., Cornell University; Jasjet Singh Sekhon, Harvard University.

“Timing of the Legislative Agenda.” J. Tobin Grant, Ohio State University.

Disc: Charles Franklin, University of Wisconsin, Madison, franklin@polisci.wisc.edu; Laura B. Nielsen, University of Houston, inelsen@uh.edu

---

**Panel 15-E**

**MONTROSE 1**

**RELIGION AND RACE IN CONGRESSIONAL PARTY POLITICS**

Chair: Kara Lindaman, University of Kansas, klindman@ukans.edu

Papers: *Rebels and Nomads: Have White Southerners Found Sanctuary in the Republican Party?* Ronald Vogel, Southern University, ron@idsmail.com;

“Fooling all the People all the Time: Legislators’ Personal Policy Preferences and Partisan Legislative Organization.” Robert P. Van Houweling, Harvard University, houwelin@fas.harvard.edu

“Mobilization, Money, or Morality?: Christian Coalition Strategies of Influence in the Republican Party.” Brett M. Clifton, Brown University, brett_clifton@brown.edu

“Evangelical Protestantism and Third Party Identification.” Thomas R. Boehm, University of Missouri St. Louis, s986069@admiral.umsl.edu

Disc: Geoffrey C. Layman, Vanderbilt University, geoffrey.c.layman@vanderbilt.edu

---

**Panel 16-E**

**LASALLE 3**

**INSTRUMENTS OF PRESIDENTIAL INFLUENCE IN CONGRESS**

Chair: Charles E. Walcott, Virginia Tech, cwalcott@vt.edu

Papers: “Presidential-Congressional Relations: Veto Threats and Policy Outcomes.” Laura W. Arnold, Southern Illinois University, lwarnold@siu.edu; Rebecca Deen, University of Texas at Arlington, deen@uta.edu

“Presidential Influence in the Coordination of House and Senate Agendas.” Roger Larocca, Purdue University, larocca@polisci.purdue.edu

“Selection Among Issues: The President’s Ability to Leverage Approval for Legislative Influence.” Brandice Canes-Wrone, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, brandice@mit.edu; Scott DeMarchi, Duke University

“Presidential Rhetoric and the Committee Stage.” Andrew W. Barrett, Texas A&M University, barrett@polisci.tamu.edu

Disc: Kathryn Dunn Tenpas, University of Pennsylvania, tenpas@sas.upenn.edu
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

Panel 17-E  LASALLE 5
CONGRESSIONAL DECISION-MAKING: REPRESENTATION AND VOTING
Chair: Patricia A. Hurley, Texas A&M University, pat_hurley@politics.tamu.edu
Papers:  "Roll Call Voting and Constituency Opinion in 67 Congressional Districts: 1972-1992." Jean-Philippe Faletta, Wayne State University, j_falletta@wayne.edu
"Re-Assessing the Representation of Black Interests." Valeria Sinclair-Chapman, Ohio State University, vchapman2@aol.com
"The Institutional Basis of Non-Market Pricing: Modeling Valuations of Grazing Lands." Nathan Dietz, American University, ndietz@american.edu; Lawrence Rothenberg, University of Rochester, lrot@troi.cc.rochester.edu
"How U.S. Senators Decide: An Exploration." C. Lawrence Evans, College of William and Mary, clevan@wm.edu
Disc: Sunil Ahuja, Seton Hall University, ahujasun@shu.edu

Panel 17-H  SALON 5
COMMITTEES I: ANALYZING COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP AND JURISDICTION
Chair: William Hixon, College of William and Mary, wohixo@wm.edu
Papers:  "The Effects of the Committee Assignment Reforms on Committee Composition in the U.S. House, 1969-1980." Greg Thorson, University of Minnesota-Morris, gthorson@mrs.umn.edu; Jason Lina, University of Minnesota-Morris, linaig@cdas.umn.mns.edu; Lynnae Glieden, University of Minnesota-Morris, gliedenl@cda.mrs.umn.edu
"Redefining Committee Jurisdictions: A Bill Referral Approach." E. Scott Adler, University of Colorado, esadler@colorado.edu; Dennis R. Still, University of Colorado, still@colorado.edu
"The Implications of Intraparty Leadership Competition on Committee Assignments and Jurisdiction in the U.S. House." Aaron E. Wicks, University of Rochester, awks@troi.cc.rochester.edu; William Hixon, College of William and Mary, wohixo@wm.edu
"Partisanship, Consensus, and Committee-Floor Divergence: A Comparison of Member Behavior in the 96th and 104th Congresses." Jamie L. Carson, Michigan State University, carsonj4@msu.edu; Charles J. Finocchiaro, Michigan State University, finocchi@msu.edu; David W. Rohde, Michigan State University, rohde@msu.edu
Disc: Jeffery Talbert, University of Kentucky, JTALB1@pop.uky.edu

Panel 18-I  CLARK 10
AGendas and issues in appellate courts
Chair: Richard Pacelle, University of Missouri, St. Louis, Pacelle@umsl.edu
Papers:  "Supreme Court Agenda Setting and the Separation of Powers." Jeffrey Yates, University of Georgia, jyates@arches.uga.edu; William Gillespie, University of Georgia
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

“A Model of Supreme Court Docketing Behavior.” Charles E. Smith, Jr., University of Mississippi, pssmith@cypress.mcsr.olemiss.edu

“Issue Fluidity and its Costs: Time, Information, and Issue Change on the U.S. Supreme Court.” Barbara Palmer, Southern Methodist University, bapalmer@mail.smu.edu; Lynn Hunnicutt, Utah State University, hunnicutt@b202.usu.edu

“Radiations from Roe: Justice Harry A. Blackmun’s Expression Odyssey.” Joseph F. Kobylka, Southern Methodist University, jkobylka@mail.smu.edu

Disc: Richard Pacelle, University of Missouri, St. Louis, Pacelle@umsl.edu

Panel 18-L MONTROSE 3
DECISION MAKING ON LOWER FEDERAL COURTS
Chair: Jennifer A. Segal, University of Kentucky, jsegal1@pop.uky.edu

Papers: “Paths to the Bench: A Reconsideration of Judicial Role Orientations.” James P. Wenzel, University of California, Riverside, wenzel@wizard.ucr.edu

“Strategic Behavior on U.S. Federal District Courts.” Paul Wahlbeck, George Washington University, wahlbeck@gwu.edu; James F. Spriggs, II, University of California, Davis, jspriggs@ucdavis.edu; Timothy R. Johnson, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale, timrj@siu.edu

“From the Classroom to the Courtroom: Academics on the Appeals Courts.” Tracey E. George, University of Missouri-Columbia, georgete@missouri.edu

“Modeling the Supreme Court-Circuit Court Relationship.” Sara C. Benesh, University of New Orleans, sbenesh@uno.edu

“Judicial Decision-Making in Age Discrimination Cases: Does Age Matter?” Kenneth L. Manning, University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, kmanning@umassd.edu; Ronald Stidham, Appalachian State University, stidham@appstate.edu; Robert A. Carp, University of Houston, racarp@uh.edu.

Disc: Jennifer A. Segal, University of Kentucky, jsegal1@pop.uky.edu

Panel 19-F BURNHAM 5
EMPIRICAL AND NORMATIVE THEORIES OF FEDERALISM
Chair: Michael Fine, University of Wisconsin Eau Claire, finemr@uwec.edu

Papers: “The Informal Nature of the Political Safeguards of Federalism.” John D. Nugent, University of Richmond, jnugent@richmond.edu

“Federalism as a Moral Theory.” Kraig James Powell, University of Virginia, kpowell@bitwisesystems.com

“Crossing the Picket Fence to a New Model of Intergovernmental Relations.” Heidi O. Koenig, Northern Illinois University, hkoenig@niu.edu

Disc: Arthur L. Burris, California State University-Hayward, aburris@csuhayward.edu
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

Panel 20-H
REGIME THEORY AND MINORITY INCORPORATION REDUX
(Co-sponsored with Race, Class, and Ethnicity)
Chair: Steven A. Light, University of North Dakota, steven_light@und.nodak.edu
Papers:
- "Towards a New Theory of Urban Regimes: Patterns Found in the Study of the Chicago City Council From the Civil War Until the Third Millennium." Dick Simpson, University of Illinois at Chicago, simpson@uic.edu; Sean Hogan, University of Illinois at Chicago, gohogan@mc.net
- "Structural Variation and Agency in Urban Regimes." Whitt Kilburn, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, wkilburn@email.unc.edu
- "The Political Incorporation of Latinos: Symbolic or Substantive Representation in Chicago's Urban Context." Jaime Dominguez, University of Illinois at Chicago, jdomin2@uic.edu
- "African-American Office Seekers: The Need to Create Political Infrastructures When Parties Don't Help." William C. Binning, Youngstown State University, Fr025701@ysub.ysu.edu; Melanie J. Blumberg, Kent State University, mjblumbe@kent.edu; John C. Green, The University of Akron, jgreen@uakron.edu
Disc: Steven A. Light, University of North Dakota

Panel 21-I
POLICY PERCEPTIONS AND ISSUE DEFINITIONS
Chair: Jerome Legge, University of Georgia, jlegge@arches.uga.edu
Papers:
- "Criminal Justice Policy Change: The Impact of State Legislators." Fred Meyer, Ball State University, 00fameyerjr@bsuvc.bsu.edu; Ralph Baker, Ball State University
- "Issue Definition and Agenda Setting: Assisted Reproductive Technologies and Health Care Insurance Mandates." Irene Barnett, Kent State University, focault@aol.com
- "Talking Across the Welfare Divide: Participating Perspectives Regarding Welfare Reform." Chariti E. Gent, University of Colorado-Boulder, ghent@colorado.edu
Disc: Paul J. Quirk, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, p-quirk@uiuc.edu

Panel 21-N
POLICY IMPLEMENTATION AT THE STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS
Chair: Shelly Arsneault, Western Kentucky University, shelley.arsneault@wku.edu
Papers:
- "Rethinking Regulation: Institutions and Influence in Federal Regulatory Policy." Neal D. Woods, University of Kentucky, ndwood00@pop.uky.edu
- "Legislative Intent v. Bureaucratic Implementation: The Case of Title V Abstinence-Only Sex Education." Shelly Arsneault, Western Kentucky University, shelley.arsneault@wku.edu
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - 3:30 - 5:15 pm

"The Politics of Hate: A Preliminary Assessment of the Implementation and Enforcement of Hate Crime Policy in American Cities." Donald P. Haider-Markel, University of Kansas, presx@lark.cc.ukans.edu
Disc: Malcolm L. Goggin, Michigan State University, goggin@pilot.msu.edu

Panel 22-B MONTROSE 2

INNOVATION, DIFFUSION, AND ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS: THEORY AND EMPIRICS
(Co-Sponsored with State Politics and IGR Section)
Chair: J. Kevin Corder, Western Michigan University, corder@wmich.edu
Papers: "The Political Economy of State Merit Systems, 1890-1940." Anirudh V.S. Ruhil, University of South Carolina, ruhil@sc.edu; Pedro Camoes, University of South Carolina
"Shifting Stacked Desks: A System Model of Administrative Reform Initiatives." Scott Robinson, Texas A&M University, srobinson@politics.tamu.edu
Disc: J. Kevin Corder, Western Michigan University, corder@wmich.edu

Panel 25-B SALON 8

ROUNDTABLE ON PARTNERS AND PREJUDICE: MAKING JOINT CAREER DECISIONS
Panel: Robert Pahre, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, pahre@uiuc.edu
Ellen Andersen, Indiana University at Indianapolis, eanderse@iupui.edu
Valerie Heitshusen, University of Missouri, Columbia,
HeitshusenV@missouri.edu
Garry Young, University of Missouri, Columbia, YoungG@missouri.edu

Panel 26-B LASALLE 1

GREEKS AND CHRISTIANS: THE CHURCH FATHERS
Chair: John A. Gueguen, Illinois State University, gueguen@net66.com
Papers: "The Passion of Anger and Its Therapy in Lactantius." Horst Hutter, Concordia University (Montreal)
"St. Ambrose and Liberty." Roberta Bayer, St. Mary College (Kansas)
"City and Family: Political Images in Classical Greece and Early Christianity."
Jeffrey Langan and Donald Uitvlugt, University of Notre Dame,
Jeffrey.J.Langan.4@nd.edu
Disc: Judith Swanson, Boston University, jswanson@bu.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 8:30 - 10:15 am

Panel 1-F

SOURCES AND CYCLES IN PROTEST AND REPRESSION

Chair: Ronald A. Francisco, University of Kansas, ronfran@lark.cc.ukans.edu

Papers:
- "Explaining the Demobilization of a Protest Cycle: An Illustration from the Intifada (1987-1991)." Karen Rasler, Indiana University, rasler@indiana.edu
- "Protest: Random or Cyclical?" Ronald A. Francisco, University of Kansas, ronfran@lark.cc.ukans.edu
- "Views to a Kill: Exploring the Implications of Source Selection in the Case of Guatemalan State Terror, 1960-1996." Patrick Ball, American Association for the Advancement of Sciences, pball@aaas.org; Christian Davenport, University of Maryland, cdavenport@cidcm.umd.edu

Disc: Mark Lichbach, University of California, Riverside, mark.lichbach@ucr.edu
Walter R. Mebane, Jr, Cornell University, wrm1@cornell.edu

Panel 1-J

ELECTION AND VOTING SYSTEMS N COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

(Co-Sponsored with Elections, Voting Behavior and Participation)

Chair: Margaret McKean, Duke University, mamckean@duke.edu

Papers:
- "Examining the Impacts of Strategic Behavior on Party Systems Under Mixed Electoral Systems." Misa Nishikawa, Michigan State University, nishikaw@pilot.msu.edu
- "Electoral Volatility and Alternation: Comparing Japan's Legislative Chambers." Ross D. Schaap, University of California, Los Angeles, rschaap@ucla.edu
- "Devil in the Details: A Typology of Side-by-Side Electoral Systems." Margaret McKean, Duke University, mamckean@duke.edu; Ethan Scheiner, Duke University, scheiner@acpub.duke.edu
- "Majority Cycles and Floor Voting in European Parliaments." Bjorn Erik Rasch, University of Oslo (Norway) and Columbia University, b.e.rasch@stv.uio.no

Disc: Panel

Panel 2-G

THE POLITICS AND CONSEQUENCES OF ECONOMIC REFORM

Chair: Kaja Sehrt, Dartmouth College, Kaja.Sehrt@dartmouth.edu

Papers:
- "Politics After Neoliberalism: The Societal Impact of Market Reforms in Peru." Moises Arce, The University of New Mexico, moises@unm.edu
- "Presidential Institutions and Banking Reform in Latin America, Mexico and Venezuela." Gabriel Aguilera, Harvard University, aguilera@avantel.net

Disc: Kaja Sehrt, Dartmouth College, Kaja.Sehrt@dartmouth.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 8:30 - 10:15 am

Panel 3-Q  SANDBURG 3
MARKET REFORM AND THE TRANSITION PROCESS IN NEW DEMOCRACIES
Chair:  David Samuels, University of Minnesota, dsamuels@polisci.umn.edu
“Gazprom and the State: What Role for the State in Governing the Market in Russia?” Youn Kyoo Kim, Purdue University, kim@polsci.purdue.edu
The Political Conditions for a Successful Market Reform in New Democracies: Lessons from Portugal.” Jungkeun Yoon, Claremont Graduate University jungkeun.yoon@cgcu.edu
“The Democratizing Implications of Economic and Social Change in the People’s Republic of China.” Xia Li Lollar, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
Disc:  Andrew Barnes, University of Miami

Panel 3-L  MONTROSE 3
JUSTICE AND RIGHTS IN NEW DEMOCRACIES
Chair:  Melissa J. Scheier, Texas A&M and University of Houston, mscheier@pup.uh.edu
Papers:  “Developing a Methodology for Assessing the Effects of Transitional Justice.”
David Backer, University of Michigan, dabacker@umich.edu; Devra Coren, University of Michigan
“Ten Years After the Transition: Democratization and Human Rights in Hungary, Poland, and the Czech Republic.” Erica L. Prenzlow, George Washington University, prenzlow@hotmail.com
“Transitional Justice and Democratic Consolidation in Eastern Europe.” Matt Murphy, University of California-San Diego, mmurphy@weber.ucsd.edu
“Reckoning with the Legacy of East German Communism: The German Bundestag’s Commission of Inquiry, Treatment of The Past and Consequences of the SED Dictatorship in Germany.” Katy Crossley-Frolick, Loyola University Chicago. kcrossl@luc.edu
Disc:  Scott Barclay, State University of New York-Albany, aust@csvax.albany.edu

Panel 4-D  SANDBURG 6
LINKAGES BETWEEN ECONOMICS AND CONFLICT
Chair:  Brian Pollins, Ohio State University, bpollins@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu
Papers:  “Economic Growth and Interstate Conflict: A Comparative Test.” Charles R. Boehmer, Pennsylvania State University, crb158@psu.edu
“Banking Crises and Domestic Turmoil: A Cross-National Empirical Study, 1980-1995.” David L. Richards, Syracuse University, daver68@email.com; Ronald D. Gelleny, SUNY Binghamton University, be82572@binghamton.edu
“An Empirical Examination of the Effects of Relative Gains.” Kristopher W. Ramsay, George Washington University, kwr@gwu.edu
Disc:  Carmela Lutmar, New York University, cl218@is5.nyu.edu
Panel 5-H
DOMESTIC POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL STRUCTURES

Chair: Layna Mosley, University of Notre Dame, mosley.3@nd.edu
Papers:
- "Societal Preferences vs. Statist Institutions: Mundell-Fleming and Domestic Politics" David H. Bearce, Ohio State University, bearce.1@osu.edu
- "Domestic Preferences, Regulatory Structure, and International Accounting Standards" Ron Kruse, Washington University in St. Louis, rkgkurse@arts.wustl.edu
- "Independent Central Banks vs. Currency Boards: Credible Commitments and Inflationary Performance" Kalina T. Popova, University of Rochester, kpop@troi.cc.rochester.edu

Disc: Layana Mosley, University of Notre Dame, mosley.3@nd.edu

Panel 6-F
PREJUDICE, TOLERANCE AND AUTHORITY

Chair: George Marcus, Williams College, gmarcus@williams.edu
Papers:
- "The Authoritarian Dynamic and the Politics of Fear: Racism and Intolerance Under Conditions of Societal Threat." Karen Stenner, Princeton University, kstenner@princeton.edu
- "Interpersonal Influence: Prejudice, Politics and the Pliability of Behavior." Paul Sniderman, Stanford University, pauls@leland.stanford.edu; Louk Hagendorn, University of Utrecht; Markus Prior, Stanford University
- "The Accessibility of Religious Beliefs in Political Tolerance Judgements." Beverly Busch, Georgia Southwestern State University, bgb@canes.gsw.edu
- "Tolerance of Groups vs. Tolerance of Beliefs: Symbolic Importance of Group Labels in Political Tolerance Judgements." Ewa Golebiowska, Tufts University, egolebio@emerald.tufts.edu

Disc: George Marcus, Williams College, gmarcus@williams.edu

Panel 6-H
POLITICAL KNOWLEDGE AND POLITICAL INTELLIGENCE

Chair: Paul Brewer, The George Washington University, pbrewer@gwu.edu
Papers:
- "The Role of General Versus Political Intelligence in Political Decision-Making." James Avery, University of Kentucky, macavery@aol.com; Ellen Riggle, University of Kentucky, pol164@pop.uky.edu
- "Constructed Judgements, Political Knowledge and the Nature of Citizen Competence." David Schwieder, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, dschwied@uiuc.edu
- "Why Citizens Disagree with Experts: Politics, Cognition, and Public Opinion." David Darmofal, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, darmofal@uiuc.edu
- "Political Ignorance and American Democracy." Martin Gilens, Yale University, Martin.Gilens@yale.edu

Disc: Paul Brewer, The George Washington University, pbrewer@gwu.edu

SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 8:30 - 10:15 am
Panel 7-E  
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS AND POLITICS
BURNHAM 1

Chair: Laura Olson, Princeton University, laurao@princeton.edu
Papers:
"Moved by the Spirit: The Voting Behavior of Pentecostals and Charismatics in the 1996 Presidential Election" Jean McSween, University of Virginia, jlm9z@unix.mail.virginia.edu
"Roman Catholics and the Democratic Party" Mark D. Brewer, Syracuse University, mdbrewer@mailbox.syr.edu
"Political Participation and Religious Affiliation: An Alternative Means of Grouping Denominations" James Carlson, Providence College, jcarlson@providence.edu; Joe Cammarano, Providence College, jpcammar@providence.edu
Disc: Laura Olson, Princeton University, laurao@princeton.edu

Panel 7-R  
PARTISAN AND IDEOLOGICAL REALIGNMENT IN THE U.S.
BURNHAM 2

Chair: Jerrold Rusk, University of Arizona, ruskj@u.arizona.edu
Papers:
"Ideological Realignment and the Party Identification of the American Electorate: Lessons in Measurement." David Putz, University of Houston, dputz@uh.edu
"Changing Minds or Changing Sides? Issue Realignment in American Political Parties." Hans Noel, University of California Los Angeles, hnoel@ucla.edu
"And a Little Child Shall Lead Them: The Changing Partisan Preferences of America's Youth, 1976-1996." David Campbell, Harvard University, dcampbel@latte.harvard.edu; Steven Yonish, University of Wisconsin Madison, styonish@hbs.edu
"Race, Ideology, and Partisan Realignment from 1956 to the Present." Nicholas Valentino, University of Michigan, rvalenti@umich.edu; David Sears, University of California Los Angeles, sears@issr.ucla.edu;
Disc: Jerrold Rusk, University of Arizona, ruskj@u.arizona.edu

Panel 9-I  
ROUNDTABLE ON THE FUTURE OF GENDER AND POLITICS RESEARCH:
THE VIEW FROM THE TENURE-TRACK
SALON 7

Chair: Karen O’Connor, American University, oconn@american.edu
Anna Greenberg, Harvard University, anna_greenberg@Harvard.edu
Annabelle Lever, University of Rochester, levr@troi.cc.rochester.edu
Kira Sanbonmatsu, The Ohio State University, sanbonmatsu.1@osu.edu
Mala Htun, The New School for Social Research, htun@mindspring.com
Christina Wolbrecht, University of Notre Dame, Wolbrecht.1@nd.edu
Panel 10-J

**IMMIGRATION IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE**
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 8:30 - 10:15 am

**Panel Chair:** Melissa R. Michelson, California State University, Fresno, melissam@csufresno.edu

**Papers:**
- "Inside/Outside: Who’s a Migrant? Who’s a Citizen?" Kamal Sadiq, University of Chicago, asianleviathan@yahoo.com
- "Understanding Social Capital Through Social Movement Analysis." Harlan Koff, Duke University, spkoff@syr.fi.it
- "The ‘Terminology’ of Immigration in Postwar France" John Mark Summers, Indiana University, jomsumme@indiana.edu

**Disc:** Melissa R. Michelson, California State University, Fresno, melissam@csufresno.edu

Panel 11-G

**THINKING THE UNTHINKABLE: WAR, TURMOIL, AND CONQUEST**
MONTROSE 2

( Co-sponsored by International Relations)

**Chair:** David Kinsella, American University, kinsell@american.edu

**Papers:**
- "The Continuation of Leviathan: The Dual Role of Scripture in Hobbes’s Political Philosophy." Yishaiya Abosch, Claremont Graduate University, aboschy@gcg.edu
- "Justice and Necessity in Foreign Policy in Classical and Modern Political Thought." Ronald C. Lee, Jr., Michigan State University, leeron@pilot.msu.edu
- "The U.S. Nuclear Weapons Infrastructure From a Rawlsian Perspective of Justice." Douglas Prostorog, Purdue University, dprostorog@hotmail.com

**Disc:** David Kinsella, American University, kinsell@american.edu

Panel 11-I

**WORKING, PLAYING, LAUGHING, CREATING**
LASALLE 4

**Chair:** Laurie Naranch, Rutgers University, naranch@rci.rutgers.edu

**Papers:**
- "All Work and No Play? A Reconsideration of Labor and Leisure in Marx and Nietzsche." Daniel Spicer, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
- "Play, Subjectivity, and the Aesthetic: Schiller, Marcuse, and Gadamer." Filip Kovacevic, University of Missouri-Columbia, tapscifk@showme.missouri.edu
- "Ressentiment and Identity Politics: Laughter as Political Strategy." Jamie Warner, Pennsylvania State University, jbw119@psu.edu
- "Adorno’s Theory of the Art-Work: Power and the Articulation of Social Suffering.* Tania Roy, Duke University, tr2@acpub.duke.edu

**Disc:** Melissa Orlie, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, m-orlie@uiuc.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 8:30 - 10:15 am

Panel 12-A PARLOR D
ROUND TABLE ON IAN SHAPIRO’S DEMOCRATIC JUSTICE
Chair: Clarissa Hayward, Ohio State University, hayward.17@osu.edu
Panel: William Galston, University of Maryland, wg14@umail.umd.edu
       Steve Shiffrin, Cornell University, ssh6@cornell.edu
       Georgia Warnke, University of California at Riverside, warnke@ucracl.ucr.edu
       John Kane, Griffith University, johnk@orgo.cad.gu.edu.au
       Ian Shapiro, Yale University, ian.shapiro@yale.edu

Panel 12-M SALON 3
GANDHI AND RESISTENCE
Chair: Fred Dallmayr, University of Notre Dame, fred.r.dallmayr.1@nd.edu
Papers: “Challenging Spheres of Injustice: Gandhi’s Critique of Class and Caste.” Ronald Terchek, University of Maryland at College Park, rterchek@gvpt.umd.edu
       “Distinguishing Satyagraha from Conscientious Lawbreaking.” Stephen Chilton, University of Minnesota at Duluth, schilton@d.umn.edu
Disc: Manfred B. Steger, Illinois State University, mbstege@ilstu.edu

Panel 13-F LASALLE 1
PARTIES AS INFORMATIONAL SHORTCUTS
Chair: Tim Feddersen, Princeton University, tfed@princeton.edu
Papers: “An Informational Rationale for Political Parties.” Michael Ting, University of North Carolina, mmting@unc.edu; James Snyder, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, millett@mit.edu
       “Informative Parties: An Information Based Theory of Political Parties.” Joshua Clinton, Stanford University, jclinton@lreland.stanford.edu
       “Do Party Cues Limit Framing Effects?” James N. Druckman, University of Minnesota, druckman@polisci.umn.edu
Disc: Tim Feddersen, Princeton University, tfed@princeton.edu

Panel 14-C LASALLE 2
PREFERENCE MEASUREMENT IN VOTING INSTITUTIONS
(organized by Legislative Politics Section)
Chair: Michael Herron, Northwestern University, m-herron@nwu.edu
Papers: “Legal Ideology and Supreme Court Rulings.” John Londregan, University of California, Los Angeles, jbl@Finer.sscnet.ucla.edu
       “The Geometry of Multidimensional Quadratic Utility in Models of Parliamentary Roll Call Voting.” Keith Poole, Carnegie-Mellon University, kp2a@andrew.cmu.edu
       “Bicameralism - Redundancy or Grand Plan? Cross-chamber Tests of Ideological Differences.” Michael Bailey, Georgetown University, BAILEYMA@gunet.georgetown.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 8:30 - 10:15 am

“Some Consequences of Using Party-Contained Legislator Preferences Measures.” Michael Herron, Northwestern University, m-herron@nwu.edu

Disc: Tim Groseclose, Stanford University, groseclose_tim@gsb.stanford.edu
Jeffrey B. Lewis, Princeton University, jblewis@princeton.edu

Panel 15-K

INTEREST GROUP STRATEGIES, TACTICS, AND INFLUENCE
Chair: Allan Cigler, University of Kansas, trout@ukans.edu
Papers: "Environmentalists and the Law: Choosing to Expand the Conflict.” Suzanne M. Robbins, State University of New York at Stony Brook, srobbins@ic.sunysb.edu
"Measuring Influence: A Proposal and Trial.” Loree Bykerk, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Loree_Bykerk/CAS/UNO/UNEBR@unomaha.unomaha.edu
"Optimizing Policy Outcome: A Formal Model of Interest Group Strategies.” Kristina C. Miler, University of Michigan, kmiler@umich.edu
"Organized Interests Within the Victim Rights Policy Domain.” Mitzi Mahoney, Sam Houston State University, pol_mlm@shsu.edu; Stephanie Bellar, University of Tennessee, Chattanooga, stephanie-bellar@utc.edu
"An Experimental Study of PACs, Constituents and the Search for Political Access.” Michelle L. Chin, Texas A&M University, chinm@polisci.tamu.edu

Disc: Alesha E. Doan, Texas A&M University, alesha@polisci.tamu.edu

Panel 16-H

PRESIDENTIAL RHETORIC: STRATEGIES AND EFFECTS
Chair: Charles E. Walcott, Virginia Tech, cwalcott@vt.edu
Papers: "Organized Decision: An Explanation of Presidential Public Activity.” Matthew Eshbaugh-Soha, Texas A & M University, mjesoha@integrity.tamu.edu
"Presidents, Media, and Agenda-Setting in Public Policy Making Processes.” M. Jae Moon, University of Colorado at Denver, jmoon@castle.cudenver.edu; Eunyi Kim, Syracuse University, Commre@summail.syr.edu

Disc: Richard J. Powell, Hamilton College, rpowell@hamilton.edu

Panel 17-K

CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH
Chair: Carl M. Rhodes, University of Cincinnati, Carl.Rhodes@uc.edu
Papers: "Auditing Politics or Political Auditing.” Anne Joseph, Harvard University, ajoseph@fas.harvard.edu
"Legislators’ Preferences for Oversight: Committee Membership, Policy Preferences, and Partnership.” Jason A. MacDonald, George Washington University, jmac@gwu.edu
"Legislators, Agencies, and Contemporaneous Political Influence.” Charles R. Shipan, University of Iowa, Charles-Shipan@uiowa.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 8:30 - 10:15 am

"Expertise, Subversion and Bureaucratic Discretion." **Sean Gailmard**, California Institute of Technology, gailmard@hss.caltech.edu

Disc: **David Epstein**, Columbia University, de11@columbia.edu

---

Panel 17-N  
CAREERS IN CONGRESS  
Chair: **Susan Webb Hammond**, American University, shammo@american.edu  
Papers: "The Secret Ballot and the Rise of Congressional Careerism." **Michael P. McDonald**, Vanderbilt University, m.mcdonald@vanderbilt.edu  
"The Rise to Leadership and Turnover Among Leaders in Congress." **Sunil Ahuja**, Seton Hall University, ahujasun@shu.edu  
"Seniority and the Lost Power of Female House Members." **Rebekah Herrick**, Oklahoma State University, herric5@netscape.net  
"Retirements, Retention, and Realignment: Voluntary Congressional Departures and the Pace of Partisan Change in the Post-War South." **Gary Hetland**, Indiana University, ghetland@indiana.edu; **Christopher Martin**, University of Mississippi, cmartin@dixie-net.com; **L. Marvin Overby**, University of Mississippi, lmooverby@dixie-net.com

Disc: **Susan Webb Hammond**, American University, shammo@american.edu

---

Panel 17-Y  
ROUNDTABLE: CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT IN A PARTISAN ERA  
(co-sponsored with the Presidency and Executive Politics)  
Chair: **Jon R. Bond**, Texas A&M University, jonbond@polisci.tamu.edu  
Panel: **Richard Fleisher**, Fordham University, fleisher@fordham.edu  
**John H. Aldrich**, Duke University, aldrich@acpub.duke.edu  
**David W. Rohde**, Michigan State University, rohde@pilot.msu.edu  
**George C. Edwards III**, Texas A&M University, gedwards@tamu.edu  
**Andrew W. Barrett**, Texas A&M University, barrett@polisci.tamu.edu  
**Tim Groeling**, University of California-San Diego, tgroelin@weber.ucsd.edu  
**Gary C. Jacobson**, University of California-San Diego, gjabcox@weber.ucsd.edu  
**Kathleen Hall Jamieson**, University of Pennsylvania, kjamieson@asc.upenn.edu

---

Panel 18-M  
LITIGATION STRATEGIES: INDUSTRY, GROUPS, AND REPEAT PLAYERS  
Chair: **Stephen Wasby**, SUNY Albany, wasb@cnsunix.albany.edu  
Papers: "Determinants of Industry Litigation Activity." **Isaac Unah**, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, iunah@email.unc.edu  
"Two Hands and Squeeze: The Politics of Gun Control Litigation." **Gregg Ivers**, American University, ivers@american.edu or ivers@prodigy.net; **David Kaib**, American University
SUNDAY, APRIL 30  -  8:30 - 10:15 am

"Issue Agendas and Advocacy in the U.S. Courts of Appeals."  **Susan B. Haire**,  
*University of Georgia*, cmshaire@arches.uga.edu

*West Virginia University*, jkilwein@wvu.edu

Disc:  **Stephen Wasby**,  
*SUNY Albany*, wasb@csunix.albany.edu

**John A. Stookey**,  
*Osborn Maledon, JASTOOKEY@OMLAW.COM*

Panel 19-J  
PARTICIPATION AND COOPERATION IN STATE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT  
Chair:  **Edward P. Weber**,  
*Washington State University*, edweber@mail.wsu.edu

*Washington State University*, edweber@mail.wsu.edu

"Cooperation in Regional Environmental Policy: Do Institutions Matter?"  **Mark Lubell**,  
*Florida State University*, mlubell@garnet.acns.fsu.edu

"Risk Perceptions of Citizens as a Predictor of Local Environmental Policy Success."  **Mark Somma**,  
*California State University--Fresno*, markso@csufresno.edu

Disc:  **Bruce Williams**,  
*University of Illinois*, brucewm@uiuc.edu

Panel 20-I  
URBAN PAN-ETHNIC MOBILIZATION AND COALITION-BUILDING  
(Co-sponsored with Race, Class, and Ethnicity)

Chair:  **Norman R. Luttbeg**,  
*Texas A&M University*, nluttbeg@politics.tamu.edu

*St. Paul Americorps*, mark.pfeifer@utoronto.ca

"The Dynamics of Minority Interest Representation in White-Majority Cities."  **Peter Burns**,  
*Trinity College*, pete.burns@trincoll.edu

*University of Missouri-Columbia*, rmiddleton4@hotmail.com

"Restoring the Glory of Bronzeville: Communal Involvement, Political Efficacy, and Participation."  **Leniece T. Davis**,  
*University of Chicago*, ltdavis@uchicago.edu

Disc:  **Norman R. Luttbeg**,  
*Texas A&M University*

**Lana Stein**,  
*University of Missouri-St. Louis*, lstein@umstl.edu

Panel 21-O  
THE SMOKING LAMP IS OUT: THE POLITICS OF TOBACCO

Chair:  **John McAdams**,  
*Marquette University*, 6489mcadamsj@mu.edu

*Carnegie Mellon University*
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 8:30 - 10:15 am

"Factors that Facilitate the Adoption of Municipal Ordinances for Tobacco Control." Scott P. Hays, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, sphays@uiuc.edu; Carol E. Hays, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; John Vinzant, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

"Money for Nothing and the Checks for Free: States, Attorneys General, and the Tobacco Settlement." Gregory L. Hager, University of Kentucky, hagerg@pop.uky.edu; Matthew J. Gabel, University of Kentucky

Disc: Michael J. Licari, SUNY at Binghamton

Panel 21-P

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT IN THE UNITED STATES

Chair: Barbara Hayler, University of Illinois at Springfield, hayler@uis.edu

Papers: "Capital Punishment in the 50 States." Anita C. Pritchard, Florida Atlantic University, pritchar@fau.edu; Michael Wiatrowski, Utica College of Syracuse University

"Race to the Bottom? U.S. State Diffusion on Criminal Justice Policy."

Patrick Lynch, Georgetown University, lynchp@gunet.georgetown.edu

"Variations in Crime Policies Across the U.S. States: Corrections or Politics?"

Cynthia M. Cline, West Virginia University, smokey@hhs.net

"Deterring Property Crimes: The Role of Religion."

Jennifer Schwank, Texas A&M University, jenschwank@politics.tamu.edu

Disc: Stephen C. Brooks, The University of Akron, sbrooks@uakron.edu

Panel 22-C

FORMAL MODELS OF ADMINISTRATIVE BEHAVIOR

(Consponsored with Formal Modeling Section)

Chair: Thomas H. Hammond, Michigan State University, Thomas.Hammond@ssc.msu.edu

Papers: "Government Contracting: An Exploration Using a Game-Theoretic Model."

Jason Palmer, Ohio State University, palmer.175@osu.edu

"Government Contracting with Non-profits and For-Profits for the Management and Production of Human Services." Carolyn J. Hill, University of Chicago, cj-hill@uchicago.edu

"Creating an Environment for Field Bureaucrats: Issues of Security of Tenure, Coordination, and Monitoring."

Krishna Gupta, SUNY-Stony Brook and Federal Civil Service of India, krishna_91@hotmail.com; Arun Agrawal, Yale University, arun.agrawal@yale.edu

Disc: Gary J. Miller, Washington University--St. Louis, gjmiller@artsci.wustl.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 8:30 - 10:15 am

Panel 26-C  Parlor F
SITUATING SOCRATES
Chair: Edward W. Clayton, Central Michigan University, clayt1ew@cmich.edu
Papers: “The Imperishability of Evils: Socrates and His Predecessors in the Theaetetus.” Paul Stern, Ursinus College, pster@exchange.ursinus.edu
“Socrates and the Sophists.” Catherine Zuckert, University of Notre Dame, Catherine.Zuckert.2@nd.edu
“Socrates Talks to Himself.” Christopher Colmo, Dominican University, farabi@email.dom.edu
Disc: Sara Monoson, Northwestern University, s-monoson@nwu.edu

Panel 28-A  Parlor C
CRITICAL APPROACHES TO SCHOLARSHIP: RETHINKING DISCIPLINARY CONVENTIONS
Chair: Carl Swidorski, College of St. Rose, swidorsc@mail.strose.edu
Papers: “Welfare Politics from 1960s to 1990s.” Sanford F. Schram, Bryn Mawr, Sschram@brynmawr.edu
“Business Interests and Bill Clinton’s Third Way.” Joseph G. Peschek, Hamline University, jpeschek@gw.hamline.edu
“The Supreme Court Recognizes First Amendment Rights: The Labor Movement and the Struggle for Freedom of Expression, 1919-1941.” Carl Swidorski, College of St. Rose, swidorsc@mail.strose.edu
Disc: George Katsiaficas, Wentworth Institute, katsiaficas@wit.edu
James R. Simmons, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, simmons@vaxa.cis.uwosh.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 1-C
POLITICAL PARTIES IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Chair: Neal G. Jesse, Bowling Green State University, njesse@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Papers: “Political Parties and Unemployment Insurance: The Keynesian Connection” Matthew McCoy, SUNY-Binghamton, bf18848@binghamton.edu
“Re-examining Partisan Effects on Public Policy: Neoliberalism in the Anglo-American Democracies.” Jonathan Swarts, The Ohio State University, j_swarts@yahoo.com
“Party System Change in Advanced Democracies.” Neal G. Jesse, Bowling Green State University, njesse@bgnet.bgsu.edu
“Democracy Without Competition: Opposition Failure in One-Party Dominant Japan.” Ethan Scheiner, Duke University, scheiner@duke.edu
Disc: Panel

Panel 1-G
ROUNDTABLE: RECONSIDERING THE ROLE OF DOMESTIC POLITICS IN COMPARATIVE APPROACHES TO IMMIGRATION AND CITIZENSHIP POLICY
Chair: Miriam Feldblum, California Institute of Technology, miriam@hss.caltech.edu
Panel: Gary P. Freeman, University of Texas, yamini@mail.utexas.edu
Jeannette Money, University of California, Davis, jnmoney@ucdavis.edu; Gallya Lahav, Wesleyan University, glahav@wesleyan.edu; Terri E. Givens, University of Washington, tgivens@u.washington.edu

Panel 2-C
THE STATE AND ETHNIC CONFLICT
Chair: Nicholas Vandewalle, Michigan State University, vandewal@pilot.msu.edu
Papers: “Permenance of the Temporary: Understanding the State-Islamist Relations in the Muslim World.” Gul M. Kurtoglu, The University of Chicago, gm-kurtoglu@uchicago.edu
“Federalism and Ethnic Violence.” Alexander B. Downes, University of Chicago, a-downes@uchicago.edu
“Elections and Ethnic Conflict: Lessons from West Africa.” Burt L. Monroe, Indiana University, bmonroe@indiana.edu
Disc: Daniel Posner, University of California, Los Angeles, dposner@polisci.ucla.edu

Panel 3-M
ETHNIC ISSUES AND CONFLICTS IN POST-AUTHORITARIAN SOCIETIES
Chair: Donna Bahry, Vanderbilt University, donna.l.bahry@vanderbilt.edu
Papers: “Respect for Individual Rights? The Effects of Ethnic Nationalism In Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union.” Natalie A. Kistner, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, nkistner@csd.uwm.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

“Race and ‘Creole’ Nationalism in Cuba.” Steven E. Laymon, University of Chicago, laym@midway.uchicago.edu

“Why Isn’t there Peace in Dagestan?” Elizabeth Frombgen, Purdue University, frombgen@polsci.purdue.edu

“Diasporas and Democratization: The Benefits and Perils of ‘Going Home’.” Jennifer A. Skulte, University of Maryland, jskulte@gvpt.umd.edu

Disc: Jeffrey Stevenson Murer, Illinois Wesleyan University, jmurer@titan.iwu.edu

Panel 3-N

DEMOCRATIC CONSOLIDATION IN POST-COMMunist COUNTRIES

Chair: David Olson, University of North Carolina-Greensboro, dmolson@uncg.edu

Papers:
- “Institutional Development in Ukraine.” Vladimir Pigenko, Indiana University-Bloomington, vpigenko@indiana.edu
- “State and Social Cooperation in Russia.” Byung Jin Han, State University of New York-Buffalo, bh8@acsu.buffalo.edu
- “Political Learning and Support for Democracy in Russia.” Robert D. Grey, Grinnell College, grey@grinnell.edu
- “Committee Systems in Post-Communist Parliaments: Comparative Institutionalization.” David Olson, University of North Carolina-Greensboro, dmolsob@uncg.edu
- “Defining Post-Totalitarianism: The Poverty of Empirical Conceptualizations.” D. Christopher Brooks, donbrook@indiana.edu

Disc: John Fremstad, University of South Dakota

Panel 4-L

DOMESTIC AND ETHNIC CONFLICT

(Cosponsored by Race, Class and Ethnicity)

Chair: Alynna Lyon, Southeast Missouri State University

Papers:
- “Timing of Ethnic Violence: An Explanation to Kurdish-Turkish case.” Filiz Oztalas, University of Kentucky, fozta0@pop.uky.edu
- “The Uncertain Promise of Ethnic Pluralism in Democratizing Societies.” Kamila Valkova Valenta, Emory University, kvalent@emory.edu
- “Domestic and International Foundations of the Third Balkan War: The Vivisection of Yugoslavia.” Richard C. Ridenour, Purdue University, ridenour@polsci.purdue.edu

Disc: Alynna Lyon, Southeast Missouri State University
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 6-G
POLITICAL CONTEXT AND ITS EFFECTS
CLARK 7
Chair: Elizabeth Smith, Furman University, liz.smith@furman.edu
Papers: “Mass Response to the Lewinsky Scandal.” Mark Fischle, Princeton University, mark@princeton.edu
“Scandal, Blame, and Trust in Government: Impeachment and its Aftermath.” Richard Waterman, University of New Mexico, rwaterman@aol.com; Hank Jenkins-Smith, University of New Mexico, hismith@unm.edu; Carol L. Silva, University of New Mexico, csliva@unm.edu
“Politics, Political Efficacy and Mental Health: What Difference Does Race Make?” Lynn M. Sanders, University of California, Berkeley and San Francisco, lsanders@socrates.berkeley.edu
“Shaping the Context of Public Debate: The Effects of Valence Issues on Party Positions and Appeals.” Tim Fackler, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, facklert@nevada.edu
Disc: Michael Dimock, North Carolina State University, dimock@social.chass.ncsu.edu

Panel 7-F
INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS AND VOTER TURNOUT
BURNHAM 1
Chair: Joseph Cammarano, Providence College, jpcammar@providence.edu
Papers: “Differential Mobilization of Voters in US Elections.” John Hughes, Monmouth University, jhughes@monmouth.edu; Margaret Conway, University of Florida, mconway@polisci.ufl.edu
“The Efficacy Connection: Social Class and the Decision to Vote, 1972-1992.” Zulema Blair, Binghamton University (SUNY), bf18703@binghamton.edu; DeWayne Lucas, Binghamton University, be81761@binghamton.edu; Andrew LoTempio, Binghamton University, SUNY
“The Political Impact of Federal Government Employment.” Jason E. Schuknecht, University of Maryland, jschuknecht@gvpt.umd.edu
“Life-Cycle and Generational Effects on Voter Turnout in the US.” Ben Highton, University of California Davis, bhighton@ucdavis.edu
Disc: Joseph Cammarano, Providence College, jpcammar@providence.edu

Panel 7-H
ECONOMICS AND VOTING
BURNHAM 2
Chair: Christopher Wlezien, University of Houston, cwlezien@uh.edu
Papers: “Taking the Stock Market Seriously: Political Business Cycles and Economic Voting.” Alison Alter, Stanford University, aalter@eiland.stanford.edu; Lucy Goodhart, Harvard University, goodhart@fas.harvard.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

"Partisanship and Economic Voting, 1980-1998" Anthony Coveny, University of New Mexico, coveny@unm.edu; Erik M. Wibbels, University of New Mexico, wibbels@unm.edu

"The Economy, Partisanship, and Turnout" Daniel Stevens, University of Minnesota, stevens@polisci.umn.edu

Disc: Christopher Wiezien, University of Houston, cwiezien@uh.edu

Panel 9-L
SEX IN THE CITY: GENDER AND URBAN POLITICS
(Co-sponsored with Urban and Local Politics)
Chair: Vanessa B. Beasley, Texas A&M University, vanessa@unix.tamu.edu

Papers: "The Spaces of Sexual Violence." Renée Heberle, University of Toledo, rheberl@uoft02.utoledo.edu

"Sex, Kids and Politics: Reproductive Health Care in American Schools." James W. Button, University of Florida, jbutton@polisci.ufl.edu; Kenneth D. Wald, University of Florida, kenwald@polisci.ufl.edu; Barbara A. Rienzo, University of Florida, brienzo@hhp.ufl.edu

"Disparate Markets: The Effects of a Barrier-Threshold Matrix on Women's Inclusion in Local Law Enforcement." Michael McCall, Washington University, mmccall@artsci.wustl.edu; Mahdavi McCall, Washington University, mmccall@artsci.wustl.edu

Disc: Jacqueline DeLaat, Marietta College, delaatj@marietta.edu

Panel 10-K
REDISTRICTING AND DISTRICT DIVERSITY
(Cosponsored with Legislative Politics)
Chair: Keesha Middlemass Scott, University of Georgia, midlemas@arches.uga.edu

Papers: "Race and Redistricting After Shaw: Theory and Evidence on Whether 'Appearances Matter.'" Alan Szarawarski, Harvard University,aszaraw@fas.harvard.edu

"District Factors Affecting the Election Chances of People of Color and White Minority State Legislative Candidates." Paul Grant, University of Illinois at Chicago, pgrant2@uic.edu

"The Other White Meat? 'Pork Barrel' Spending and Racial Redistricting." Christian R. Grose, University of Rochester, cngro@troi.cc.rochester.edu

"Electoral Consequences of Racial and Ethnic Diversity." Regina Branton, University of Arizona, branton@u.arizona.edu

Disc: William C. Binning, Youngstown State University, fr025701@ysub.ysu.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 10-M  ETHNIC CONFLICT  (Cosponsored with International Relations)
Chair: Rasma Karklins, University of Illinois at Chicago, karklins@uic.edu
Papers:
“Explaining Post-Communist Ethnic Conflict: Patterns and Theories.”
Robert Hislope, Union College, hisloper@union.edu
“New Citizenship Politics in Europe: The Anti-Racist Movement” Charles M.
Hoffman, Indiana University, cmhoffma@indiana.edu
“Societal Insecurity and Extremist Group Violence: Protestant Paramilitaries in
Northern Ireland.” John M. Cotter, University of Kentucky, jmcott0@pop.uky.edu
Disc: Rasma Karklins, University of Illinois at Chicago, karklins@uic.edu

Panel 11-H  FEMINISM AND FREEDOM  (Co-sponsored by Gender and Politics)
Chair: Charlene Hinckley, Southern Connecticut State College, hinckley@javanet.com
Papers:
“Republic V: The Equality of Physis.” Marlene K. Sokolon, Northern Illinois
University, msokolon@niu.edu
“Republican Democratic Theory, Freedom, and Feminism.” Vesna Marcina,
University of California, Santa Barbara, ves@umail.ucsb.edu
“Hegel and Abstract Masculinity: Is the Hegelian Self Masculinist?” Nadine
Changfoot, York University, nadinec@yorku.ca
“Thinking Novelty in Feminist Theory: The Cyborg and the Mestiza.” Laurie
Naranch, Rutgers University, naranch@rci.rutgers.edu
Disc: Elizabeth Wingrove, University of Michigan, ewingrov@umich.edu
Pam Ramseyer, University of Michigan, psram@umich.edu

Panel 11-L  DEFINING THE DEMOCRATIC COMMUNITY: PRAGMATIC APPROACHES
Chair: Bart Schultz, The University of Chicago, rshultz@midway.uchicago.edu
Papers:
“Seeing the Great Community: Dewey and Whitman on Democratic Poetry.” Ann
Davies, Beloit College, daviesa@beloit.edu
“Limiting the Public: Democracy, Autonomy, and Exclusion.” David Paul
Mandell, Reed College, david.mandell@reed.edu
“John Dewey’s Institutional Idealism: A Contribution to a Theory of
Institutionalism.” Elaine McCoy, Kent State University, emccoy1@kent.edu
Disc: Eric MacGilvray, The University of Chicago, eamcgil@midway.uchicago.edu
Bart Schultz, The University of Chicago, rshultz@midway.uchicago.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 12-G  MONTROSE 3
RIGHTS
Chair: Georgia Warnke, University of California at Riverside, warnke@ucrcl.ucr.edu
Papers: “Political Contradictions in the Ethics of Human Rights.” John Wallach, Hunter College, CUNY, jwallach@shiva.hunter.cuny.edu
“Giving Up (on) Rights?” Samuel Chambers, St. Mary’s College of Maryland, sachambers@osprey.smcm.edu
“Principles and Prudence: Reconciling Liberalism and Communitarianism.” Marc Stier, Temple University, marcstier@stier.net
Disc: George Klosko, University of Virginia, gk@nuix.mail.virginia.edu

Panel 13-H  LASALLE 1
STRATEGIC BEHAVIOR IN POLITICS
Chair: David Epstein, Columbia University, de11@columbia.edu
Papers: “Comparison of Voting Rules in Large Poisson Voting Games.” Roger Myerson, Northwestern University, myerson@nwu.edu
“Ambiguity in Election Games.” Enriqueta Aragones, Harvard University, earagones@latte.harvard.edu; Andrew Postlewaite, University of Pennsylvania, apostlew@econ.sas.upenn.edu
“Constraining Leviathan: Moral Hazard and Credible Commitment in Constitutional Design.” Dino Falaschetti, Washington University in St. Louis, falasche@wueconc.wustl.edu
“Uniqueness of Stationary Equilibrium Payoffs in the Baron-Ferejohn Model.” Hulya K. Eraslan, University of Minnesota, eraslan@atlas.socsci.umn.edu
Disc: Ronny Razin, Princeton University, rrazin@princeton.edu

Panel 14-F  LASALLE 2
BAYES, EMPIRICAL BAYES, AND ITEM RESPONSE MODELS
Chair: Bradley Palmquist, Vanderbilt University, brad.palmquist@vanderbilt.edu
Papers: “Random Coefficient Models: Do They Borrow Strength Only When It Isn’t Needed?” Jonathan Katz, University of Chicago, j-katz@uchicago.edu; Neal Beck, University of California, San Diego, beck@ucsd.edu
“Item Response Models of Political Knowledge.” Marco R. Steenbergen, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, msteenbe@email.unc.edu
“The Two-Level Inference Problem and the Confirmation of Theories.” Kevin A. Clarke, University of Michigan, kclarke@umich.edu
Disc: Bradley Palmquist, Vanderbilt University, brad.palmquist@vanderbilt.edu
Jasjet Singh Sekhon, Harvard University, jsekhon@fas.harvard.edu
SUNDAY, APRIL 30 - 10:30 am - 12:15 pm

Panel 15-H  MONTROSE 1
POLITICAL PARTIES AND PUBLIC POLICY IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Chair: Gary M. Reich, University of Kansas, greich@ukans.edu
Papers: "Strange Bedfellows: The Case of Electoral Cooperation in Mexico between the PAN and PRD." Craig Goodman, University of Houston, cgoodman@bayou.uh.edu; Christina Hughes, University of Houston, chughes@bayou.uh.edu
"Regional Budget Allocation and Electoral Competition in Japan." Tomoaki Nomi, Marietta College, nomi@marietta.edu
"The Electoral Fate of Ethnoregionalist Parties in Western Europe: A Boolean Test of Extant Explanations." Jorge P. Gordin, University of Pittsburgh, jpgst22+@pitt.edu
Disc: Gary M. Reich, University of Kansas, greich@ukans.edu
Peter W. Wielhouwer, Regent University, petewie@regent.edu

Panel 16-J  LASALLE 3
PRESIDENTS, PUBLICS, AND GOVERNANCE
Chair: Kathryn Dunn Tenpas, University of Pennsylvania, tenpas@sas.upenn.edu
Papers: "Setting Expectations: Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Superpower Summity." Douglas M. Brattebo, U.S. Naval Academy, brattebo@gwmail.usna.edu
"The Political Legacies of Preemptive Presidents: Eisenhower and the Congressional Parties." Kevin S. Price, University of Wisconsin, kprice@polisci.wisc.edu
"Executive-Legislative Cooperation and the Systemic Nature of Job Approval." Joseph Stefko, University at Buffalo, SUNY, jstefko@buffalo.edu; Jim Twombly, University at Buffalo, SUNY
Disc: Karen Hult, Virginia Tech, khult@vt.edu

Panel 17-P  LASALLE 5
CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGNS AND ELECTIONS I
Chair: William Bianco, Penn State University, wtb3@psu.edu
Papers: "Promises Kept? Assessing the Link Between Campaign Ads and Legislative Performance." Constantine J. Spiliotes, Dartmouth College, Constantine.J.Spiliotes@Dartmouth.edu; Lynn Vavreck, Dartmouth College, lynn.vavreck@dartmouth.edu
"Impression Formation in the Contemporary Congress." William Bianco, Penn State University, wtb3@psu.edu
"Candidates, Campaigns, and Interest Groups: Structuring the Terms of Debate." Kristin L. Campbell, Texas A&M University, kcampbel@binghamton.edu
"The Effect of Divisive Primaries in House Elections: A Look at the 1990's." Jason M. Roberts, Purdue University, roberts@polisci.purdue.edu; Stephen C. Robersd, Southern Utah University, Robertds@suu.edu
Disc: Paul Goren, Southern Illinois University, goren@siu.edu
Panel 17-T

COMMITTEES II: DEVELOPMENT AND INFLUENCE

Chair: Mack D. Mariani, Syracuse University, mdmari01@maxwell.syr.edu

Papers:
- "Examining Committee Structural, Procedural and Power Change in U.S. State Legislatures: A Comparative Chamber Analysis." Keith E. Hamm, Rice University, hamm@rice.edu; Ronald D. Hedlund, Northeastern University, r.hedlund@nunet.neu.edu; Nancy Martorano, Rice University, nancyann@rice.edu
- "Member Expertise and Informational Roles of Caucuses, Leadership Systems, and Committees in the U.S. Congress." Scott Ainsworth, University of Georgia, sainswor@arches.uga.edu; Thad E. Hall, University of Georgia, thadhall@arches.uga.edu
- "The Suspension of the Rules and Extreme Committees: Explaining the Defeat of Bills on the Floor." Okiyoshi Takeda, Princeton University, otakeda@phoenix.princeton.edu
- "Congressional Committee Conflict and Decision-Making Norms." James Cox, California State University-Sacramento, jhcox@csus.edu; Kathleen A. Bratton, SUNY-Binghamton, kbratton@binghamton.edu

Disc: Lawrence D. Longley, Lawrence University, PowerLDL@aol.com

Panel 18-N

SUPREME COURT DECISIONS AND OPINIONS

Chair: Bradley Canon, University of Kentucky, pol140@pop.uky.edu

Papers:
- "When and Why does the Supreme Court Ask The Solicitor General to Participate as Amicus Curiae?" Timothy R. Johnson, Southern Illinois University, timjr@siu.edu
- "Rethinking the Individual Opinion: Testing an Alternative Model of Nonconsensus on the U.S. Supreme Court." Bradley J. Best, Southern Illinois University, BestB@apsu02.apsu.edu
- "U.S. Supreme Court Decision-Making: A Self Organizing Model." Steve Puro, St. Louis University
- "Judicial Hierarchy in the Federal Courts System." Rebecca D. Wood, University of North Texas, reba@unt.edu; Sandra Wood, University of North Texas, Sandywr@facstaff.cas.unt.edu; Kimi King, University of North Texas, kking@unt.edu

Disc: James P. Wenzel, University of California, Riverside, wenzel@wizard.ucr.edu; James F. Spriggs, II, University of California, Davis, jfspriggs@ucdavis.edu
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Panel 19-K
ISSUES OF FEDERALISM IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Chair: David Samuels, University of Minnesota, dsamuels@polisci.umn.edu
Papers: "Russia's Federalism: The Imperative of Consolidation." Dmitri Mitin, Purdue University, mitin@polsci.purdue.edu
       "The Politics of Brazil's Debt Crisis and Delayed Economic Reform." Eduardo J. Gomez, University of Chicago, ej-gomez@uchicago.edu
Disc: David Samuels, University of Minnesota

Panel 20-C
THE IMPACT OF URBAN STRUCTURES: METROPOLITAN RELATIONS
Chair: E. Terrence Jones, University of Missouri-St. Louis, terry.jones@umsl.edu
Papers: "Restructuring Local Governments to Combat Corruption: Assessing Modern City-County Consolidation Attempts." Suzanne Leland, Kansas State University, smleland@KSU.edu; Gary Johnson, University of Kansas, gjjohnson@falcon.cc.ukans.edu
       "Bridging the City-Suburb Divide: States and the Politics of Regional Cooperation." Juliet Gainsborough, University of Miami, Jgainsbo@miami.edu
       "Suburban-Urban Economic Dependence and Regional Economic Growth." Robert Stein, Rice University, Stein@rice.edu; Stephanie Shirley Post, Rice University, Post@rice.edu
       "The Metropolis Divided: Cities, Suburbs, and Fiscal Disparities, 1960-1990." Arthur L. Burris, California State University, Hayward, aburris@cshayward.edu
Disc: E. Terrence Jones, University of Missouri-St. Louis

Panel 21-S
MORALITY POLICY: AGENDA-SETTING, ADOPTION, AND IMPACT
Chair: Raymond Tatalovich, Loyola University Chicago, rtatalo@luc.edu
Papers: "Values, Morality, and Social Standards: The Effects of Social Regulatory Policy on Political Trust." Neil A. Eldred, SUNY at Binghamton, bd25344@binghamton.edu;
       "Dial 'M' for Morality: A Longitudinal Study of Morality Policy Changes Toward the Motion Picture and Television Industries." Rodney A. Wambeam, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, nwamb@uniserve.uni.edu
       "Robbing the Cradle? State Adoption and Reinvention of 'Age Spans' in Statutory Rape Laws, 1965-1999." Carolyn E. Cocca, New York University, cec0828@is.nyu.edu
Disc: Raymond Tatalovich, Loyola University Chicago, rtatalo@luc.edu
Panel 21-T  

STREET-LEVEL CONSEQUENCES OF POLICY CHANGE  

Chair: Eugene F. Fregetto, University of Illinois at Chicago, fregetto@uic.edu  
Papers:  
- "The Impact of W2 on Community Service Providers in Eau Claire, Wisconsin." Rodd Freitag, University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire, freitard@uwec.edu  
- "House Bill 489-The Service Delivery Act: A Service Delivery Model for Non-Duplication of Services in Local Governments in the State of Georgia." Patricia Mitchell, University of Georgia, jpmitch@bellsouth.net  
- "Effects of Attorney Fee Shifting Laws on Claiming Behavior." Jackson Williams, University of Illinois at Chicago, jwilliams@dri.org  
Disc: Melissa Marschall, University of South Carolina, marschall@sc.edu

Panel 22-H  

'THE OUTSIDERS': CITIZENS, INTEREST GROUPS, AND PUBLIC BUREAUCRACY  

Chair: Scott R. Furlong, University of Wisconsin - Green Bay, furlongs@uwgb.edu  
Papers:  
- "Managerialism and Public Participatory GIS." Paul Schlomer, Purdue University, scholmer@polisci.purdue.edu; Gerald B. Thomas, Purdue University, Thomas@polisci.purdue.edu; Manjusha Gupte, Purdue University  
- "Citizens and Non-Regulatory Environmental Policy: Citizen Action and Information Disclosure Programs." Mark Stephan, Georgetown University, mstephan@erols.com  
- "With Friends Like These: Amicus Curiae Briefs Before the Securities and Exchange Commission." David C. Nixon, Georgia State University, poldcn@panther.gsu.edu; Robert M. Howard, Georgia State University, polrhh@panther.gsu.edu; Jeff R. DeWitt, Georgia State University,  
Disc: Scott Furlong, University of Wisconsin - Green Bay, furlongs@uwgb.edu  
Mihriye Mete, Michigan State University, mete@pilot.msu.edu

Panel 26-D  

ON COURAGE  

Chair: John Koritansky, Hiram College  
Papers:  
- "Thucydides' Brasidas." Tim Burns, Skidmore College, tburns@skidmore.edu  
- "Women and Courage in the Laws." Linda Rabieh, Tufts University, mrabieh@law.harvard.edu  
- "Steadfastness in the Face of Death." Susan D. Collins, Liberty Fund, scollins@libertyfund.org  
Disc: Steven Salkever, Bryn Mawr College, ssalkeve@brynmawr.edu; Matthew Crawford, University of Chicago, mcrawfor@midway.uchicago.edu
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Panel 28-B   PARLOR F
MINDING YOUR Ps AND Qs: PROGRESSIVE QUANTOIDS IN WORLD POLITICS
Chair: Meredith Reid Sarkees, DePaul University, msarkees@shrike.depaul.edu
Papers   “Ethical Concerns, Consequences, and Evidence.” J. David Singer, University of Michigan, jdsinger@umich.edu
“Correlations, Constructivism and Conscience.” Brian Pollins, Ohio State University, pollins.1@osu.edu
“The Promise and Threat of the Democratic Peace.” Errol Henderson, Wayne State University, e.henderson@wayne.edu
Disc: Meredith Reid Sarkees, DePaul University, msarkees@shrike.depaul.edu
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